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THE BEHAVIOUR OF PAINTS IN TIM TROPICS

This report summarises the results obtained from
a large number of trials involving the exposure
of paints and related materials to a variety of
tropical climatic conditions in West Africa.
The trials w'ere carried out by the Tropical
Testing, Establishment in Nigeria.

i. GENERAL fITRODUCTICK

The adverse climatic conditions of the tropics reduce the efficiency
and accelerate the deterioration of paints primarily designed for use in
temperate countries. High ambient temperatures affect paints in store as
they favour settlement of the pigment and gelation of the medium inside the
containers. High relative humidities retard the drying of paints and
various factors connected with tropical climates have a corniderable effect
on the durability of the coatings. In addition, the labour available for
painting is often unskilled, resulting in inadequate surface preparation
prior to painting and incorrect application of the paint itself.

The requirements of paints for use in the tropics have been discussed
by Footner and lbrray (43) and are summarised as follows:

(i) Satisfactory storage characteristics for reasonably long periols at
temperatures up to 14 0 0F. Settling of pigment should be only rlight and
the sediment should be capable of being easily re-dispersed; there
should be no fattening or gelation of the medium.

(ii) Good application characteristics to offset the limitations of
unskilled labour.

(iii) Good drying properties ithout 'after-tack' under conditions of

high huridity. The film should not skin-dry or winkle.

(iv) 11igh durability under tropical conditions of exposure.

The factors responsible for the breakdcm of paint films in the tropics
are the same as those encountered in temperate regions, but they are usually
more intense (44). As a general rule, therefore, although the effective life
of a paint is considerably reduced by exposing it to tropical conditions, the
order of durability of a series of paints ;ill be approxinately the same in
the tropics as in temperate regions. The relative effect of the various
tropical climatic conditions on the breakdown of paints varies from one
locality to another, but one or mere of the foll,,ing factors is normally
involved:

(i) The greater intensity of aotinin radiation in areas with Intense
sunshine accelerates the breakdown of a paint vehicle by photo-ohemeial
action ard induces a rapid change in the colour of light-sensitive
pigments. This effect is one 0o' the main factors involved in the deteri-
oration of paints. The first sign of breakdown is usually loss of gloss,
..ith fading in sme oases, and this is inevitably follwed by ohalkinG.
Paints ith dark-oolaured pigmvnts are usually found to be more durable
than light-coloured paints (44), possibly because increased absorption of
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the solar radiation by dark pigments confers some protection on the
vehicle,

(ii) Exposure to intense sunlight may cause painted surfaces to reach
high ttnperatures, vith consequent rapid embrittlement of the film as a
result of accelerated polymerisation of the vehicle.

(iii) Rapid anId wid tnperature changes accompanied by differential
expansion and contraction of the paint film and its substrate will increas
the danger of cracking of an embrittlod film. In the hot dry tropical
regions, the diurnal variation in the temperature of a painted surface can
be very high. This large variation in tenperature often results in a
periodic condensation of water on the paint film, causing it to chalk,
craze and peel in a shorter period than in temperate climates.

(iv) Intermittent rain follted by periods of sunshine tends to promote
chalking of paint films.

(v) High relative humidities and heavy rainfall accelerate the corrosion
of metals rith inadequate or too permeable coatings and provide conditions
very favourable for the growth of mould and algae.

(vi) High atmospheric salinities in the areas of tropical surf beaches
result in very rapid breakdown of paint films, particular3 y on metal
surfaces 'whore corrosion of the substrate is involved (sea Section 4).

The conditions referred to above apply particularly to paints exposed
out of doors. The break&am of paints used fer interior purposes in the
tropics is much less rapid and their effective life is not significantly
less than in temperate climates.

During the period August, 1948 to August, 1958, 'he Tropical Testing
Establishment (T.T.E.) of the 21inistry of Supply, barad at Port Harcourt in
Nigeria, conducted a large number of trials on various types of paints and
related materials at several exposure sites, selected so as to cover a side
range of tropical climatic conditions. In the course of these trials, many
paints were exa sined to assess their durability tuidc conditions of tropical
exposure, and the results obtained were reported at the conclusion of each
trial (I - 39). As a result of the decision to close the Tropical Testing
Establishment in September, 1958, all the paint specimens still on exposure
had to be withdrawn during the month prior to the closure. Several of the
trials were therefore terminated before the scheduled completion dates; in
one case (38) arrangements were made to continue the trials in West Africa
jointly by the Nigerian Federal Institute of Applied Research at Oshodi,
near Lagos, and the WIest African Building Research Institute at A era, Ghana.

In this report, the results of the various trials are discussed under

the follazing headings, for convenience:

(i) Paints applied to metal surfaces (section 4 and Appendix A)

(ii) Paints applied to wood surfaces (Section 5 and Appendix B)

(iii) Paints applied to asbestos cement (Section 6 ind Appandix C)

(iv) Paints applied to plaster walls and concrete (Section 7 and
Appendix D)

(v) Varnishes (Secotion 8 and Appendix F)

(vL) Fungus-resisting paints (Section 9 and Appen lix F)

(vii) Fungicidal varaishes and lacquers (section 10 aid AppernAix G)

(viii) Anti-fouling paints (Section 1 and Appendix i)
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(ix) Anti-teredo paints (Section 12 and Appendix I)

(Y) Composition preservative on paints (Section 13 and Appendix J)

(xi) Storage of paints in the tropics (Section %4 and Appendix K)

2. EXPO

2.1 Exposure Sites

A4l paint specimens were exposed at one or more of the sites described
in Section 2.1.1 to 2.1.11; these provided a :wide range of tropical climates.
The location of sane of these :ites is shown in Fig.1 and some general views
are given in Figs. 2 to 10. Table 1 stunmarises the conditions at the main
sitest

Tabl e 1,

11min Exposure Sites

: I Detall.s in

Site Conditions

Cotrl oopTemperature and relative humidity - 2.1.1

Port Harourt maintained at 700 + 5°F and
i ! 65_± 5,'o respectively.

Base Depot, Warm and hm di but providing 2.1.2
Port Ularocurt conditions of good tropi.cal

storage.

-To Site, k.arm, humid, heavy rainfall, 2.1.3
Port Harcourt moderate sunshJne, mili irnustrial

t moshericpollu t ion.4

Jungle Site, Warm, hmmid, shady. Corditims 2.1.4
Nkpoku, very favourable for biologit'al
Nr. Port Harcourt attack.

Larine Site, Warm, humid, heavy rainfall, 2.1.5
Lagos intense solar radiation, high

conountration of airborne salt.

Desert Site, Hot and dry, lov raefall, 2.1,6
Kane intense solar radiation.

Subsidiary ecposure sites are described in Sections 2.1.7 to 2.1.11.

2.1.1 Control Room, Port Harcourt

In some of the trials, 'control panels' wTre providod by the sponsors
or were pr pared at T.T.E. to serve as star isda in asscv :ing the degree of
deterioration of specimens at the exposure sites. These 'control panels'
were stored in the dark in a room in the T.T.B. laboratories which was
maintained for most of the time at 70 j 50F and 65 ± 5, relative hmiddity.
The panels were removed for short periods only, fcr comparison with the
ecposed panels under inspection.

2.1.2 Base DePot, Port Iir.coArt

This was a room in the T.T.B. laboratories at Port Haroourt, of
permanent brick and concrete construction and vith a palm-thatched roof.
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The temperature and relative humidity were remarkably constant. The
seasonal variations in temperature and relative huiLdity were 750 to
95°F and 70 to 95, respectively but the diurnal variations were consider-
ably less (approximately 10°F ard 101jo R.H.). There was no air-
conditining but during the day the windows were open and there was good
ventilation. Conditions simulated good tropical storage. Views of the
exterior and interior of the building in which the specimens were stored
are shovm in Figs. 4 and 5.

2.1.3 Town Site. Port Harcourt

This was an open compound in Port Harcourt, a town in the rain-forest
belt of Southern Nigeria. Temperature and relative humidity were both
high and the diurnal and seasonal variations were small. Temperatures
ranged from 700 to 950 F and rel,-tive humidities from 70 to 95 per cent.
Anral rainfall was about 95 inches and most of this fell in the wet
season from April to October. There was rild industrial atmospheric
pollution, mainly from a railway and a coal-burning pa-ter station about
quarter of a mile distant fran the site. A general view of the town
site is shmin in Fig.2 and in Fig.3 is the compound in which the sperimens
were exposed.

2.1.4 Jungle Site. kpoku. Near Port Harcourt

This site was in the coastal rain-forest belt of Southern Nigeria,
approximately twelve miles north of Port Harcourt. The diurnal tempera-
ture range was only about 100 (maximum 850F, m4mz n 750F). Relative
humidities were high, the daily maximum being over 95 per cent and the
minimum about 80 per cent$ except for a very short period at the beginning
of the year when it might fall to 60 per cent. Annmal rainfall was about
95 inches. Conditions -rere very favourable for both insect and fungal
attack and in the clearing, where sunlight penetrrted for a few hours
each day, algal grwth developed, often in symbiotic union with fung&.
gravth. The clearing was approximately thirty by tielve yards (Fig.6)
and as the surrourding trees were about a hundred feet high the sperimens
were exposed to direct sunlight for only -t few hours in the middle Xf the
lay.

Specimens exposed in the Jungle undcgrarth were protected from
direct sunlight aid the full force of the rain, which at times was very
heavy.

2.1.5 harine Site, Lirhthouse Beach. Lnsoa

This site was situated on a tropical surf beach about fot. miles from
Lagos. There was little seasonal variation in emperature and relative
humidity; the daily temperature maximum was &enerally between 800 and
900F. and the minimum beteen 700 and 750F. The relative humidity
variation was fron a maximum cf over 85 per cent to a minimum of 70 to
80 per cent. The anual rainfall was about 70 inches, the raizw season
generally lasting from ;Iarch to October. There was an average of about
seven hours of bright sunshine a day anid the effect of solar radiation
was accentuated by strong reflection from the sand and the sea. The
atmosphere was very corrosive, being heavily laden with salt from the
surf spray thich was blotn inshore by the constant, prevailing south-kwest
wind. The concentration of airborne salt, hatever, fell off rapidly on
moving inland from the surf line; at Wo hundred yards it was only one
quarter ard at four hundred yards one telfth of the value at the fifty-
yard sites as measured by the 'wet-oloth method' (45). For this reasons
the distance of the specimens from the surf line was usually specified.
This high atmospheric salinity (sapproximately 3 m NCcl/ubic metre) in
oon nction with constant inshore Y.Inds, intense actinic radiation and
high ambient temperature and relative Iumidity provided ono of the most
corrosive natural exposure sites on record (45).
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A general view of the marine site is sho'n in Fig.7 and of the 200-
yard compound in Fig. 8.

2.1.6 Desert Site, KPano

This site was situated on open ground in the hot dry region of
Northern Nigeria (Fig.9). During the dry season the ground was almost bare
and the grass vtch grw' during the short rainy season (June to September)
was kept short. Solar radiation was intense, writh sun temperatures of the
order 1700 to 180oF (black bulb in vacuo) and total radiation intensities
up to 360 B.Th.U/ft 2/hour being recorded. The highest ambient tempera-
tures oocurred in April and 1ay, when they were of the order 1050 to 110°F
associated with minimu u temperatures of about 70oF. At the begirring of
the year when the Harmattan, a very dry, dust-laden wind from the ae.ert,
was blowing from the northp it was considerably cooler (maximum 800 to
650P, mini 40O to 50°F), and at this time the relative humidij was
extremely low (maximum 50 per cet, niXJmum 5 per oent or even less).
During the wet season) the relative humidity ranged from a minimum of
about 60 per cent to a maximum of 100 per cent. The annual rainfall at
Kano was about 31 inches, most of wihich fell in the three months July to
September. There was generally an absolute drought from November to Kay.

2.1.7 Harbour Site, Port Harcourt

This was a concrete structure erected in the r..ver harbour area and
locally referred to as the 'dolphint (Fig.10). The dolphin was about two
hundred yards out from the wharf and about half a mile south of the town
site. The creek was bounded by mangrove swaops. Conditions at this site
were approximately the same as those of the tow site ith some additional
mild atmospheric pollution from shipping. Panels supported on a wooden
frame were exposed by fixing the latter to the flat concrete top of the
dolphin vwich was about six feet above high-;ater mark. The specimens
faced north (tovards the wharf).

2.1.8 Wilmot Point, Lagos

This site was inside the lagoon area near Lagos. Although climatio
conditions were similar in most respects to those at the marine site
(Section 2.1.5), there was mach less Ydti and sur.' spray. The salinity
of the atmosphere was little more than one tenth of that at the marine
site (45). Specimens were cxlosed to the atosphere above the high-7ater
mark by attaching them to a ocden Wharf. The lagoon site (Section 2.1.11),
where specimens were partially or tot-lly irmaersed, was imediately below
this wharf.

2.1.9 Bonny Riyr. Port liarcourt

This was the ime rsion site in the harbour area at Port Harcourt,
surrounded by mangrove arnamps and containing decomposing vegetation. It
was a brackish tidal creek# about forty miles up-river from the sea, and
the rise and fall of the tide was up to five feet, The salinity of the
water varied from I to 2.5 per cent (see Appendix B). Specimens exposed
to 'wind/water conditions' were positioned so that they wer e immersed at
high water and exposed to the atmosphere at low water. 'Totally immersed'
specimens were placed 12 to 18 inches beldo the lo-iwater mark.

2.1.10 ODobo Imnrsion Site

This was in a tidal creek south of Prt Harcourt where teredo
activity appeared to be much lcrer than in the water of the harbour area
at Port Harcourt. The salinity of the water here was also much lower than
at the latter site, varying between 0.10 per cent 110CI in .Ay anid C.38 per
cent in August (9).
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2.1.11 L.aoon Site. Laos

This was the imnersion site at Wilmot Point (see Section 2.1.8), a
ba.okwater inside the Lagos Lagoon. During the wet season, a large area of
forest country irained into the lagoon giving an overlay of fresh water.
The salinity of the water at a depth of five feet varied from about 0.24
per aent Na Cl in the rainy season to about 2.5 per cent in the dry months
Deceber to Maroh) (46). Specimens were exposed at this site under

'wir4/water conditions' or 'fully immersed' as described in Section 2.1.9.

2.2 Nethods of Exposure

Paints were normally exposed on small parels of metal or wood supported
un stands so that the panels faced south and were at san angle of 4.50 to the
horizontal. The height of the spelmens above ground level varied from three
to five feet. WThere other conditions of exposure were required, details are
given in the appropriate sections of the report. The stands were constructed
of steel or wood and the pancls were fixed in such a way as to avoid bi-
metallic oontaot or conditions which would affect the normal rate of deter-
ioration of the paint films. The method of fixing the panels was particularly
important v&ere both they and the stands were of steel, since any direct
contact was always liable to lead to accelerated corrosion of the paint sub-
strate and reduce the effective life of the paint. In such cases, the method
normally adopted was to grip each corner of the steel panel between fibre
washers attached to t he frame by steel bolts, care being taken to avoid any
contact betw7een the fixing bolts and the panels.

In testing paints in the jungle undergrovith (for resistance against
fungal attack), it was fairly ocomon practice to expose then on stands in a
vertical position to minimise the deposition of extraneous matter on the
paint film, thus eliminating a source of nutrient for fungus which would lead
to confusing results. In any case, in the absence of direct sunlight s
orientation at 4.50 and facing south was unimportant.

Painted panels for exposure under water were fixed to wooden or steel
frames which were in turn securely fastened to a raft or to a rigid staacture
such as a vrharf. The latter method was used where exposure to 'vinr/water
conditions' (see Section 2.1.9) was required.

Photographs of some of the specimens on exposure are given in Figs. 11
to 34

2.3 etecrological and yldromraphic Data

At the twn, jungleandmarine sitos, records of maximum and inimum
temporatures and relative humidities, maximum solar tacnperatures (black bulb
in vaouo), numbers of hours of sunshine and inchc3 of rainfall were obtained
from otandxl instruments placed near the specimens on exposure. For the
desert site, records vmer obtained by courtesy of the Nigerian 1heteorologioal
Dcpartment from its station about one mile from the exposure site. In the
base depot and jungle undergrwth, records of maximum and minimum tempera-
tures and relative humidities only were maintained. All these records were
averaged over ten-day periods and produced in the fors of line graphs for
each of the exposure sites. Typioal. data for a complete year (1957) axe
given at the end of this report.

In omnnetion with the anti-fouling and anti-toredo paint trials", some
hydrographio data for the Bony River, Part Harcourt, were obtained and
figures for salinities, pH values and temperatures are given in Appendix L.

/3-
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3. ASESSMlINT OF DETERIOUATION

Deterioration of the paint filrms vas assessed by visual examination at
regular intervals during exposure, the methods adopted being based on the
outdoor exposure assessment proocedure of the Chemical Inspectorate at its
Glascoed Station (40). Various failures of the paints were recorded in
terms of numerical units 0 - 4, 0 representing no change and 4 a bad failure.
The degree of gloss of the film was assessed as follats:

o - High (cellulose or enamel) gloss
I - Oil-paint gloss
2 - Medium gloss
3 - Eggshell
4 - Matt

Defects such as colour range, chalking, cracking, flaking, blistering, etc.
were recorded using the follcning scales

0 - No failure
I - Very slight failure
2 - Slight failure
3 - Definite failure
4 - Bad failure

The extent of bio;ogical attack was usually assessed by a mycologist
and, where possible, the species of fungus -cre identified.

4. PAW'TS A2PLIFD TC TAL SUMFACES

4..i Introduction

The paint systems were exposed on metal substrates at various sites to
examine their behaviour under differcnt conditions of tropical e-posure.
Details of the paint systems tested are given in Appendix A and some of the
specimens on exposure are showni in Figs. 11 to 20.

Thc effectiveness of a paint system on steel was assessed mainly by its
ability to prevent rusting. The usual factors associated %vith degradation of
paint (chalking, blistering, fadine, etc.) were also noted, but a measure of
the protection afforded was most readily obtained by assessing the rusting
that has taken plac... For this, measuring the area affecte by rusting and
or rust staining might be sufficient but a mre precise evaiuation was
obtained by weighing panels both before painting and after stripping paint
and rust at the end of the exposure period, The loss in weight of the panels
as a result of corrosion was expressd in grams per 100 sq. am of surface
area. After stripping the residual paint with jylene (3, 13), rust was
removed by soaking the panels for fifteen minutes in a 15 per cent solution
of sulphuric acid containing 0.4 per cent of "Stannine" inhibitor. The rate
of corrosion of unprotected mild steel panels, determined in the same manner,
for various exposure sites is given in Table 2 (45).
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Table 2

Rate of Corrosion of Unproteoted i1ld Steel

xp rStRate of Corrosion

loss in g/100 om2/month

Jungle Clearing .10
Larine t 50 yl 5.60
1-.arine : 200 yd 2.35 I

* Desert Site 0.028
* dilmot Point (Fisheries) 0.33
Lagoon Site, wilnd/water 6.7

zone
Lagoon Site, total

inersion 4.5

The very high rate cf corrosion at the marine site as compared with the
other aerial exposure sites was caused by the high atuospheric salinity in
the vicinity of the surf beach. At this site in particular, the normal
sequence in the breakdorm of paint films, viz. loss of gloss, ohalking,
cracking, blistering, etc., vias folloved by rusting of the steel substrate
Yrith a consequent accelerated breakdom of the paint.

4.2 Individual Trials

4.2.1 Berkeley Green Bergermaster Gloss Enamel )Ath Undercoat
(Lewis Berger and Sons, Ltd.)

This enamel, based on a co-polynerised styrene moiium, was claimed to
have better gloss retention than normal gloss paints. To examine is
behaviour under tropical conlitions, tinplate panels were exposed a. three
sites in Nigeria for periods varying from eight to twienty-seven months
(Ref.3). The panels, 6 inch x 4 inch, were painted at T.T.E. as described
in Appendix A.1, and were exposed as shour. in Table 3.

Table3

Site Date Duration of
Exposed Exposure (months,

Jungle Clearing 19#4.50 i 27

I:arine 6.6.50 8
(50 yd from surf line)

Marine rcsirlne:6.6.50 8S(200 yd from surf line)

. . .... .. .- .. . -* _. 4
Desert 5.5.50 13

The painted tinplate speoimens behaved in a manner similar to the
oorrespoaring %oodun panels (see Section 5.2.1) as regards gloss retention,
colwr change and chalking but the amount of superficia] algal and fungal
growths was rather less than on the latter. After six months, the gloss
had almost disappeared and, after a ycer, total loss of gloss was

/acoompanied-8-



accompanied by heavy chalkiM at the sunny sites. Heavy biological
growth developed on the paint exposed in the Jungle.

Although this material ms not tested in conjunction with other gloss
paints, there was no evidence tu suggest that it was superior to the
latter in its gloss-retaining properties.

After a yearts exposure, rust had farmed in small blisters on some
areas of the panel at the Jungle site. Slight rusting at the edges of
the panel after five months exposure at the marine site developed
rapidly and spread over the panel. The specimens at this site were with-
dram after eight months exposure when rusting was assessed as heavy. At
the desert site, blistering of the paint was reported after five months
and slight rusting at the suspension holes after eight months; at this
stage the blistering had disappeared. No further development of rusting
or blistering was noted during the remainder of the trial at the desert
site.

4,2,2 Pammel Synthetic Enamel Paint with Undercoat
(Riundell Spence & Co. Ltd.)

The effect of tropical exposure on this synthetic enamel over an
approved undercoat ims investigated by exposing painted mild steel panels
at four sites in Nigeria for eighteen months (15). The enamel was based
on a long-oil linseed oil pentaerythritol alkyd, pigmented with phthalo-
cyanine blue and lead chrome. Further details of the system are given in
Appendix A.2.

The panels (6 inch x 4 inch) viere painted at T.T.E. and ecposed at
the marine site, both 50 and 200 yards from the surf line, on 24.8.53,
in the jungle clearing on 29.8.53, and in the desert on 26.9.53.

At all three sites the painted steel panels behaved in a marner
similar to the corresponding wocen panels (see Section 5.2.2) as regards
gloss retention and colour c hanges, but there was no fungal attack on the
steel panels at the Jungle site. At the Jungle and desert sites the
apeciinens remained in very good condition except for dirt collection at
the former and loss of gloss and fading at the latter. The gloss hwever
was readily restored by cleaning and polishing.

No rusting of the panels at the Jungle clearing or desert sites was
reported throughout the t:-ial. At the marine site, however, both 50 yards
and 200 yards from the surf line, rusting commenced along the edges of the
panels vwithin five months of eposure. At the 50-yard si.e this rusting
continued until, after 18 months, onay a re'latively smal area of paint
remained in the centre of the panel, there being a borler of rust one inch
wide around the panel and several rust spots in the central area. 200
yards from the surf line, where the atmosphere vas less corrosive, break-
1own was less severe and, after 18 months, rusting was still limited to a
quarter-inch border around thc panel with several rust spots towards
the ottre. Figure 35 illustrates the steel panels after eighteen to
nineteen months exposure at the four sites. The corrosion at the two
marine sites is clearly shown, as is the breakdown of the raint film taking
place from the edges inwards. This suggests that adequote edge protection
of the metal ptnels might have further delayed the breakdown of the paint
film.

The protection afforded the mild steel panels by the paint system is
shovn in Table 4, which canpares the total corrosion after eighteen to
nineteen months exposure for the painted panels with the monthly rate of
corrosion of unprotected mild steel at the sane sites (45).
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Table It

Corroro!on Rate of Painted and Unpainted
Igild Steel Panels

I Total Corrosion of I Corrosion Rate of
S Site IPainted Panels after Unprotected LMIdSe18/19 Months I Steel

_ (E/IOO cm2 ) (g/10 om 2/month)

Jungle olearing 0.32 0 0.10
krine (50 yards) 25 5.60
I arine (200 yards 1.9 2.35
Desert 0.34 0.028

4,2.3 General Purpose Paints (Red Hand Compositions Co.)

Tto paint systens on galvanized iron and three systems on steel panels
were exposed for two years at the marine site 200 yards from the surf line
(17). On galvanized iron, the sene primer and undercoat were used in
conjunction with two different aluminium finishes; as the trial using
steel panels wias designed to assess the relative merits of three different
primers, the undercoats and topcoats were the sene in all cases. All
painting was done in the U.K. and the panels were exposed on 21.2.56.
Details of the paint systems are given in Appendix A.3.

At the end of th2 trial, the print systems on galvanized iron were
still in faiirly good condition, a part fron moder.te chalking and a slight
breakdom -long the western edge in the form of blistering and flaking,
and .hito corrosion of thu substrate.

The painted steel panels commenced to rust aiong the western edges
and the paint had started to blister in this region after six months
exposure. Chalking, first observed after nine months, increased conwider-
ably towards the end of the trial and all systems were chalking heavily
when the panels were withdrawn from the site. After two years exposure,
the edge corrosion effect had increased considerably along the western
sides of the panels and rusting had begun along the other three edges.
Tis heavy rusting along the edges had caused delarination of the substrate
and considerable flaking a:d blistering of the paint film. Rust staining
had spread on to the paint fili:. from the western edge and small areas of
rust blistering could be seen on the panel surfaces. The specimens lost
all their original gloss.

No significant differences were observed in the behaviour of these
different systens either on galvanized iron or steel substrates.

4.2.4 War Euipment Paints (Trial sponsored by ;diotrv of Supply,
Chemical Ins ectorote)

This was a trial to assess the general behaviour under tropical
corditions of paints from various =arafacturers, formulated to the C.I.
specification for War Equipment Paints (21). A list of the paints is
given in Appendix A.4#

Uild steel panels (12 inch x 12 inch) 'nre paintel in the U.K. and
exposed in a jungle olearig for thirty-four months. Each panel was
divided by a w-rtioal line into two equal portions, one portion being
covered ,ith one coat of pri:er mnd two coats of the finishing paint
and the other with tio finishig ocats only. ie ipainted panels were
exposed on 18.11.54. /At
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At the end of the trial all the olive drab finishes showed oansider-
aole fading and the Arctic white finish chalked very badly. Deterioration
had taken place on the halves of the panels on which no primer had been
used, rusting and blistering being much in evidence. The other half of
each panel which had been treated with red cide primer was in better
condition. The Arctic white paint deteriorated more rapidly than the
olive drab materials and shcved almost complete breakdown after thirty-
four months when used without a primer. Details or the changes are
given belov.

The panels painted with olive drab finishes began to fade after
about four months exposure and fading increased during the remainder of
the trial; after approximately one year most of them were assessed as
considerable failures in this respect. All the olive drab finishes
shaved slight biological attack and the Arotic white finish darkened
considerably after about sixteen months as a result of heavy dirt
collection4

Chalking of the Arctic white finish commenced after to months and
was assessed as heavy after two years. Only negligible chalking of the
olive drab finishes was recordud at intervals during the trial.

Very slight cracking of Specirwn A4-i began after sixteen months
exposure and, at the end of the trial, this defect was recorded as very
slight on Specimens A4-i, 3, 10, 11, 12 and 13 (a1 olive drab finishes,
with or without primer, manufactured by I.C.I. or Loris Berger). No
cheoking of any of the specimens was observed at any time during the
trial.

At the end of the trial, considerable flaking of the Arctic white
finish, without primer, (specimen A4-17) was recorded, This defect was
also noted to a very slight extent on five o' the olive drab finishes,
viz. A4-2, b* 9, (N4th primer) and A4-1I and 18 (rithout primer).

Toawards the end of the trial very slight blistering ocourred on most
of the speoinns but the blisters were very small (1-2 am). Only two
specimens (A.-4 and 7) were entirely free from this defect. The Arctic
white finish (A4-8 and 17) and Specimens A4-1 and 9 (olive drab finishes
with primer) wore rather more affected than the others.

Only three specimens were entirely free fron rusting throughout the
trial, A4-3, 4 and 7 olive drab finishes irth primer). The remaining
systems with primers (including the Arctic white system, A4-8) did not
begin to rust until they hal been exposed for t-enty-sevu months and, at
the end of the trial, were generally assessed as only very slight failures.
On the other hand, most of the systems writhout primers began to rust after
only four months and showed a fair amount of rusting at the end of the
trial. Notable eceptions were A4-1O (olive drab - I.C.I.), which dil not
show rusting until tuenty-one months had elapsed and was only a very
slight failure at the end of the trial, and A4-17 (Arctic white) which had
rusted considerably after only four months and -,as a bad failure at the
end of the trial (Fig.36).

Considerable dirt collection and slight water spotting were
recorded on all the specimens.

Generally, the paint systems vritnout primer showed ieteriaation
after almost three years exposure in a w.arm, humid climate, rusting and
blistering being fairly widearead. One system without prImer, A4.-1O
(I.C.I. Ltd. Paint W.E., O.D.), was significantly better than the others
and the most seriously affected of all was A4-17 (E. & F. Richarason
Paint .E., A.D., Arctic White). Of the systems %ith priming coats, A4-4
(Lewis Berger, Paint I.E. A.D., Olive Drab) and A4-7 (Bart, Bltoa and
Hayward, Paint W.E. A.D., Olive Drab) were superior to the others.
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4.2.5 Readv Mixed Oil Pents (Trial spon aored by 1inistry of tapk,
Cheoical Tnspeoto_..tu)

Nine paints formulatod either to the then existing B.S. specification
or to the proposed new draft specification, CRVFV/8880, were exposed at
two sites for almost three years to examine thuir behaviour under tropical
conditions (23). ivild steel panels, (2 inch x 12 inch) were painted
according to the systems shown in Appendix A.5, one set being painted in
the U.K. and a duplicate series at T.T.E. The panels viere exposed in
the jungle clearing on 17.11.54 and in the desert on 2.12.54.

In general, the paints to the draft specification were in a slightly
better condition than those conforming vith the existing B.S. specific-
tion, after three years' exposure to viarnVhumid or hodry conditions.
All the materials faded at the desert site and marW chalked heavily.
At the Jungle site all the paints supported heavy biological grafth.

All the specimens began to lose gloss at the desert site after two
to five months exposure. Further slow progressive loss occurred during
the remainder of the trial. After thirty-two months, all the Red Oxide
and Black finishes were assessed as slight failures but loss of gloss on
the Light Brunsrick Green finishes was rather more severe. There was no
appreciable differenoe between the British Standard and the draft specifi-
cation finishes nor betwieen panels with one and Wo finisihing coats. At
the jungle site heavy fungal growth and dirt collection made the assess-
ment of gloss rather difficult.

Fading of all specimens ccmmenced at the desert site after only one
months exposure. Severe fading of all the Light Brunswick Green
finishes developed fairly rapirily (P1.38) and at the PzA of the trial
the draft specification fonmulation% nad faded rather more than those
formulated to the existing B.S. specifications. The Red Oxide and Black
finishes had generally faded only slightly, the two-coat systems tending
to fade rather more than the one-coat. At the Jungle site, all the Black
finishes faded considerably towards the end of the trial. The Red Oxide
specimens were reported to be failng after four months exposure but this
was no longer observed at seven months when darkening first became
evident; this increased during the rrmainder of the trial until all the
Red Oxide finishes were assessed as bad failures in this respect. Both
the one-coat Light Irunmrick Green systeis (A5-11 and 13) showed consider-
Lble fading while the corresponding two-coat systems (A5-12 and 14)
darkened considerably.

Biologica. growth at the jungle site commenoed during the first few
months, and at the end of the trial all specimers had a fairly substantial
and unifonta coating of mould and algal gro.th associated ith copious
dirt and organic debzis adhering to the surfaces (Fig.4O). The growth
was generally dark in colour, consisting of a mixture of various types of
r~oelia, spores, algal cells and filaments. The only fungi identified
were GlicoladIum roseum and Penicillium lilacinum.

At the desert site, chalking of all specimens commcnced after two to
six months And, in most cases, was fairly severe at the end of the trial.
Specimens shorting particularly heavy chalking were A5-10, 12, 1/+ and 18,
but A5-I, 7, 8, 9 and 15 showed this defect to ony a slight degree.
Generally, the Wo-coat systems chalked more heavily than the one-coat
and the finishes based on the draft specification less than those to the
B.S. Specifications.

Slight cheoling of tao specimens at the jungle site (A5-4 and 6)
and two at the desert site (A5-6 and 18) occurred. System A5-5 checked
rather more extensively at the desert site. iost of the paints affected
by checking, were Red Oxide finishes and all of thia wtere B.S. Specifica-
tion paints.

/Considerable
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Considerable cracking of both panels of systems A5-5 and 11 and
slight cracking of one panel of system A5-17 had taken place before the
panels were put on exposure. The latter was exposed at the tungle site;
the duplicate of this system exposed at the desert site was in good
condition. At the end of the trial five more panels at the jungle site
had cracked: A5-5, 6, 11 and 12, were assessed as bad failures (Fig.39)
and A5-3, 4, 15 and 17 as slight. (These were all B.S. specification
paints except A5-15). The entire surfaces of t-to of the former (A5-6 and
12) were covered with cracks (Fig.37). At the desert site, five more
panels, apart from A5-5 and 11, showed cracking at the end of the trial
but it was only very slight. The systems affected were A5-6, 12, 13, 17
and 18 (all B.S. specification paints except A5-13).

At the jungle site, three specimens (A5-10, 15 and 16) showed very
slight flaking and one (A5-2) considerable flaking at the end of the
trial. The latter (tjio coats Postans Red Oxide to draft specification)
began to flake after only four months e:mposure. Three specimens (A5-13,
16 and 18) blistered very slightly tow:ards the end of the trial; A5-2
camenoed to blister after sixteen months but was assessed as only a
slight failure at the end. Blistering on A5-17 (one a oat of black finish
to B.S. specification) Yras first observed after over to years exposure
but it developed rapidly and this specimen was regarded as a considerable
failure at the end.

At the desert site three panels (A5-12, 13 and 18) rusted very
slightly and one (A5-11) considerably. With the exception of A5-I1, the
rusting was not recorded until the last stages of the trial. At the
jungle siti, eleven panels showed rusting at the end of the tTial, seven
only very slightly (A5-2, 5, 6, 13, 15 16 and 18). Rusting was heavier
on the other four (A5-4, li, 12 sn 17$ and was associated -ith the
cracking of the paint films. Most of the panels at this site did not
show any rusting until they had been exposed for over two years.
Generally, nasting at both sites ;ias associated more with paints formu-
lated to the B.S. specifications.

The most successful systems were AS-I, 7, 8 and 14 ( l formulated
to proposed now draft specification) and the worst were A5-11, 12, 5 and
6 (all B.S. specification paints).

4.2.6 Ready iLxed Oil Pairts (2nd Trial -Lonscred by BIistIZ of SUvnlysC hemical Inspectorate)

This was an exteasion of the previcus trial (see Section 4.2.5). The
same paint systems were used (Aipendix A.5) but in this part of the trial,
all the mild steel panels were painted in Nigeria and tested for only tNo
years (27). The panels were exp.osed in the jungle clearing on 8.3.56 and
in the desert on 9.3.5b.

The results obtained did not confirm those of the previous section,
since there vias no significant difference bet.-een paints to the existing
B.S. specification and those formulated to the revised z rcft specification.

All specimens corsmenced to lose gloss after one to three months at
both exposure aites, although in the Vngle clearing the loss 'as, at
least partlyp a result of considerable dirt ocolleotion. This, together
with the heavy biological growth which developed, made ass3ssments at the
jungle site difficult throughout the trial. The initiO gloss rapidly
disappeared at the desert site and after about six months no trace of it
remained on most specimens. Systems A5-5 and 6 were slightly better than
the rest.
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All specimens began to fade af ter about six months at the desert
site, and after two ycarL all the Light Brunswick Green panels showed
heavy fading. The Red Ox.-1e speciner were only moderately and the Black
finishes only slightly affected in this respect. At the jungle site,
slight fading of all the specimens was reported during the first three
months and again after twenty-one months, but slight darkening after
about a year was recorded. Hmever, the assessment of colour change at
this site was complicated by the dirt collection and fungal growrth which
developed.

Very heavy dirt collection and a considerable amount of biological
grmvth was reported on all the specimens in the Jungle clearing. The
latter consisted of a mixed algal and fungal coating, mainly superficial,
and was in close association with organic debris adhering to the surfaces.

Chalking cormaenced at the desert site after four to six months
exposure and at the ad of the trial was r.,oderate to heavy on all panels
except A5-I. The latter (one coat Postans Red Oxide to draft specifioa-
tion) shwed this defect only slightly.

Very slight checking was reported on four specimens (A5-4, 7, 15 and
17) after approximately one years exposure at the jungle site but it was
not detected at the end of the trial. Systeias A5-5 and II showed slight
checking at the final inspection; slight checking of systams A5-12 and 14
and heavy checking of A5-6, noted early in the trial, later developed into
cracking. No checking ,as observed at the desert site. At the end of
the trial, tic panels at the jungle site (A5-1C and 14) showed slight
cracking and one (A5-6) severe cracking (Fig.41). The latter (two coats
of Postans Red Oxide to the B.S. specification) also cracked slightly at
the desert site. Very slight flaking of two specimens at the jungle site
occurred (A5-7 and 9). At the desert site, very slight blistering of
five panels (A5-3, 5, 6, 14 and 18) observed in tLa early stages of the
trial disappeared soon aftrards and lwas not recorded again.

At the end of the trial three o& the Light Brunswick Green paneis at
the jwu7,le site (A5-11, 12 and 14 (Smith .nd Waalton)) had rusted very
slightly.

Only one system (A5-6) showel severe brcakdoni and this wias in the
form of cracking.

4. 2.7 Paints for Harbour Use Robert Ba-r an & Co. Ltd.)

Four paint systems considered suitable f.r tropical harbour instal-
lations were exposed at the tv;n site, Port Harcourt, for 21 months and
at the harbour site for 19 nonths (32). Details c' the systems are given
in Appendix A.b: they were app. lied to mild stool panels 6 inch x 4 inch
at T.T.Z. and were exposed at Port IHarcourt on 11.10.56 and at the
harbour site on 20.12,56.

All the paints lost gloss and chalked bLt there was no serious
breakdown of any system. L'h metallic paint appeared to be the most
satisfactory.

The nro-metallic paint systems, A6-1, 2 and 3 started to lose gloss
after three to six months exposure and at the t'L site vary little
remained after twenty-one montl. At the harbour site the first two
systems showed only alight los of gloss after eighteun mnths but A6-3
was rather worse in this respect. The metallic paint system (A6-4)
shavoed no loss of gloss during the first fifteen months and at the end
of the trial it was only slight at both sites.

/Fading
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Faiding of systems A6-1, 2 and 3 commenced after about six months and
at the town site became heavy on all three. At the harbour site, systems
Ab-I and 3 were only slightly faded after eighteen months; A6-2 had faded
rather more. The surfaces of all the specimens at both sites collected a
considerable amount of dirt but this wma mainly superficial and easily
wiped off. After six months exposure, a biologioal examination showed the
presence of the fungus Pullularia sp. on all the panels but the growth was
only light and the paint films were not damaged.

Systems A6-I, 2 and 3 commenced to chalk after about six months, and
at the erd of the trial heavy chalking of all three were recorded. System

A6- 4 chalked only slightly at the tovin site but rather more at the harbour
site.

No serious brealdaon of any of the systems in the form of chalking,
oracklng, flaking, blistering or rusting was recorded throughout the trial.

4.2.8 Experimental Mbetallic Paints i. and S. Leigh, Ltd. )

T2Vo metallic paints viere exposed for t-,,o years at four different sites
to compare the performance of a conventional aluminium paint with one in
which the main pignent vms mioaceous iron oxide (33). The paints, details
of which are given in Appendix A.7, were applied to steel panels 8 inch x 6
inch, both at T.T.E. and in the U.K. The panels were exposed in the desert
on 5.6.56, at the tain site on 12.6.56, in the Jungle clearing on 29.6.56,
and at the marine site 200 yards fran the surf line on 18.7.56.

Both systems wer very successful even under the highly oonosive
conditions of the marine site, and during the tvo years exposure only very
minor changes were noted in the speciimens. Slight changes of oolour
observed were probably connected vrith the dirt which collected on the
surfaces, especially at the Jungle and desert sites. Slight ohalking of
both systems was recorded at the desert site but A7-2 (mioaaeous iron xide)
chalked rather more towards the end of the trial at the marine site.
System A7-i (aluminium) blistered slightly at the marine site during the
latter stages of the trial. On the uliole, the iLuc.LC2cus iron oxide raint
proved to be slightly superior to the one based on aluminium.

4.2.9 .Comercial Paints (International Paints. Ltd.)

This was a trial to assess the behaviour of comercial paints under
hot damp tropical conditions (35). The paints, which are descrlbed in
Appendix A.8, were applied to mild steel panels, 12 inch x 6 inch, in the
U.K. and were exposed for eighteen months at Port Harcourt town site.
The date of exposure %as 17.1.57.

Slight changes of colour and considerable loss of gloss and chalking
occurred, but othenris2 there vias no serious brealdoa.

All specimens lout their initial high gloss fairly r.pidly; after
nine months it had been lost almost completely in most oases. Only two
systems, the green and black Sunligh.' Enamels (A8-9 and iO), showed azW
superiority in gloss retentionp having lost only a slight imsicnt at gloss
after nine months. They had however lost rather more at the end of the
trial.

Most of the specimens appeared to fade to saae extent during the
initial stages of the trial, but darkcninq tas recorded on s Je(especially
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the white and aluminium finishes), Iltever, the assessment of change of
colour was influenced to .ome extent by loss of gloss and dirt collection.

Very slight fungal gra'rth developed on the white finishes and rather
more on the red oxide and P.C. red. The green, black and aluminium
panels did not appear to sup ort fungal or algal growth. The short oil
alkyd, white specimen (A8-14) developed a superficial overing of heavy
green algal growth (Fie.42).

Most of the finishes began to chalk after about four months exposure.
Hafever, the two aluminium systems (AS-6 and 12), although showing very
slight chalking during the first few months, did not exhibit this defect
at all at the end of the trial. After eighteen months, all the red wxide
and white panels were chalking considerably, as were all the 'Episeal'
finishes with the exception of tae aluminium.

No serious breakdavin of any of the paint films occurred i the f orm
of oheoking, cracking, flaking, blistering or rLsting during the whole
period of exposure.

Daring the course of this trial the hardness of some of the paint
films W-3, 5, 11 and 14), was measured by the stardard scratch test
apparatius, in which gradually inoreasing weights were applied to a ball-
ended stylus vrhich was draym slow2y over the painted surf .oe, the load
causing penetration of the film being determined. The resistance to
impact of the same specimons was also measured by dropping loaded steel
balls on to the surface from increasing heights until fracture of the
film occurred. These tests were carried out on extra specimens supplied
by the sponsors at the request of T.T.L. in an attempt to evaluate the
use of objective physical methods for assessing paint film deterioration.
It ,as found that the hardness of the films did not change significantly
during the eighteen months exposure; the Wo ':piaeal' finishes (A8-3
and 5) were slightly harder than either of the others both before and
after exposure. The resistance to damage by impact of all four specimens
decreased during the eighteen months emposure, the decrease of A8-IL
(short oil alkyd, white) being la;wge and rapid and of A8-3 (Epii.ote ester,
green) only slight. The other t-to viere intermediate in value.

4.2.10 Chlorinated Rubber Paints (Trutol Lta.)

This trial was carried out in two parts (8, 12) and was designed to
study the effect of chlorinated ru'okw as a vehicle of anti-cotrosion
paints. The paints were aplied at T.T.E., as described in Appendix A.9,
to mild steel panels 4 inch x 2 inch, and the panels were then exposed to
the corrosive atmosphere of a tropical surf beach for fifteen months and
immersed in lagoon water of lot salinity for ton nonths. Details of
exposure are given in Table 5.

/Tnble 5
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Table 5

Date Duration ofSite Expired Exposure (months)

idrine 28.4.52 15
(5o yd fromsurf line)

Karine 28.4.52 15
(200 yd frcm surf line)

"Wilmot Point, Lagos 22. 9.53 10

Lagoon Site, Lagos 21.9.53 10
(wizu/water zone)

Lagoon Site, Lagos 21.9.53 11
(total iniersion)

The paint systu appeared to be very effective in its corrosion-
inhibiting properties unler severe ocnditions of exposure.

During the first nine months exposure at the marine sitep very little
deterioration of the paint occurred apart from slight darkening of the
colour. Hoeverp after t.elve months, extensive checking had developed and
at the 50-yaed site there was also some cracking. Slight blistering and
small rust spots associated vrith the blisters had appeared at both the
50-yard and 200-yard sites. After fifteen months, the system sh(wed severe
oracking (Fig.43) but blistering was still only slight and the panels
shaied only slight corrosion.

The specimens on aerial exposure at 'Jilmot Point, Lagos remained in
very good condition throughout the ten months exposure period (Fig.45).

In the ,.nd/water zone at the lagoon site, the general nondition of
the paint appeared good after tn months (Fig,45). The surface became
slightly infested writh barnaoles after three months but there was little
further increase in fouling during the remainder of the trial. When the
specimen was withdrawn from exposure, about twto per cent of the surface
was covered ith small blisters caused by rusting of the substrate under
the paint film. ihcn the barnacles were removel, it was found that the
paint film had been damaged where they had been attached a.a rusting had
commenced at the damaged areas.

The panel totally imersed at the lagoon site became much more
heavily enorusted with barnaoles, about sevwnty-five per cent of the
surface being covered after eleven months. As in the case of the ;id4/
water exposures rusting had commenced at the areas where the barnacles had
been attached. Where the paint was stil visible, it was in good oondition
and, on removal of the paint film, it was found that the steel below these
areas of unfouled paint was still completely free from corrosion.

The proteotion conferred to the mild steel panels by the paint system
is shown in Table 6, inich compares the total corrosion after the panels
were withrwn from the exposure sites with the monthly rate of oTrr ason
of wiproteotod mild steel at the same sites (45).

/Tble 6
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Table6

Corrosion Rate of Painted and Unpainted Steel Panels

Total Corrosion of Corrosion Rate of
Exposure Painted Panels Unprotected 1i11d

I ( /100 2) i Steel (g/100 ore2/
Site (Exposure time in month)

brackets)

i-arine : 50 yd C.71 (15 months) 5.60

Irine 1 200 yd 0.56 (15 months) 2.35

wilmot Point 0.40 (10 months) 0.3

Lagoon : Ad/) C.25 (3 months) 6.7
I water) i 1.61 (10 months)

Lagoon : total) 0.45 (3 months) 4.5
immersion) I4.82 (11 months)

In the win/water zone of the lagoon site where c orr-sion of
unprotected mild steel is higher, the protection afforded by the paint
was much greater than in the totally iumersed condition. However, the
high corrosion rate in the latter case was undoubtedly influenced by the
activity of the barnacles mentioned above.

4.2.11 'Avaro' Silic/Graphite Paints (C.R. Averill, Ltd.)

This trial was also carrind out in two parts (7 13); painted
panels were exposed at the same sites (Section 4.2.10 to observe the
effect of paints containing silica and graphite on the corrosion of steel
under tropical conditions. 111d steel panels, 4 inch x 2 inch, were
painted at T.T.E. as described in Appendix A.10 and exposed as shimin in
Table 7.

Table 7

SLate I Duration of ,,Site LatSit E-qosed IExposure (months)

.larine 26.4.52 15
(50 yd from surf line)

a;,erine 28..52 1 15
(200 yd from surf line) !

.ilmot Point, Lagos . 22.9.53 10

Lagoon Site, Lagos 21.9.53 10
(wiND/water =one)

Laoon Site, Lagos 2 .9.532195 11

(total imnersion)
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The results showed that the paints provided very limited protection
to steel exposed to corrosive surf beach atmospheres and imnersed in
water of lw salinity.

All the specimens exposed at the marine site faded slightly and lost
most of their gloss during the first three months, System AIO-5 being the
most affected.

At this stage, slight breakdown of the systems had commenced, as
evidemced by rust staining along the western edges of most panels.

After three months at the 50-yard site, System A10-1 (primer only)
showed the most serious breakdown in the form of considerable blistering
and rusting and Syztem AIO-2 (primer and undercoat only) shoved sane flaking.
System AIO-3 (silica/graphite, medium grey finish vith primer and underooat)
generally appeared to provide the best protection. After twelve months
most panels showed fairly heavy rustig, approximately fifty per cent of
the surfaces being affected, although the rusting was much less severe at
the 200-yard site (Fig.44 shows specimens after fifteen months exposure).
At this site, no cracking of the paint films was apparent but slight
blistering developed on AI0-2, 3, 4 and 5. At the 50-yard site, blistering
and cracking were in evidence on all panels especially round the edges.
Breakdan of most of the systems appeared to have developed at the edges
and spread inaards but AIO-5 .,as rusted fairly uniformly over about 70 per
cent of the surface.

During the first three months at ,.ilmot Point there was little
detericratien except for rusting of panel AIO-I. For the remainder of the
specimens, rusting canmenced much later and was mainly confined to the
edges of the panels. After ten months about 70 per cent of the surface of
AI0-1 was rusted and the remainder were moderately rusted (5 - 25 per cent
of the surfaces). There was no noticeable difference in the protective
effect of the four finishes (Fig.45).

At the lagoon site, the specimens in the wi1water zone and those
fully inmersed had ocmnmenced to rust after three months and were beginning
to foul with barnacles. After ten months, barnacles covered about 75 per
cent of the panels and heavy rusting had developed. There was no appreci-
able difference in the appearance of the specinuns (Fig.45).

The protection confcrred on the steel panels by the paint systems is
shown in Table 8, which coldaares the total corrosion after the panels were
withra'm from the exposure sites v'ith the monthly rate of corrosion of
unprotected mild stuel at the same sites (45).
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Table 8

Corrosion Rate of Painted and Unpainted Steel Panels

Total Corrosion of Painted Panels
(S/100 am2 ) ;Corrosion Rate of

Exposure Site (Exposure time, in months, UnprotectedEin brackets) 1M1d Steel; - q.. ,- - . .. ... . . !(g/1O00m2/mth)

Alio- jA102 'AIO-3 'A104 rAI0-5 -Am0-6 ( m t

.arine 1 50 Yd 2.46 0.471 1.61i 1.6-1 3.1 2.191 5.60
0) 65), 5) 5)I ( 15)

Mine : 200 y 0.39 0.181 0.351 0.54., 0.201 0.2, 2.35

,,ilmotPoint 3.02! 1.191 1.561 0.831 2.8 2.08 0.33
I (101) (10)' (io)i (o)1 (0) ! ()

Lagoo: wi, Wwater 0 00 0. 46 0.561 0. 94 3.171 .44 1 6.7I ',(3),(331(33!CW3 (3): 6)1

,20.83i14.85 318.03 ji8.63 '10.35 110.151I : 00), 100)l (o): (lO) (;o). (i6))

Lagoon , total - 2.951 0.4 - - 2.80 4.5
Immersicn (3); ( 13)(3

019.43! - 23.71,32.50 '21.33 i23.28 i! , 1., , !(11 (1130 (1.1), (11) i

It will be observed in Table 7 that the extent of corrosion of the
painted panels was generally higher at ",ilrot Point than at the more
highly corrosive marine site (50 yard compound). This anomalous result
may be explained by the fact that the painting and siting of the specimens
were carried out at diff ermpt times and the panels at 'Jilmot Point may
have been sub set to splashing. Corrosion at :Tilmot Point was comparable
with that which would be expected with unpainted mild steel exposed for the
same period. This indicates no protection by the paint system.

4.2.12 Painted Steel and 'lminium Panels (Trial sponsored by the Inter-
services Panel for Co-ordination of Research and Development on
Paints ni Varnishes)

Various paint yatems, listed in Appendix A.ii, were exposed for
three years in the Auigle clearing and the progress of deterioration was
recorded (2). The paints wiere applied in the U.K. to mild steel and
aluminium panels, 12 inch x 6 inoh, and were e:oposed on 28.5.48.

The least protection on steel was provided by the single-coat system
IL.6119 and the two-coat system IL.5517/6030. The other tbo-ooat systcm
were also poor. The three-coat system XL.6112/61i3/6114 gave the beat
proteotion of all but the other three-ooat systems were also good.

The single-coat systeras PL.6114 and MT.6119 provided the least
protection on aluminiumn. Some breaklowm also occurred vith the single-
coat systems f1.6116, DL.6117, 1L.6118 and fL.0121, but DL.6123 and
EL.6130 provided good protection as single coats. Generally, there was
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little to choose beteeen the two and three-coat systems on aluminium. They
all gave good proteotion vrith the exception of L.6120/6121 which showed
slight breakdown.

All the specimens lost gloss and the initial glosay surfaces had
become matt after three years exposure. Disoolouration was a fairly
general fault in the initial stages of the trial and most of the finishes
had faded after three years. The most seriously affected in this respect
were those with paints M1.6123 and I.6030 as the top coats, vizi Al1-7,
8, 20, 21, 22 and 23. There were signs of fungal graTth after six months
on most of the surfaces and, after two years, fungal growth, which was
mainly superficial, had developed on all but three ct the specimens.
Pestalotia, a and Pullularia sp. were the predominant fungi identified.
The specimens Yhich ware free of fungus at this stage were All-7, 14 and 23.

Chalking was a comon defect and was present in varying degrees on all
specimens. The paints which chalked most heavily were M1.6114, 11.6118,
ML.6116 and DL.6123. IL.6114 commenced to chalk after only four months,
and after twelve months, all but one of the panels (A11-5) showed some
chalking. Generally, the paint L1.6117 chalked least.

Checking was confined to paint 11.6116 (specimens AII-, 15 and 16),
being most extensive on the steel pcanel (A11-4). Checking was first
observed after only four months exposure and at the end of the trial it had
developel into alight aracking on all three specimens.

Flaking had commeced on five specimens after twelve months exposure,
viz: A11-6p 8, 17, 18 and 22. After t1htr years, flaking was heaviest on
Al1-8, 17, 18 and 22 but was also present on Al1-2, 6, 11, 12, 13 and 23.

Blistering was in evidence to sone degree on all the specimens at the
end of the trial, and even before the panels were placed on exposure it was
recorded on all the specimens coated with M.6116, EL.6117, EL.6118 and the
two aluminium panels "with DL,6030 (AII-22 and 23). After twelve months,
all but All-I and 12 shated blistering. Paint IL.6123 was least affected
at the end of the trial.

After twelve months exposure, the blistered areas of Wo of the steel
panels (A11-5 and 8) had developed considerable rusting and there was
slight rusting on A11-6. After three years, th..re was heavy rusting of
Aii-5 and 8s slight rusting of A11-6 and 7 and only very slight rusting of
Ali-2, 3 and 4. Only one steel panel (All-I) was free from this defeot.

Of the paint systems on aluminium panels, Ali-IO (M.6114, sinle-ooat
system) broke down almost completely after about eighteen months and large
areas of the underlying aluminium shoved vjhite corrosion. After twenty-one
months, corrosion of the substrave had commenced under the paint on three
more panels (Al1-18, 19 and 16). At the end of the trial, seven of the
fifteen aluminium panels showed corrosion of the underlying metal. This
was heavy on All-10 and 17 (single-coat systems), where there was almost
a complete breakdovmn of the paint film, and less heavy on A11-12, 14, 16,
18 and 19 (all single-coat systems except Al1-18 which was the two-coat
system IL. 6120/6121 ).

4.2.13 Painted Licht Gause Steel Panels (Trial sponsored by the TrIcioahi-
satioa Panel 2t the 111nistry c.' Sul ;.:eal E & committee

This was part of a caqprehumnive trial of ferros and nonv-f err metals
protected by surface treatments (6). Liht gauge steel panels treated in
various ways were painted .ith czrincrcial gencral purpose paints designated
"good" and "poor" quality and vwere exposed at two sites for tro years. The
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paints were applied to the panels (6 inch x 4 inch) in the U.K. and were
exposed in the Jungle clovoing on 8.5.51, and at the marine sitv, 200
yards from the surf line, on 23.5.51.

At the Jungle site most ,of the painted panels remained in good
condition throughout the trial, slight rust orly occurring on sane of the
panels with the thinnest metal ooatings beneath the paint. This rusting
was mostly associated vith "pow" paint. At the marine site s heavy
rusting occurred on many of the panels with thin metal coatings: there
was little distinction betimen the "good" and the "poor" materials.
Specimens exposed at the marine site inside a ventilated box remained in
very good condition with only a trace of rust on two of the specimens
rith "poo paint".

4.2.14 Painted Steel Plates (Trial sponsored by the British Irn And
Steel Research Association in collaboration writh the inistrv
of Supply Metal Finishing Committee)

This trial was arranged to investigate the effect of the type of
finishing coats primer and pretreat.ent of metal on the protection of
steel. The treatmeson which are described in Appendix A.12, were applied
in the U.K. to steel plates (15 inch x 10 inch) and exposed at two sites
for eight and a ha3f years (19). The plates were exposed on 23.12.48 in
the jungle clearing and on 28.11.48 at the marine site 200 yarls from the
surf line.

The greatest deterioration was associated with primer 336/3 but,
otherwise, there was very little correlation bet.-ecn the extent of
deterloration and the type of paint used at either exposure site.

At the :ungle site, rusting was confined to the pickled steel panels
and none of the metal-ooated specimens shwed any deterioration other than
slight blistering and flking of the protective paint. On moat of the
pickled panels fine blisters appeared iredlately after exposure and the
blistering became moderate"to-hcavy after tWo years. This was follnwed
by some flaking after about three years. Fine blisters also appeared on
the terne-ocated and alurinitn-sprayed panels at an early stage and the
former sho.ed slight flaking after about seven ye-xs. The paint on all
the galvanized panels sho:ed fine blistering shortly after exposure and
flaking became severe at the edges of to of them (A12-20 and 24) after
seven years. All the pickled panels started to rust during the first
year and this was accompanied by conaiderable rust staining of the paint.
The anount of rust on the panels thereafter remainel fairly conm ant during
the remainder of the trial. The aluminiuwr-sprayed and galvanized panels
remained free from rust, but slight rust stainig of one of the terne-
coated specimens (A12 - 18) was observed after seven and a half years. No
white corrosion products of the metal coatings on the panels was observed
throughout the trial. After three yearsp all the specimens had heavy
lichenous and algal gro-iths on their surfaces and this made subsequent
observations on the condition of the paint films difficult and, perhaps,
not very accurate. The amount of growth fluctuated ith the seasons but
remained generally as a complete mat for the r~winder of the trial.
Finish 403 was associated with t he heaviest and 402 with the lightest
biological growths.

At the marine site, the picklud steel rusted heavily and ruatig hal
ocimonood on the tone-coated panels at the end of the trial. All
specimens showed various degrees of flaking of the print 'ilme Chalicing
of most of the finishes commenced after about three months and became
generally heavy as the trial prcgresscd. Erosion of many of the paints
was also evident at the end of the tria. Plistering was reported on all
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specimens on at least one occasion during the trial, the least affected
in this respect being three of the aluminium-coated panels (A12 -13, 15
and 17) which all sheoed fine blistering on only one occasion. All the
pickled panels sha'ed varying degrees of blistering and flaking, the
former having commenced almost imediatoy after being exposed and the
latter after about three years. The paint was flaking on all specimens
at the cd of the trial. Rust and rust staining of thc paint surfaces
appeared on all the pickled specimens within a few weeks f exposure and
this increased steadily throughout the trial. The amount of rust on the
various specimens differed considerably; at the end of the trial, from
five to fifty per cent of the surface of most panels was affected by
rusting. Slight rusting of the terne-coated specimens comnenced after one
year (A2 - 18) and three years (A12 - 19), and although it increased
somevhat during the remainder of the trial it did not become serious.
The aluminium-sprayed and g&Ivanized panels remained free fran rust
throughout the trial. White corrosion products appeared on all the metal-
coated panels at sane time during the trial; they Yrere very friable and
washed off easily and were only recorded when the specimens were inspected
after a dry spell of weather. On sane specimens, more than twenty-fivw
per cent of the surface was covered with these white corrosion products
at intervals during the trial but all specimens wvere free from them when
the trial ended.

Wihen arranged according to the extent of rusting, the pickled panels
(i.e. rithout a protective metal coating) fell into the follovirg order:

Jungle Site: A12 - I (least rusting), 10, 6, 11, 2, 7, 3, 9, 12, 8, 4
and 5 (most rusting).

Mlarine Site: A12 - 3 (least rusting), 2, II, 1, 12, 4, 8 and 7 (most
rusting).

These results indicate that, at both sites, Primer 336/3 is the least
effective in preventing rusting and Finish 403 is the least effective of
the finishing coats. Finish 401 was associated with the least rusting at
both exposure sites.

4.2.15 &iming Scheres for Metallic Coatings (Trial sponsored by the
British Iron and Steel Research Association)

The effect of type of priming paint on the protectior o f steel was
investigated by exposing painted panels and fabricated specimens of coanplex
shape (Fig.18) at the marine site for nineteen months (30). Normally suoh
a trial should last several years but it '.ai to be terminated prematurely
because of the c)osure of T.T.E.

The protreated pauIls, 15 inch x 10 inch, and complex shapes were
painted at T.T.E. as shotn in Appendix A.13 and were exposed 200 yards frcm
the surf line on 10.1.57.

The metal-sprayed panels shaved no treakdmm of the metal coatings anr
only a few paint failures, the latter being confined to fine blisters and
erosion of the paint on same of the aluminiu,-sprayed par.- ls (Fig.46). Of
the uncoated stool panels, those which had been git-blasted and painted
show'ed rar ftwer paint failures than those on hich the pre-treatwat had
been pickling, weathering and dre-brushing (Fig.47).

Of the painted complex shapes (all of wthioh were metal coated) only
those on which Primer 589 was used shxaed any breakdovn. This was most
severe on the alurinium-sproyed specimen (A13 - 19), considerable corrosion
of the metal coating having oorm.enced (Fig.I8).
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Of the four priming piints tested, Primor 589 was by far the least
satisf atory in providing protection far both metal-sprayed and uncoated
steel panels ard complex shapes. Whcn painting the specimens it had been
observed that this primer was very difficult to zix, was too thick for
easy brush application, nd dried or at least skinned over too rapidly to
allow a good finishto be obtairaw. There were no obvious differncs
in the protective properties of the other three primers during the
ninetuen months exposure period.

4.2.16 Protective Paints for Structural Steel (Jenson and Nicholson Group)

The behaviour of commercial paint systems for the protection of
structural steel under tropical conditions was assessed by exposing
speoLinuns at four sites in Nigeria for about seventeen months (36). The
paint systems, which are described in Appendix A.14, were applied to mild
steel panels 12 inch x 6 inch at T.T.E. and were then exposed at the toun
site a d in the Jungle clearing on 7.2.57, in the desert on 8.2..57, and
at the marine site 200 yards frca the surf line cn 9.2.57.

There was a very marked loss of glosr and slight fading on all
specimens at the town, marine and desert sites '.hich could be attributed
to the effect of strong sunlight; at the Jungle site, the gloss soon
become obscured vith biological gr-wth mid dirt collection, and the finish
appeared to darken as a result of staining. All the specimens soon shoraed
chalking at the tovn, marine mid desert sites and this defect was
generally assessed as severe at the end of the trial. Slight cracking of
specimens A.. - I (red lead primer) and A14 - 3 (red lead/white lcad
primer) at the tovn and marine sites and of A14 - 3 at the Jungle site
developed towards the end of the trial; no craokinp, was reported at the
desert site. Rusting of specimens A14 - I and 3 oominenced at the town
site after thirteen months; after sevLnteen months, it was still
gentwally slight but rather heavier on A14 - 3 than on A14 - 1. At the
more highly corrosive marine site, rusting of all three systems cumenced
after about ten months and at the and of the trial was generr.fly fairly
well advanced, all three systems being more or less equally affected.
No rusting was observed at the Jungle or desert sites.

In general, Systen Al1l - 2 (zinc ohronatc/rod oxide primer) appeared
to provide rather more protection than did the other two, being free from
cracking at all sites and preventing rusting at the twn site for seven-
teen months. Havever, at the marine site, it shcied no superic-ity over the
other two systems in resisting the onset -nu development of corrosion of
the metal.

The read lead and r,d lead primers originally supplied by
the manufacturer far this trial wore unsatisfactory as regards drying
properties, and further supplies had to be obtained before it was possible
to adhere to the painting schedule, viz. twenty-f cur hours drying between
each coat.

4.2.17 Auafraltv aint Svsta.M (Trial ssored by Adg~irt_ Chiroa
2QWr Lqnt)

Fourteen paint systems ciprising cobinations of Wto primers, a
standard underooat wnd seen foni.latiorns c a stadard topcoat waro
exposed on a tropical surf beach for over three years (20). The paint
systoms,listed in Appendix A.15, ere applied in the U.K. to steel panels
12 inch x 12 inch aid these weru exposed 120 yards from the surf line on
20.2.54, /e
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The systems vrith Red Lead primer were generally in a better condition
than those with Cream Rustodian, but little difference between the seven
modifications of the topcoat was apparent.

Most of the specimens commenced to chalk after three to four months,
although four of them (A15 - 3, 4, 13 and 14) were free from this defect
or only slightly affected during the first tWelve months exposure. At
the end of the trial. A15 - 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 showed only slight,
and the remainder heavy, chalking. During the first seven months, all the
panels with the exception of A15 - 13 showed slight blistering; this
became generally heavy towards the end of the trial on all specimens but
rather less severe on A15 - 2, 10, 12 and 14. All specimens showed cracking
at the end of the trial and this defect was particularly severe on A15 - 4+,
6, 10 and 12 ;Aiere the cracks generally followied the brush marks. These
four specimens commenced tc crack after only three months exposure. On
the other hard, A15 - 13 did not show this defect at all during the first
three years and vras only slightly affected at the end of the trial.

Rusting was apparent on all panels after only tw1o months exposure
and progressively increased for the remainder of the trial. Rusting
generally commenced at the edges of the panels and spread inwards until
five to eight per cent of the surfaces of the Red Lead end approximately
ten per cent of the surfaces of the Cream "ustodian specimens were affected.
The latter were also heavily rust stained over about ninety-five per cent
of the surface.

Flaking of tvo of the specimens with Red Lead primer (A15 - 7 and II)
and of several of the Cream Rustodian specimens occurred towards the end
of the trial.

4.2.18 Service Paint Systems (Cellon. Ltd.)

Thirty-four Service p.int systore on mtr.ls used in aircraft equipment
were exposed for three andl a half years on a tropical surf beach (39). The
paint systems, which are listed in Appendix A.16, uere applied in the U.K.
to substrates of stcal, orc.-um-plated steel, alumninm, and magnesium.
These were then exposed 100 yrais from the surf' line on 9.1.52.

After two yea's, some of the steel panels had disintegrated and at the
end of the trial the rest were very heavily rusted. On non-ferrous systems,
assessrent of the relative murits of different paints was %amplicated by
the Aidely dliff (ring amounts applied (See Appendix A. 16). Aluminium
panels to which both a primer and an undercoat had been applied were still
in good condition at the end of the trial: those with a primer only were
not so good. The magnesium panels were all corroding heavily.

The results obtained in this trial are more conveniently divided under
the various substrate headings as follows:

i) A Chalking on these panels was usually heavy and wide-
spread with the exception of A16-1 and 4 (D.T.D. 766A Finish) where it
developed to only a slight extent. All specimens showed same blistering
at same stro but it was generally only slight. Exceci tions were A16-2,
5, 7 and 11 (D.T.D. 63B, Grey Finish) ihere fairly heavy blistering had
developed at the end of the trial. The best in this respect wore A16-12,
13 an 14 (C.S. 2354 Undercoat and C.S. a)OOE, Grey Finish). The sub-
strate of specimens A16-2, 5, 7 and 11 (D.T.D.63B, Grey Finish) showed
heavy white corrosion after eight months, and during the last year of the
trial A16 - I and 4 (D.T.D.7b6A Finish) bectle fairly extensively
corroded. The rerardatiig specimens shoved only a negligible degree of
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corrosion. Specimen A16-11 (D.T.D.63B) was the only one which flaked
to any substantial deg.-.ee.

On aluminium, therefore, the finishng coat D.T.D.63B, Grey was
the least accessful, s.oe'ng very markta blistering and corroaion aL'
the metal. Of the other tvo-ooat systems tested, the finish D.T.D.
766A was somewhat better but began to show same breakdown after about
a year; finishes D.T.D.827, Grey, D.T.D.235A and S.097, Grey provided
good protection for three and a half years. The three-coat systems,
as might be expected, provided the best protection of all. The type of
primer used appeared to have little effect on the protective qualities
of the paint systems on aluminium.

(ii) Steel All the steel panels were heavily rusted at the end of t1
trial and many wore beginning to disintegrate (Fig.49). Systems A16-15
to 20, with a primer and finishing coat only, were the first to fail and,
in most cases, there was complete breakdo .n of the paint film and heavy
rusting after little more than a yvar. Of these tvo-coat systems, the
most successful ;,ero A16-20 (Primer S.X.41, Finish D.T.D.827, Grey) and
A16-16 (Primer S.5179, Finish D.T.D.827, Grey). The multi-coat systems
(A16-21 to 27), made up of two priming coats, one under-coat and two
finishing coats, provided slightly more protection but all of these
were heavily rusted after two years. A16-23 delayed the onset of
rusting longer than the others but, othorisL, there was little to
choose between the syste'ns, 7Lustin, of' all the steel panels commenced
so soon (after about two months in most cases) and becam so extensive
that the assessnont of other defects of the paint soon became impossfl0e.
Ho.ever, there appeared to be no significant difference between the
various systems during the initial stc%.gs o! the trial.

None of these paint syntems applied to steel was particularly
successful in protecting tae metal against corrosion at the marine
site, and two-coat systems consisting of primer and finish only were
virtually useless.

(iii) i nesum The paint systmns applied to the three magnesium
panels differed only in the primer used, in each case the undercoat
being SC.44, Brown and the finishing coat D.T.D.63B, Grey. Chalking
commenced on all after two to three months and became heavy after about
a year. Severe blistering developed con A16-2L,, (primer S.5179) but it
was generally only slight on A16-29 and 30 (primers S.4853 and S.X.44).
After only four months, flaking commenced on A16-28 but not until the
last year of the trial on A1b-29 and 30. In all cases, corrosion of
the substrate commenced after about a year and becane heavy +aoards
the end of the trial; AIG-28 was the most seriously affectea.

Primer S.5179 therefore appeared to be the least satisfactory,
but the thickness of coat applied was considerably less tha. fur the
other tio. There was no significant difference bet.een the perform-
ances of Primers S.4853 and S.X.44.

(iv) Ca~dmn-lated Steel Vhite corrosion of the plating metal and
rusting were heaviest on Al6-32. On A16-33, slight white corrosion
had appeared at the end of the trial but rusting was absent, while on

A16-31, heavy white corrosion but only slight rusting had developed.
In one respect, viz. 'flaking', A16-33 was inferior to the others.
It was generally slight on Alu-31 Vd 32 but severe m A16-33.

Although the results indicate that Primr S.X.41 provided the
most protection, the weight applied was almost three times greater
than in the case of the other tWc.
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4,2.19 Paint System on Light Alloy (Trial sponsored by the Inter-Serviees
Research Gro l1)

Four types of paint were exposed to hot dry conditions at a desert
site in Nigeria for three months (10). Light alloy panels 8 inch x 6 inch
were each painted in two sections, one of which was designated "wet" to
signify that this portion had been wetted during the applieation of the
paint to simulate rain. Reference rmbers of the paints are given in
Appendix A.17 but no irformation on the type of paints was available
except that they were required to Cellulose, Light Aluminium to D.T .D.766A,
and to be rapidly and oampletely removed with solvents withoct damage to
the ealulose finish. Painting was done in the U.K. and the panels were
exposed in the desert on 24.12.53.

Very little deterioration took place during the short exposure
period.

Before exposure, the "wet" half of each specimen generally
presented a rather more mottled appearance than the other half. After
three months exposure, slight chalking of the blue and rod paints
(A17-3 to 6) ;ms recorded, the latter being rather more affected than the
former; the "wet" halves of these systeras (A17-3 and 5) chalked rather
more than the other portions. The blue, red and black paints all showed
slight loss of gloss.

4.2.20 Car Finishes (Trial sponsored by Messrs. F.I.A.T. Motors of Turin)

This trial was arranged to examine the resistance to tropical
exposure of various paints used for oar f inisl! ng, and to study the
correlation between artificial weatherameter testing and natural weathering
in the tropics (11). Eleven types of car finishes, listed in Appendix A.18,
were exposed for six months at three sites in Nigeria. The fin,.shes were
applied in Italy to .Aild steel and light alloy panels, 5 inch x 3 inch.
These wrere exposed in the Jungle clearing on 29.10.53, in the desert on
17.11.53. and at the marine site 50 yards from the surf line on 25.10.53.
A' all the exposure sitcz, thQ speciens were expoied at 300 to the
hrizontal facing south instead of the usual orientation of 450. This was
in accordance with the general practice followerod by the sponsors.

The sponsors also exposed a similar set of panels in a weatherometer
at the F.I.A.T. Laboratories in Turin, for P total of fivt hundred hours, to
a cycle consisting of sixty-four minutes e.xosure to light alone and sixteen
minutes to light and water spray. After this tratment, the finishes showed
little deterioration; there was a slight loss of gloss but this was
restored by polishing (Fig.50).

The condition of the specimes at the Jungle and desert sites also
remained good tlhoughout the six months exposure and little diffcrenoe
bet-een the various finishes was apparent. At the Jungle site, a light
surface covering of algal growth developed during the first month and
obscured the initial gloss. This growth increased somuvwt during the
folloWing five months (Fig.50). At the desert site, there was little
change in any of the specimens apart fror. slight loss of gloss uf A18-io
(Orange Tractor Finish).

After one months exposure at the marine site, all the steel panels
(A13-1 to 10) showed slight rusting and there was very slight blistering
on all but A18-8 and 9 (lacquers). At this stage, A18-10 showed also some
cracking and flaking of the paint but these defects werv largely confined
to the edges. Thu bralioota of the paint filta (in the form of blistering
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and cracking) ard nz tir of thu panela progressed rapidly during the
remainder of the trial. This generally spread inrards from the edges$
but in the case o A18-10 extensive rusting developed over the whole
surface of the panel. The latter specimen deteriorated much more rapidly
than the others. After six months all the steel panels showed heavy
rusting associated with blistering and cracking of the paint finishes
(Fig.51). Most of the paint had flaked awy from A18-10, resulting in
heavy rusting and disintegration of the underlying metal.

The painted light dlloy panel (Finish to D.T.D.772) remained in very
good candition throughout the trial apart from slight loss of gloss and
runt staining from the securing bolts.

Of all the paints, the Orange Industrial Tractor Finish gave the
least protection and the Finish to D.T.D.772 on light alloy the best.
Apart from this, there was little to choose betueen thc various systems.

5. PAINlTS A-21-D1D T( C(',D SrIMFACE S

5. 1 Introduction

Exposure trials of r.dnts on %vood substrates were conducted at various
sites in Nigeria. The types of paint involved are detailed in Appendix B,
and photographs showing some of the sPecimens on exposure are given in
rigs. 11, 12, 13, 18 and 21-26.

,.2 Individual Trials

5.2.1 Berkely Green Borgenmastcr Gloss Znumel Yr1+h Undercoat
(L7eis Berpor and Sons Ltd.)

This was the saiuc enamel as that applied to tinplate panels in the
trial described in Section 4.2.1. It was based on a co-polymerised
styrene medium and was . aimed to have better gloss retention than normal
g.Loss paints. To exarine its behaviour under tropical conditions, painted
Iroko wood panels we;'e expcoi at three diffcrent sites in Nigeria for
periods varying rtom twelve to twenty-seven months (3). The panelb,
6 inch x 4 inch, were painted at T.T.E. as described in Appendix A.1 and
were exposed as sham in Table 9.

Tnble 9

Site Date Duration of
Exposed Exposure (months)

Jungle Clearing 19.4.50 27

SEairine 6.6.50 12

(50 ydfran
* surf line)

1Iarine 6.6.50 12
(200 yd from

i surf line)

Desert 5.5.50 13

/Although
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Although this enamel was not tested in conjunction Yith other gloss
paints, there was no evidence to show that the presence of co-polymrerised
styrene had impzvted increased durability in gloss. Loss of gloss was
fairly rapid at all the exposure sites and after six months the initial
high gloss had almost entirely disappeared. After a year, total loss of
gloss was aocampanied by heavy chalkimg at the sunny sites. There was
sane discolouration after one year at the Jungle and marine sites, the
original green colour having assumed a more pronounced blue t int.
Moderate chalking occurred after five months aid heavy chalking after
eight to twelVe months at the marine and desert sites. Algal and fungal
grcNths rapidly developed on the paint at the Jungle site, a oontinuous
film covering the surface after about nine months exposure, and it
subsequently became very heavy. The growths, however, appeared to be
taking place on foreign matter adhering to the surface of the paint
rather than on the paint film itself.

5.2.2 Pammel Synthetic Enamel Paint with Undercoat (Blundell Spence
andCo. Ltd,.)

This was the same material as that applied to steel panels in the
trial described in Section 4.2.2. To investigate the effect of tropical
exposure on this synthetic enamel with approved undercoat, painted wood
panels were exposed at four sites in Nigeria for eighteen months (15).
Details of the enamel are given in Appendix A.2. The panels were painted
at T.T.h. and were exposed in the Jungle clearing on 29.8.53, in the
desert on 26.9.53, and at the marine site, both 50 yards and 200 yards
from the surf line, on 24.8.53.

Apart from loss of gloss and colour changes when exposed to direct
sunlight, the paint remained in good codition throughout the trial. The
original green colour tended to turn slightly blue at the marine and
desert sites and darknel as a result of considerable dirt collection at the
jungle site. At the marine site, all the gloss had disappeared after nine
months and the paint was fading and turning slightly blue. At the desert
site, loss of gloss and slight fading comnenced after about a yeaxs
exposure. In both cases, hov-ver, the original gloss and colour could be
largely restored by iriping with a damp cloth and polishing with a dry
cloth, even after eighteen months exposure. At the Jungle site there was
considerable dirt collection and very slight fungal attack but the surface
ims readily ol caned %.-ith a damp cloth.

There were no indications of chalking, blistering, flaking or cracking

at any of the exposure sites.

5.2.3 General Purpose Paints (Red Hand ConpositionsCo)

Seventeen paint systems, covering a range of primers, unlerooats and
topcoats, were exposed to tropical climatic conditions in Nigeria for two
years (17). The systens, listed in Appendix B.1, were applied in the U.K.
to Abura wod (West African Hardwood); four of them were exposed indoors
at the base depot and the remaining thirteen at the ta-rn site, Port Harcourt,
on 10.4.54.

All the specimens exposed Indoors were in very good condition after
tiro years, the only apparent defect being slight yellwing of all four types
of white f ininzilig coats.

There was generally appreciable deterioration of the specimens exposed
out of doors at the town site; several of the systems shomd serious
breakdown in the form of cracking rnd flaking. Extensive chalking also
occurred and all the specimens supported biological growth.

During the first few months of exposure at the ta.m site, all
specimens showed a progresaive loss of gloss. Cracking and/or flaking of
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the paint flias ww first notod after a year' a exposure on speoirmns
B'i-i. 2, 11 and 12 and, at this stage, all the upocimns presented a dark,
sooty appearance, partly as a result of dark fungal. myoelium on the
surfaces. In some casues, algal grcrth ins alsu present. The biological
grch.th was mainly superficial and easily removed with a damp cloth to
reveal a olerin pnnt film undcrneath. llciever, in some cases, mycelium
of the fur4us Bot rodiplodia theobrme groving on and in the wood
produced pycnidia (fruiting bodies) which, in developing, burst through
the paint film causing pustules or small cracks.

After two years exrosure, there -as aipreoiable dutericraticn of most
of the specimens and several of tie systms sho-,ed serikus breakdown.
The main defects and the specimcns affected are listed in Table 10.

Tra leQ 10

General Purpec Paints (Red H ad) after Two Years Exp sure

Defect Icavy on iloderate on Slight on j Absent on
Systems Systems i Systems Systems

Chalking B1-1, 31-2, .31-9, Bl. 10 ;BI-3, BI-4 -
B1-1 1, BI-12, :

31-13, B1-14, iBI-15, IM -16,

B1-17

Cracking 2,1-1, .1-2, B1-12, 11-17 131-3, 71-11 B1-4, B1-9,
BI-15 B1-10, B1-13A

BI-16

blaking R1-1, BI-2, - - - -4,
31-14, BI-15, . B1-9, B1-10,j

* 31-16, .31-17 B1-11, Bi-12,.
,Bl-13

Superficial B1-4, BI-9, 31-3, B1-12 ; I-1, 3I-2 -

Biological 1i-11, 31-13, i-10
Gro th 31-14, B1-15,

(1.LUlY algal) .1-1o, rl- 17 --

Damago t.j Fi3, B1-9, D3-10, 31-3 BI-4, 31-13 B1-1, 11-2
by Pustules of E1-11 , f1-12 31-14, 31-15,
Botrvyuljcdia ,1-16, B1-17
theOt)ranae

Tic only peints uihioh shwod vas, appreciable resistnce tc chlxking
were BI-3 and 4 (Anticor aiv "Genpurao" and its modification). Six
systocis were bad failures as regards cracking and/or flaking. These were
the Tropical White and the Fungicidnl Tropical Whito (tuo coats) on Pink
,,cx Primer wand the "Sydiurao" Finish (includiiw the three modifications
"A", "13" and "C") "ith "Syndurac" Undercoat ad Pink WoA Primer.
System BI-1 and 2 (Tropica Wbite and Pungioidza Tropical h.nite) ;ere
the most resistant to biological rarth.

The s3toms ,.b;ch shcxmd the least geral bre.:Zd, m and which
presented the beat appearance after tvo years were M-3 (tw coats Anti-
norrovive 'renpurao" over Pink Woe Primer) and '31-9 a 10 ("Syridurac"

FinishinC Paint over :Taite T,ad Primer and mbiifiod "Syulurac"
Finishing Paint over Pink "WIod Pri.er, the sam undercoat being usei in
each case). Opoe.mun 31-4g (t.to cuats of ;£difiod Anti-orrosive
"Gcnpxrac" over Pink ".;oe Prir.er) shwd little physical breakdcn but
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the film turned almost black as a result of very heavy dirt collection and
biological gmrcbh. There was also a considerable armount of dirt on many
of the other specimens. Systoms :31-i and 2 (Tropical .hite and Fungicidal
Tropical White - two coats - over Pink hduo .rL-er) broke down completely,
the films having cracked and flaked off in large aroas and lost their
adhesion to the substrate.

5.2.4 Canadian Ar, Vehicle Pnints Applied to 7ood (Trial sponsored
by the Canadian Army Liaison Establishnent)

Yellw birch and white oak panels prctroatd with three different
preservatives (copper naphthenate, pentachlorophenol and obromated sinc
chloride) and finished irith t hrcc different enmels (alkyd, eopm resin
and chlorinated rubber) were exposed at three sites in Nigeria for from
tonty-four to twanty-sevon months to determine their serviceability under
various tropical cocrditions (31). A list of treatments and cnamls is
given in Appendix B.2.

The pandl.sp 12 inch x 6 inch., were prepared in Canada and were exposed
at the t wn site on 5.5.56, and in the Jungle clearing and at the marine
site (50 yards from the surf line) on 24.1.56.

At all three exposure sites all thet nnaels applied to oak panels
showed a marked tendency to check, crack and finally t, flake (Figs. 54
to 57). This defect a the paint film was later observed to be almost
entirely a result of splitting of the wooden substrate. Splitting did not
occur so readily Aith birch panels. There was some indication that the
chlorincted rubber modifiud alkyd ernel showed greater ability to resist
the stresses caused by the splitting of the oak panels at the marine site.

Under exposure to str.ng sunlight, the epoxy resin enamel showed a
imuch gruater loss of gloss uAi tendency to faLu and chalk than the alkyd
and chlorinated rubber enamuls during the first few months, but after
twielve months all thrue had detvriorated t , about the saine extent.

Fairly ext4nive blistering occurrtd during the early stages of the
trial on p;nels (especially birch) at the isrine site (Fig.58) nhile at the
town site this defect ";ras virtually absent. Huievr, at the end of the
trial, slight blistering was obstrv.d on a few vf the panels at the ton
site while thuse at the ,tarine ulto hrd woVrd from this defect.

Genrally, after cleaning ar. pclishing thv test surfaces, the onamels
were still. in good cncition -fter mure than two years exposure, except at
the rcgions of the splits in t-; %A.etd .-.ixre cracking ad f _aking of the
paint film had occurred.

Copper n-phhUr-A.te and pentaehlorophonol had an inhibitory effect on
the development of pustules of the fungus Botrudiplodia theobrcmao but#
othervise there "were no obvious effects attributable to the use of the
different preservative treatments.

At the jungle site, heavy aucrfirdl green algal and dark ftulgal
gra7ths developed on all paels to an approximately equal extent (Pigs.51
to 54). The growths vere generally slight after six months, but after tvelve
months there were numerous pale green algal colonies and patches and streaks
of dark mould graith, the latter having developed tc a greater ectent in the
neihbourhood of the cracks in the substrate. Madosorg JR . was the
dominant fungus in the dork mould patcohes. The wood of most at the panels
sho-ed fungal decay, panel 12-9 being the nost affected in this respect
(Fig.52). At the town and marine sites, biological groith iw7 generally
light; the chlorinated rubber modified alkyd base cnael appeared to be
able to resist fungal attack better than the epoV resin and aIIyd enamels.
At the to,n site, the biological grearth a'riared as raserous small black
specks of Pull'laria sE. but Ourvularia sw. was also present and a few of
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the paint surfaces had sustained very slight deviage due to pyonidia of
the fungus Botrvodinlo&a thobromse vhich, in developing, had broken
through the pait film from the substrate. The panels affected in this
way were B2-1, 2, 9, ii, 13, 14, 22 and 23. With the exception of 132-9,
therefore, none of the panels treated with copper narhthenate or
pentachlorophnol were damaged by these ermunpent pyonidia. At the marine
site, the biological gra7th aopeared as dark specks and patches consisting
of clumps of ohlwnkydopacru of Pullularip sp.

5.2.5 Exerintal "General Purpose" and "1H1ih Grade" Finishing Paints.[. and S. Leigh Lt- . )

To evaluate the durability under tropical conditions cf various
exper:bnntal palit systems produced by Messrs. J. and S. Leigh Ltd.,
mahogar .wod panels (8 inch x 0 inch) painted both in the U.K. and in
Nigeria were exposed at four sites in Nigeria for '-o years (33). The
paints are listed in Appendix B.3. The Plsla were exposed In the desert
an 5.6.56, at the t~ai site on 22.6.56, in the jungle clearing on 29.b.56,
and at the marine site 200 yards from the surf line on 18.7.56.

There was no serious breakdown of the paints, the only real defects
being progressive fading, loss of gloss and chalking, all of which were
fairly general. Chalking was particular'.y severe on the Cream E.500
General Purpose Paint vich failed badly even at the tungle site whera
chalking is not usually a prouler. In general, the crew:z-ooloured paints
showed a greater degree of chalking than the other colours. Although
biologioal grawth was ridesproad on the panels exposed under jungle
conditions, the growth was almost etirely superficial.

At all the exposure sites, there was a marked loss of gloss after
cnly throe r ionths, especially on the systems .-ithout primers ("General
Purpose" paints), and at th end of the tri.a (twinty-four months) the
initial gloss on all the 3pecimea had a&most entirely disappeared. Most
of the finishes progressively faded during the trial; this defect was
generally more pronounced on the cream tinn on the red and reen fiixishes
and occurred to a greater ectent at the sites ith more intense sunshine
(desert, marine and tom sites). Chalking was a fairly general defect,
comnoncing at the desert site af ter only three months exposure. Generally
the cream coloured panels chalked rmuch more heavily than the red and
green. At the desert, r.xurine aniY tamn sites, most of the panels shavied
heavy chaldng except for B3-13, 16 and 17 which chalked only slightly or
not at all. These threQ system.s contained the higi-grade finibhes E.502
or E.-503 in green or bight green colours. There was very little chalking
at the jun' le site although, even there, the cream general purpose paint
E.500 (Systei.u B3-15 failed badly in this respect. Chalking ib not
usually a problem at the junle site .lch receives little direct sunlight.
BiologicsJ growth ms 'aidupread on rest of tie panals at the Jungle site
but it was aLmost entirely superficial red was oasily rcnovd %with a J:p
cloth. The funsgal graith ".;as 2ouwd to consist almost entirely of
Pullularia sp. but there was a considorable &aount of green algal grroth
on most of the panels. Tu-rc of the panels painted in the U.K. iith
X ralera purpose finiing coats !• 500, Crean, .501, Cream and E 501, Green
v. pecinens 33-1, 4 and 9), had sustaind slight damage to the paint

film caused by pustules or' the fungus Lotrvocuilod:ta s. which had
originated on the wooden substrate and burst through the paint film.
The systems bearin, thu least rmeunt of biological gra.th wore B3-1
(E.500 G.P. Paint, C'ream) and 3-17 (E.503 :Ugh Grade Finish Bright
Grem). At the tom'n site, biolocioal grbArh -as much less dense but
was slightly heavier on panels pacintcd at T.T.E. than on those prepared
in the U.K. The graiti consisted numal t entirely of sooty-looking
Pullularia D ; no .otrrodip] cdia sr. was identified nor wao any algal
grwth present. SpecLiens .ivst fcu'ated wcre T,3-2, 3 and 5 (Gnernl
Purpose Paints, E.500, Red Oxide tud Green and E.501, Pod Oxide); 73-1,
vhich was chalking huavily, was frc,- frm '1ioloric&. gr(A;U1 at this site.

/Piological
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Biological gra'th at the marine site was generally light and presented a
black granular appearance, typical of Pullularia s., although some
Claosporium sp. was also present. Specimens most affected were A3-2, 3
and 6 (G.P. Paints E.500, Red Oxide and Green and E.501, Green) and B3-12
(High Grade finish E.502, Green) but biological growth was absent on B3-1
vich was chalking very heavily.

There was little serious breakdoim on any of the specimens during the
trial with the exception of system B3-12 (E.502 High Grade finish, Green)
which developed extensive ohecking and cracking at the marine site and
fairly heavy blistering at the desert site. These defects were observed
only on the panels painted at T.T.E. and were absent on those painted in
the U.K. The reason for this might have been the difference in atmospheric
corditions during the pane;irg and drying of the specimens. The higher
hmndities encountered at Port Harcourt kover 75 per cent) undoubtedly
delay the drying of the paint films. One panel painted in the U.K., viz.
B3-9 (E.501 G.P. Paint, Green -ith primerr showed very slight checking,
cracking and flaking.

5.2.6 Ccmmereial Enmiels (Jenseon and Nicholson Gronp)

Four commercial enamnels, each with an undercoat and primer, were
exposed for about eighteen nonths on wood panels at four sites in Nigeria
to determine their behaviour under tropical corditicns (36). Oeche
panels, 8 inch x 6 inch, w;ere painted at T.T.E. as aescribed in Appendix
B.4 and exposed at the tam site and in the jungle clearing on 22.1 1.56,
in the desert on 10.11.56, and at the marine site 200 yards from the surf
line on 6.11.56

There was a progressive loss of gloss of all enamels at the town
marine and desert sites, and at the end of tle trial most of the initial
loas had disappeared. At the town and marine sites, the cream enamel
a-2) showed a more rapid initial loss of gloss than the other tbree

finishes. At the jungle site, the gloss was soon obscured by tn overall
coating of dirt and biological grwt:.

Assessment of fading and darkening at the tom and jungle sites was
made difficult by dirt collection and fungal growh on the surfaces. At
the torn site, the blue-grey enamel (B4-3) faded slightly but the others
had darkeeda, as was observed after cleaning off the surface film of dirt.
At the marine site, the cream, blue-grey and green (Bli-2, 3 and 4) enamels
faded but only the blue-grey did so at the desert site. None of the
enaMel3 darkened at tho marine and desert sites.

Extensive chalking occurred at the three sun sites but none was
noted in the unle clearing. The green cmael, however, showed less
chalkirg than the others and, in fact, was entirely free from this defect
at the twn site. Slight cracking of the witc enamel was reported at the
end of the trial at the toim and desert sites; at the marine site, this
enamel cracked rather more extensively. lone of the other enamels sahwed
this defect nor were any checking, flaking or blistering observed on any
of the specimens.

5.2.7 Gcncral Purpose Paints (Red Hand Ca0ositions Co. - 2nd Trial)

Twenty-four paint Aystaos applied to vrooden panels were exposed at
three sites in Nigeria for about a year (38), Yaaawa panels, 18 inch x
11 inch, were painted in the U.K., as desoribed in Appendix D.5, and were
exposed at the town site on 12.6.57, in the iangle undergrowth on 13.b.57,
and at the marine site 200 yards from the surf line on 20.6.57.

This trial would n.oelly have lastd for at lcast two years but
because of the closure of T.T.E. it had to be terminated prematurely. The
specimens exposed at the towm site were transferred to the Federal
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Institute of Applied Research at Oshodi, near Lagos and those at the
marine site to the 1west African Building Research Institute at Aocra for
a further period of exposure.

After about a year's exposure most of the paint systems showed little
dctericration apart from loss of gloss, and darkenrng, These defects

probably had a ca unon origin in the gradual deposition of dirt and grovtth
of fungus an the surface of the panels. Chalking also occurred on the
specimens exposed at the sunny sites (tomn and riarinc). At the marine
site, several paints shewed slight cracking, one severe cracking and two
severe flaking.

The Tropical White Anegioidal Paint shood serious physical brcakdwm
in the fcrm of checking, crackig and flaking; it also chalked badly.

The Modification to "Gunpurac" \7bito appeared to affect its dirt
collecting properties, since, at all sites, the modified type had highcr

assessments f r darkening and dirt collection than its umiodified
counterpart.

All the specimens co. nened to lose gloss soon after placing on
exposure. At the town site, all systems had lost iiost of their initial
gloss after thirteen months. In the jungle undcrgrouth, gloss retention
was bettor coept for spcimens B5-7 ("Genporao" hite), 'B5-8 (Modified
"Genpurac" White) and B5-19 (Tropical White Funglcida.); speci.mens B5-9
(White Gloss Paint) and B5-11 (Non-ycllaring hlite) were superior to the
others in this respect.

Slight fading was rooozled on all specimens at th twn site during
the first f at months of the trial but rxine ";.as apparent when the panels
were iiithdrs'n at the end of the trial. It is probable that any fading
at this stage was obscured by dirt ocllection and a thin film of dark
fungal growth. The 'Genpurac", Mdif ied finish (B5-8),had darkened
considorably as a result of a heavy deposition of dirt. Iany panels at
the jungle site darkened as a result of fvngal gr i-th and staining.
Specimens B5-3 ("Syndurae" .hite Enamel), 35-9 and 10 (,hito Gloss Paint),
B5-11 (Non-yellodng Whnite) and B5-19 (Tropical Fite, Pungicidal.) were

only slightly affected. There .. re only slight changes of culour at the
marine sitQ on a fea of the spoctmens.

The Tropical Wite, Flungicidal paint (system 115-1 9) helkod severely
at the town site; other speoixins showed varying &qprcs of chalking, in
most cases very slight. At the aorint. sitri, also, vc-xying degrees of
chalking were ruportta., system B5-19 once anEain bing -"sssesd as . severe
failure; systems 135-5, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22 raid 23 (Whito Gloss laint,
Modified), 135-6 (Special Tropical White) rad F5-19 (Tropic-1 ite, Fungi-
cidal) were best in this rtspect, showing only very slight chalking.

At th) tWm and ilarine sites, slight oiackin, was observel en soe
of the specimcns but the only instances of severe craking we on ihe

Tropical White Fungicidal finish (135-19) at the marine site and systui
B5-9 (I.bItc Gloss Paint vdth undercoat on A.S..ictallic Primer) at the
txm site. The f(r.r shL%:ed also severe checking at the marine site.

vlakisn occurral on tiv of the specimens; syjtua B5-20 (Ldlfi4d

".1ito Gloss Paint iith "Syndurac" undercoat and Pink "ooed Pr.iur)
flaked badly at the to..n and nmrinc sites and B5-19 at the :arinc site
cery (Fig.60). No brealkin of the paints in the fert:. of cracking or
flaking was reported at the jumgle site.

Host panel, at the to.n mid jungClc Aites collvtxd a fair amount of
"dirt"; at the former site this conaisted 4A a :icturc of soot and dark

fungal grc,.th and at the latter a)!-ost tnth-,,.y oi' fungal gro.th. At

all sites, speoimen 35-8 (Iedified "Genpurac" *itu) :as affected nore

than any other.



6. PAI=T APPLIED TO ASIESTOS CEIZVT

6.1 Introduction

Exposure trials of paints on asbestos cement were carried out at
various sites: the types of paint involved are detailed in Appendix C.
Photographs showing some of the specimens on exposure are given in Figs.
21 and 27.

6.2 Individual Trials

6.2.1 COmneroial Paints for Asbestos Cement (Red Hand Compositions Co.)

Cwunercial paints app±ied to flat asbestos cement sheets were exposed
for two years at two sites in Nigeria (17). Five materials in all were
tested (see Appendix C.1): four of them were subjected to outdoor
exposure at the town site and the remaining one - an interior emulsion
paint - was stored indoors at the base depot, Port Harcourt. The sheets
were painted in the U.K and were exposed on 10..54.

The speoimen exposed indoors ("Redimal" Emulsion Paint, Interior,
Semi-Gloss) showed very little deterioration after two years. Of the
materials exposed out of doors, the Wc white paints, CI-2 ("Redimul"
Emulsion Paint, Exterior, Seni-Gloss) and CI-3 (tite C1lorinated Rubber
Paint) showed considerable chalking; the former also showed scme erosion
but, othenrise, there ima no serious breakdown of any of the paints.

6.2.2 Turnall Colourglanz (Turners Asbestos Cement Co. Ltd.)

Corrugated asbestos cement rocf ing sheets coated with Turnall
"Colcurglaze", a;i epoxy-resin-based aint, In four different colours (see
Appendix 0.2) were exposed at three sites in Nigeria for about a year
(37). This trial viould normally have lasted longer but it had to be
concluded on the closure of T.T.E. The sheets were painted iL the U.K.
and -.ere exposed in the des-.t on 4.8.57, at the torn site on 13.8.57, and
in the Jungle clearing on 15.8.57.

At the sites vrith more intense sunshine (tcm and desert) there was
heavy ohalkirng and a rapid loss of gloss of all four specimens and
considerable fading of tho red, green and blue oolours; theme defects
rmay have beun prnotoed by the substrate. At the *ungle bite, there was
no chalking or fading but all the specimens darkened as a result if heavy
dirt collection and biological grovrth. At all three sit a, the original
gloss and colour wero -mrtly restored on polishing. Heavy biological
growth developed on all the panels at the jungle site after only six
months exposure. The red and green finishes appeared to inhibit algal
growth to a greater extent than the crean and the blue but none of them
vwas very resistant to biological growth in general. After a year's
exposure at three different sites, there was no physioal breakdown of ary
of the paints in the form of checking, cracking, flaking or blistering.

Although the trial was concluded before a proper assessnent of the
durability of these materials could be made, it did show that they soon
lose thcir deccrative value under the irnfluvice of strong sunlight. The
heavy biological grcawth %hich developed, although it v.w main:y super-
fioll ard did not da,"ge the paint film, prosented an unightly
appearance.
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7. PAINTS AlFL IM TO aASTER WALLS AND CONCPRT 1,

7.1 Introduction

This soection is concered with the bhzwviour of plastic emulsion paints
when oxposod to tropical climatic crA~itions. An ijuportant aspect of the
uno of this type of paint in the tropics is the question of the stability of
the emulsion on storage but this proble Nas nut investigated at f.T.E.

SevTal different t-pes of plastic eciulsion paint (see Appendix D)
were tested both indoors and in the open at severa3. sites in Nigeria. The
first three were cocdotod as local trials and no formal reports covering
the final results were issued, although, in one case (Sissons' "Rapodec"
Plastia Emulsion Paint), an interim report (16) covering six months exposure
,-ms circulated. The purpose of these three trials was to assess the value
cf plastic emulsion paints as a possible alternative to the use of Walpamu
for the interior decoration of flats and houses at the T.T.E. residential
site. Walpomur paint had never been entirely satisfactory for this purpose.
The materials tested in these local trials were intended for interior use
but, in order to obtain sane indication of the relative values of the
materials under more severe conditions, concrete blocks coated with the
paints were exposed in the open, in addition to the interior decoration of
plaster imlls of permanent buildings, The -impositions of these ulsion
paints wore not divulged.

In addition to the thrue local trials, a trial -as sponnored by ) ormon
api Nicholson (36) which included polyviitl aoeta-t based emlsion paints
in three colours for extericr use. The Red Hand C.ipsitions Co. also
submitted thiree systems for interior decration and in t%o of these the
f..nishing paint was of the e..lsion type (17).

The paints fr all five t-ials were supplied by the manufacturers
either directly from the U.K. or t.wough their agents in Nigeria and vere
applied in Nigeria by brushing on to concrete blocks or interior plaster
walis.

A sui.nary of the trials involving p astic eimlsion paints is given in
Table 11, which includes dates and duration of exposure, and a vi.7 of
painted concrete blocks on exposure at to r.ine site is shain in Fig.28.

7.2 Industrial Trials

7.2.1 "Rapodoe" Plastic liulsion Paint (Sisons BPrs. & Co. Ltd.)

The paint (see Appendix D. I ) exposed on plaster wlls ad on concrete
blocks inside permanent buildings remained in good condition at all the
exposure sites for t.!lve months, except for slight chalking at areas
exposed to direct suanlight (16).

/Table 11
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Table 11

Parigs Anpliod to Plaster Walls A Concrete

Nane of Trial 1)Dration
I afld/or Substrate Where !Bxposure, Date of

Type of Paint Painted Sites :Exposed icposure
Inufaotrer or sponsor (months)

"Rapodec" Plastic -Plaster P.H. :24. 5.55 12
inulsion Paint. walls. T.T.E. J.S. 30. 5.55. 12
Sissons Bros. & Co. Lta. Concrete i1.200 9.6.55 12

blocks D. 9. 6.55! 12

"Pentolite" Plastic Plaster P.H. 19. 6.551 12
*-uJlxion Paint. walls. .T.T. . L200 !21. 7.551 12
iI.C.I. Ltd. IConcrete D. 31. 7.55 12

,blocks I

"Permacote" Plastic ;Plaster P.1. :15. 8.55: 12
Einulsion Paint. walls. T.T.E. J.S. '27. 8.55 12
Soligium Ltd. Conrctu 'L 200 3. 9.55 12

blocks D. (20: 9.55, 12

'Po:lyvirnl Acetate
;basod flson Paints. Concrute T.T.E. J.C. .22.11.56' 9
Jenson ard Nicholson blocks 11.50 6.11.56: 18
Group.

Comercial Paints for
Plaster Walls etc. Concrete
Red Hand Conpositions blocks T.T.E. B.D. '10. 4.54 24

Co.

NOTES: P.11. = Toam Site, Port Harcourt

J.S. u Jungle Site

14200 = i arine Site (200 yards from surf line)

D. Desert Site

J.C. = Junglt Cl aring

14 50 = Marine Site (50 yards from surf line)

B.D. = Base Depot Store, Part Harourt

Sp ciiiens uxposcd out of doors on ccncrete blocks chalked heavily
at all sites after tiolve months and faded severely at the marine and
desiot zites. There was also considerable checking at the marine site
and the paint was generally in poor condition. Heavy biological grarth
developed on the saccLons at the ,muigle site.

7.2.2 "PPitolnte" ,Elastin. 1,.sion Pak C1C.I. Ltd.)

The paint (see Ap ndalix D.2) zrusod cm plaster %lls aiii on
concrete blocks inside 1 uri.nnt ouildinbs remined in good oondition
at all the exposure situs for t elvo nvnths, except for slight ohalking
aixl fading at areas e:.osed to direct sunlight.
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Specimens exposed out cC doors on concrete blocks shaed heav
chalking wid fading at tJJ sites. There was also considerable checking
at the marino site end heavy biological growith at the Jungle site.

7.2.3 "Penacoto" Plastic smlzion Paint (Sollsr~nm Ltd. )

It was found that this rmteriaj (see Appendix D.3) was not so easy
to apply as Sissons "Rixxiec" or I.C.I. "Pontolite" paints and there was
a greater tendency for its pigment to settle out. It did not appear to
have the came covering pcvor as these other two paints tested during the
same period and it certainly would not have tolerated the same degree of
dilution.

The paint exposed on plaster walls and on concrete blocks inside
prmananent buildings remained in good condition at all the exposure sites
for tolve mlonths, except for slight chalking and fading at areas exposed

to direct sunlight.

Specimens exposed out of doors on concrete blocks showed heavy
chalking and fading at all sites. There was also severe checking at the
marine site and heavy biological growth at the Jungle site.

7.2. 4 PoYvizWl Acetate Banud Lmulsion 11aints (Jenson anyl Nicholson Group)

The paints e.posed are listd in Appendix D.4. Those expoed at the
jungle site showed no defect after nine months exposure. Shortly after
this, they were submerged in the floods which affected the jungle site and
no further obscavations wrir, iadc (36).

At the marine site th,;re was consiLlrable chalking of all three
specimens after nine months. Fading of the pale blue finish canmsenoed
at this stage and after taelvc months it had camp' etely faded to white.
The red colour bega-n to fado significan f.y after fourteen rmnths. Thore
was sore erosion of all three paints after uighteey months.

7.2.5 Ca(secrial Paints f r Plaster, etc. (Red Hand Copositions Co.)

These paints are listed in Appudix D.5. After two years exposure
in the basu d1pot store, thxre was little c!hawgc in the appearance of all
throe paints.

7.3 Conclusions

Of the plastic emulsion paints tested indoors, those rarwfactured by
the Red Hand Ocriposition Co. appcarel to bc the ,io'-t satisfactory, showing
no deterioration on concrete surfaces after t:o years exposure. These were

white, alkali-resioting e!sion paints, but a third finish ("I.1tintc")
uich was not an caulsion paint produced simdlar good resulta. The
remaining paints (Sissons, I.C.I. and Solinu:m) sheed little deterioration
after twelve months exposurc indoors an vlaster ualls and concrete surfaces
except for a general slight chalking a d fading at areas exposed to direct
sunlight, viz. around door ays, transoms and dndc-sills. On the Y.hole,
it was found that these paints were ruch simpler to apply than Walpamur,
were more durable and shaiud less chlk.king, but this ,my not justify the
increased cost of the emulsion type of paint.

All the paints tested in the open tenld to cLalk heavily unllr the
influence of dirot sunlight and fading, was a g=noral failure. The
latter ef1ot was particularly suvoru on Jonson and Nicholson Pale Blue
inulsion Paint which turncx whitc after tblvc nonths at the marine site.
Sissons' "Rapodoc", I.C.I. "Ientolite" and Solin=ui "P2en otc" plastic
eialsion paints showed acwsiJ-rabl, choaking after talvo months at thu
mrine sito and Jenson an Nieholson u r.Ision paints shcwexd seme erosion

,fter eighteen months.



None of the materials tested, thereforo, appear to be sufficiently
durable for exterior use in the tropics.

8. VARNISIMS

8.1 Introduction

This section covers various types of varnishes exposed out of doors
at a number of sites in Nigeria. Fow different types were submitted by
International Paints Ltd. (35) and one (Yacht Varnish) was included in the
trial on Service f'aint Systems. A series of experimental "Picture Varnishes"
vas submitted by the National Gallery for ecposure at the desert site.

The types of material tested are listed in Appendix E and some of the
specinens on exposure are sho~m in Figs. 13, 28 and 29.

8.2 Individual Trials

8.2.1 Camioreial Varnishes (International Paints Ltd.)

Included in the trial on points from this firm (Section 4.2.9) were
four commercial varnishes (see Appendix E.I.). These -..ere ecposed on
mahogar wood panels to hot damp tropical conditions for eighteen months
(35). The panels, 12 inch x 6 inch, were painted in the U.K. and exposed
at the tovin sitc, Port Harcourt on 17.1.57.

The 309 Yacht Varnish fail ed badly as a result uf checking and
cracking, an: the Episeal Varnish as a result )f flaking. The Sunlight
Varnish and Group 37 Varnish did not sha; any serious physical breaklown
but the latter darkened considerably to a reddish-broym colour. None of
the varnishes supported fungal or algal groth.

All four specimens lost their initial high gloss fairly rapiAly and
after t .elve months it had entirely disappeared. The gloss was only
partially :,;storzi on poltaLing thc =urfaces. Spt.,i.n EI-3 ("Group 37"
Varnish) darkened considerably, changing to a fairly dark red-braim after
about r dre months exposure (Fig.64). Crmfoot checlng covered the whole
surface of EI-I ("309" Yacht Varnish) after nine months amd this increased
and developed into crovisfoct crachinn during the remainder of the trial
(Fig.62). Heavy flaking of EI-4 ("Episeal" Varnish) deveLped; this
cmrenced at the rouided edges after about nine months and gradu4ly spread
twards the centre of the panel. After e-Lhteen months, about 75 per cent
of the varnish film had flaked off (i,.65), Towards the and of the trial,
cnly slight flaking of the other three varnishes was recorded, El-I and EI-2
at the rounded edges and EI-3 at the crack in the substrate below the top
secur-In hole (Fig.64).

8.2.2 Yaoht Varnish K.4929 (Cvll~m Ltd.)

This material was included in the trial of Service Paint Systems
(Section 4.2.18) and ;ms exposed on teak wood panels for three and a half
years at the :arine site (39). The varnish was aryplied in the U.K. as
desoribod in Appenlix E.2, and the panels were exposed 100 yarda from the
surf line on 9.A.52.

Generally, the varnish shAved moderately good resistance to breakdown
in view of the severe caiLtions of exposure at the marine site. The moat
serious defect to develop on the varnish uas checking, this was consider-
able after twelwc months and heavy after three anx a half years. Slight
blistering .1so occurral at stages during the trial and slight flaking was
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reocrded when the specimen was ;.ithdrmm. A fair anount 1' algal grcidth
was evident on the surf arc at c rtain stages ii, the trial but it was free

from all biological grc:ith at the id uf thwe trial. Algal and fungal
growths appear soaawhat intormittently at this site.

d.2.3 Picture Varnishes (Trial spo;nored by the National Galler)

Nine diffrcent exporixcntal Picture Varnishes submitted by the
National Gallory were exposed unler a perspex cover (to provide protection
from the rain) for eight months at the desert site, to assess their
general suitability f ur use in daylight-illminated, heated picture
galleries. The varnishes, described in Appendix L.3, wore app) ied in the
U.K. to aluminium foil, zsnd-b. astd glass, axnd clear glass and ;.ore
mcposd on 29.12.56.

On clear glass, throe vt-rishus wure e.ore succes ;Iul than the ot'hrs.
These were (a) Polycyclohxanone with 10 per cent Sonpol, (b) Polymetha-
crylate and (c) Polyvinylacetate. On sand-blasted glass, hAever, t.o of
these ((a) and (c)) crazed and cracked. On aluminium, the polymethaeryl-
ate varnish was the most successful but two others also showed little
deterioration. Those were Polycyo] chexnzone with 10 per cent Linseed
Stand Oil and the same resin .,ith 10 pr cent Sonpol.

During, the first six montlh, the polymethacrylate resin was far
superior to all the others, being entirely free frcm yellowinr, orazing,
blistering w-il flsaldng and shcm'din only slight cracking, on sand-blasted
glass. IHatever, after a furthr t~r. months exposure it appeared to lose
adhesion to clea glass and peeled away fra the sbstrate. The R.240
Silicone Resin had deteriorated most of all after six months, presenting
a dark-br m opaque appearance with considerable b isterinC.

The first si&ns of deterioration .rre observwi. aftcr ten weeks
exposure when Specimen E3-4 (1astio writh 5 per cent Linseed Oil) sh.ed
slight crazing on the sand-blasted g ass. Specimen E3-2 (R.240 Silicone
Resin) yellowed considerably and eve. larkened to a braim oclour on sand-
blasted glass. As this change of colour -.. a not apparent or, the varnish
almpliod to alumziniutn or clear glass subst.-ates, it may bQ associated with
some effect of the roughened sri'aco of the glass. Slight yelloviing was
also noted on L3-4, 7 and 9 (on sand-blasted glass) ard on E3-1, 3, 4,
5 and 7 (on cl ar glass).

After fivo months, t he extent of dot, A-ration of t he varni-hes
obviously derended lnrgely on the type of substrate usod and these are
considered soparatecly bjlw:

(i) Aluzminiu Speeiuns E3-3, 4, 7 arl 9 had yellowed extensively
and E3-1 and 6 only slightly. Slight crazing had developed on E3-1,
3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 and vry slight orackinw: on E3-5. Blistcring -;ms
extensivo on 3-1, 2 oril 3 and rather less on E3-4, 7 and 9. Only
very slight flaking, occurred on Soccimon ,-i3-5 (Polycyclohcxione
with 10 per ce Lir nseod Stand. Ol).

(ii) Sand-lasted Glass Cnly Whv s. ,cilicns (E3-2 and 5) yellc;d
to orly a slight degree. Extensive crazing occurred on four of

the specimens (03-1, 2, 3 and 4) and rather less on 23-6, 7 and 9.
Only one specimen (E3-6) showed riuch cracking; this defect w;a
observed on four others (E3-I, 5, 7 aml 6) but only to a slight
degree. Mlisterirg was heavy cn _13-1, 2, 3, 4. A 7 md slight on
E3-5. The orly case of flaking -.w on i 3-i verL it ,.as very slight.

(i) Clear Clas Ckiadci blu yellc!in of _-3-1, 3, 4 caI 7
occurred but it was ony sl'.ht on ,3-!'. Four spocixqna (E3-1P 3, 4
and 7) shated extensive craing arx. the " :u also craokol consider-
ably; there .-w sli ,it crc.ing o 23-i. One bpec.wn3n (E3-I)
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showed heavy and three others (E3-2, 3 and 7) slight blistering but no
flaking was observed.

The specimens on aluminium and sand-blasted glass substrates were
withdran-i after six and half months exposure. Little change in their
condition was evident during the last few weeks of exposure.

Specimens on clear glass were exposed fer a total period of eight
months. At the time of .zitlxlrawal, all specimens with the exception of
E3-8 (Polymethaorylate Resin) had yellaed and, in addition, E3-2 had
developed slight crazing, E3-4, 5 and 6 marked cracking and E3-i, 3 and 7
slight flaking. The most marked deterioration during the latter stages of
the trial was in the case of E3-8 (Polymethacrylate Resin) which was
peeling awIay in la ge areas from the substrate.

9. MUUS ZSISTLMC PAnM§

9.1 Introduction

The vrarm, Im=d cliate of the rain-forest belt of Southern Nigeria
provides conditions very favourable fcr fungal and algal growth. Such
growtl, however, although they often ap ear in great profusion on painted
surfaces, are usually mainly superficial anid are easily removed on %7ipiJg
riith a demp cloth, oausing no damage to the paint f .lms. Nutrient is

probably derived from extraneous materials adhering to the surfaoes. Kore
serious oases of fungal attack were observed in same instawoes and were
attributed to the fungus Pullularia sn .:hich appeared to penetrate the paint
film from above and producel dark stains on the -paints. This was particu-
larly unsightly on uhite or light-coloured paints and was not removed on
cleaning the surface (Fig.66). Attack by Pullularia. sn.'as observed at both
the tavm and marine sites, in spite of the intense sunlight at the latter.
The most serious fungal attack of all, Lxhevur, resulted from fungi# probably
present on the w.ood before paint:ng subsequently producing fruiting bodies
which burst through the paint film from beneath. Those fungal pustles were#
in almost every case, caused by pycnidia of Botryodiplodia theobromme, which
appeared to be particularly resistant to fug icides.

The efficiency of a ftugus rosisting paint was g nervt'ly assessed by
exposing it at the Jungle site, noar Port Harcourt, where algal and fungal
grcouths wtre found to devulop rapidly. Below are siur'rics cf the trials
involving such paints and dtails of the materials t~sted are given in
Appendix F. Fhotogrrphs of some of the specimuns on exposure can be seen
in Figs. 31 to 34.

9.2 Individual Trials

9.2.1 Fwwus Resisting Paints (Jonson aul Nicholson Group)

The efficicnoy of v-arious fungus resisting points was assessed by
exposin painted wood panels ir a tropical JInglo clearing for nineteen
monthd (14). The paint systems (Ap'en lix F.i) consisted of an aluminium
primer containidg 15 per oent copper naphthnate and a %;hite undercoat
containing organic mercurial compcuws. Tho t ocoats included several
combinations of tbo pigixts, four media and a rang of eiht fuNgicides.
The paints were applied to Obeohe wood panels, 8 inch x 6 inch, both at
T.T.. and in the U,K., and were acpvsed on 12.6.53.

Superficial algal wil fungC girwths developod in varying amounts on
the surfaoes of all the painted pmnels but thy were easily removed by
washinf- and did not appear to d'fcot the paint surfaces. This growth was
slight on panels painted ith aluminium primer only and on the straight
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zinc oxide fininhing coat containing no 'ungioidu (Specimen PI-19), but
it developed to at least a moderate degree on all tho other speaimens.

Damage to the p int ±i]3-i was caused by fungi, probably present on
the w oed before painting. These produced frulting bodies which during
levelopment burst through the pd:it film frcom beneath. Such damage was
nst seve on panels painted vrth Trimer and undercoat only (Fig.67).
It appeared to be irdependent of the presnoc or concentration of
fungicide; indeed, some of thj panels which showed no development of
this fungks did not contain fungicide in the finishing coat (Specimens
F1-I, 2, tand 4).

Panels pAinted in the U.K. and sent to Nigeria for exposure behaved
similarly to those painted at the =.posure site as regards the develop-
ment of suprficial fungal growths and damvge to the paint film by fungi
dcveloping frai the eod surface.

Copper rnaphthonate dip tr ataznt did not prevent the grovth of
fruiting bodies uf the fungus Botzsry.ogplodia theobromae on unpainted
Obcho wotAo panels (Fig.68).

The preserve of fungicides in these paints, therefore, appeared
to have no beneficial v aue as inhibitoas of the types of fungal and
algal grarths encuntered at the Jungle clearing exposure site.

9.2.2 Funpus Resisting Paints (I.C.I. Ltd. )

To determine the efficiency of five experimental fungus-resisting
white gloss paints, painted Obecho wood panels were exposed fur twelve
mnths at the Part Harourt toisi site and in the Jungle undergrowth
(22). The panels (8 inch x 6 inch) were painted as described in
Appendix P.2, some in the U.K. and s cre at T. T.E., and were exposed on
17.4.56. Test panels were also exposed by I.C.I. Ltd. in a tropical
test ohambor at their Research Station at Jealctts Hill in the U.K. but
no infonaation is availabl 2 on this part of the trial. qie ccinpos.l tins
of the paints o the fungicides incorporated in thal were not divulged.

Treabnent of the panels ",-Ith a 2 per cent aqueus solution of the
fungicide "Shirlan 1" before painting was inffective as a preventive
measuro against the subsequent development ,f fungal synnmata and of
Butryl.iacdia fruit L4 bvdlies frvu the %? Ld tk'Lugh the pcint ilm.
There Yms siue evidenco to su&,es., h-mrer, that it right inhibit to
some extent the developoent of pink staining of the paint. The various
types uf gr(wth differed in sensitivity to the five paints, n-ne of
which inhibited all types of gr .wth equally we)l. Scne finishes
controlled certain grcwths fairly wll but none was genrally successful.

None of the finishes cuntrolled to uiy satisfactory extent the
development of the dark mould gra,.th on the surface of the paint.
Finishes 'B', 'C' and 'DI' inhibited its develolient to a mduate degree
but finishes 'A' and 'E' did so only slightly.

Finishos 'A', 'B' and tD' hxd no effect un the development of
pustules caused by Botryodipludia but the results suggested that these
were partially inhibited, but not prvetd, by fininehs 'C' and 'E'.

Develqxwnt of funga!. synnonata was unaffeoted by finishes A',
tBt and IDI but fairly well oin*tzoll.d by finihes '0' %nd 'El.

Pink staining cf the p!int as almost oxipl tely controlled by
finishes 'A' and 'IB', frirly well controllud by finishs 'C' and 'E'
but unaffected by finish 'D'.
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At the jtugle unergrmrth situ, superficial fungal growth was evident
on must Lf the panels ftnw only one month' s exposure. This growth
developed rapidly and son formud a dark grey continuous coating on all
the specimens (Fig.73) but it was generally fairly easily removed with a
damp oloth. Fungal sporing structures developed from the wood substrate
ani burst through the paint films on most of the panels. These structures
consisted of pustules of Botryodiplodia theobrcmae and Graubiuj synnemata
which were often found to occur in close asnociatian with one another
(Figs.70 and 71). Small patches of pink to violet staining appeared on
many of the specimens and it smeared, on microscopic examination, to be
associated with mycelium present on the paint surface.

At the town site, mould growth was much more restricted and there
were only a few cases in which pustules and synnemata developed. One
fairly severe case is shon in Fig. 69. Surface mould growth was far less
luxuriant and consisted almost entirely of Pullul ria sm (Fig.72).

Panels painted in the U.K. behaved in a manner similar to those
painted at T.T.E. except that the former did not develop synnemata to any
great extent.

,9.2.3 Nuodex Funmicides in Paints (Trials sponsored by I.nistry of
Supply. Chemical Inspectorate)

The fungicidal properties of three different Nuodex products (Nuodex
Super-Ad-It, Nuodex 321 SS and Phemor Oil Soluble) were assessed by
incorporating each of them in two different paint systems and exposing
painted mild steel panels in a tropical Jungle for twenty-nine months (18).
Pentaohlorophenol was also incorporated in each of the two paints and
similarly exposed for comparison. The panels (12 inch x 12 inch) were
painted in the U.K. as shown in Appendix F.3 and exposed in the clearing
and the undergrowth on 2.3.5"

The presence or absence of these fungicides in the paints had no
apparent effect on the development of algal and fungal growths Algal
growth developed on all the panels &u-ring exposure, being first observed
after about six months. After fifteen months it had formed a continuous
coating over the paint films. Contrary to earlier experience, this growth
•:as generally heavi(w on panels in the undergrowth than on those in the
clearirr. oiuld growth, always associated with the algal coating, was
fcund on all the specimens in the form of fungal mycelium and rasnerous
fungal spores but it ,ms not observed in quantity until the panels had been
exposed for almost two years. In all oases, the algal and fungal growths
were superficial and vere readily removed from the paint ,urfaoe with a
damp cloth.

Deterioration of the paint films was greater in the Jungle clearing
then in the undergrowth and greater with the Primer and General Service
Finishing Paint. At both sites, nmerous small blisters developed wioh
were more extensive on panels containing "Nuodex Super-Ad-It" as fungLode.

9.2.4 Funioidal Paints (Tria sponsored by ,dnistr of Supply,
Chemical Inpectorate)

The Ivevious trial (Section 9.2.3) gave inconclusive results probably
because the raints wre applied exclusively to a mild steel substrate.
A further trial (28) was arranged to cempeare the effootvenesaa c two of
the fAngicides (Nuodex Sper-Ad-It and pentachlorophtnol, the formor in a
higher concentration than before) incorporated in tbree dUfrent paint
system (based on allkyd resin, chlorinted rubber and linseed oil
respeotivly). Mhe paints were applied in the U.K. to mild steel (12 Inch
x 12 incoh) and Western Rod Cedar- prnels (12 inch x 6 inch), as described in
Appendix F.4, and axposed for fifteen months in the Jungle undergrowth.
Exposure took place on 3.12.56.
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Development of funigal growth was initially more rapid on pnnels with-
out headoover but at the end of the trial there was little difference
between the two types cf exposure. Fulgal gravth was more prolific on
paints applied to mild steel than on the sane paints applied to Western
Red Cedar. This is unusual, since a wooden substrate is generally
regarded as being a possible source of rutriment for fungal grmiths.
The explanation may be thnt this particular timber possesses fungicidal
properties (42).

Growth was heaviest on the linseed oil based paint; it was equally
extensive but not so heavy on the alkyd material. Very little growth
developed on the chlorinated rubber paint but the metal panels coated
with this material showed extemnsive deterioration in the form of loss of
gloss, blistering and rusting; no blistering was observed on this
paint when applied to wood.

"Super-Ad-It" fungicide strongly inhilbited fungal growth during
the first four months but, thereafter, the effect steadily diminished
until, at the end of the trial, it was vLv,; slight. Pentachlorophenol
had only a very slight inhibiting ef foot on the onset and development of
fungal grcwth. This Way be attributable to a rapid loss of the material
by sublimation in the higher ambient temperatures of the tropics.

Although breakdovm of the linsecd oil and alkyd ;aint systems was
far less severe than that of the chlorinated rubber, the t;io f rmer
systems, especially those containing pcntauhlorophenol, showed same
blistering and rusting an the mild steel panels and there was a
considerable amount of chocki and cracking on some of the linseed ail
paint specimens on mild steel. The allld bnse paint on mild steel retned
its gloss fbr a longer period than any other combination of paint system
and substrate.

9.2.5 Funznicida! Paints (Goodlass -iqll .- d Co. Ltd,)

This trial (34) was aesignod to assess the fungus resisting cb arac-
teristios LT tao paints containing, as a fungioide, the mercury salt of
a long chain fatty acid. ",cranti and Obeohe wood panels (12 inch x
6 inch) were Painted in the U.K. as shain in Appendix F.5, and were
exposed (on 21.3.57) for sixteen months in the jungle clearing.

Biological grth be gan te develop -.ithin three months of exposure.
The general pattern .mas the development of a dark film of superficial
fungal grmith interspersed edith black spots due to olumps of ohlamydo-
upoz.s c Pullularia sp. It wous rathtr hcraver on the paints r -mtaining
no fungicide and hoavicr on the cramu than on the oorreponding green
paints. Pycnidia of the fungus Botryodilodia thcdbraMge developed on
the Oboche panels painted with systeus containing no fungicide and burst
through from the wood substrate, causing minute dark blisters on the
paint film and subsequent flaldng of the 'int at these spots (Fig.74).
Apart frcm this, there was no physical brcakdN'a of the paints. In
addition to the dark fungal growth, scattered green and grey patches of
algae elso developed.

The presence of this fungicide in paints, therefore, appears to
inhibit but not prevent superficial fungal graowth. There were
indications that it might be effective i inhibiting the more destruc-
tivo fungus Botr-iodirlodia thoobroae which appears t have a high
immunity to most fungioJlae. Thus, no specLaen containing the fungi-
cide under test showed wVr brakdown of the film as a result of
pustules caused by Botrcdilodia thvobr=aio but, on the othk" hLanl
none of the grean paints on kcranti wood, whethLr contrining fungicide
or not, wore affeotol.
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9.2.6 FuPsicidal Paints (Jenson and Nioholson Group)

Five paints each containing a different fungicide, the nature of Ahioh
was net disclosed, were exposed on viood panels for taenty months in the
Jngle clearing (36). The paints were applied at T.T.E., as described in
Appendix F.6, to Obeche panels 8 inch x 6 inch. Some of the panels were
pretreated by brushing %4th a 2 per cent aqueous solution of "Santobrite".
Exposure took place on 22.11.56.

None of the fungicidal paints was effective in inhibiting fungal
growth. After three months all the panels appeared very dirty as a result
of mould gm th and vegetable debris adhering to the surface. The mould
vas dark green in colour and was spread over small areas. It consisted of
colonies of Cladwporiin which appeared generally to be growing on surface
contaminants. There were, hwaiver, discrete colonies not associated with
such possible sources of nutrient. The graith was only superficial at this
stage and could easily be removed with a damp cloth.

After nine months exposure, the mould grotth was extensive and formed
a continuous coating over the surfaces of the panels. Finish "F" appeared
to be alightly superior to the other as far as inhibition of the growth
-;.,as concerned. At this stage, the fungal gravith was not easily removed
with a danT cloth and the paint filra were stained.

The panels pretreated ,ithi a 2 per cent aqueous solution of "Santobrite"
showed cracking of the paint film after oleven months exposure. There was
also very alight cracking after nineteen months on most of the panels
without "Santobrite" pretreatment. At the end of the trial the pretreated
panels were in the same condition as the painted untreated panels.

No chalking, checking, flaking or blistering developed on any of the
panels.

10. BLJCICIDA, VAPNIStES AD LACQUER

10.1 Introduction

Three trials involving the exposure of fungicidal varniches and lacquers
were c-rried out. The types of varnishes tested are listed in Appendix G.

10.2 Incidxial Trials

10.2.1 Nuodex Fuziicides in Varnishes (Trinl snonsored by 13xdstry of
Suppl. Chemical Inspectorate)

This was part of the trial of 'Nuodex Fungicides in Paints' (see
Section 9.2.3). The same f our fungicidcs (Nuodex Super-Ad-It, Nuodex
321.SS, Phmox: Qn Soluble and Pentachlorophenol) were incorporated in
varnish to speoification TS.188, and the varnishes were exposed on mild
steel panels for twonty- ne months in a tr ocal Juigle (18). The
percentages of fungicide added ar sho:m in Appendix G.1. The varnishes
were applied in the U.K. and were exposed in the olearing and the under-
grwth on 2.3,.

Algal grmith developed on all the specimens but it was less heavy on
the varnished than on the painted panels (Section 9.2.3. )- Like the
latter, grafth was heavier on the panels exposed in the urdergrcwth than
on those n the clearing. The growths were all superficial and were
readily removed from the surfaces with a doap clotl Algal grwith first
appeared on the panels rfter six months exposure in the form ct green and
grey oclonies. At the end of the trial, mould gra-th was beginning to
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appear on all the specimens and it appeared to be associated wdth the
algal coating.

The presence or abs sce ct fungicides in the varnish had no
apparent effect on the dvelopment of al.al and fungal growth on the
1pocimons.

Rusting of the panels startod to develop during the early stages of
tho trial and gradually increased in severity until, after teni Ar-dne
months, 70-99 per cent of the surface areas in the olearing and 40-90
per oent in the undergrowth had rusted. The panels oontaining no
fungicide Eil those ith pentaohloropherol were the most affected and
those with Nuodex 'Supow-Ad-It' least affected in this respect at both
sites.

10.2.2 lurmicidal Varnishes (Trial .3ronscred by Ijnistry of Surpl.,
Chenioal Inspetorat e)

This was part of the trial on fungicidal paints described in
Section 9.2.4. The effectiveness of the two fungioides, Nuodex
Supr-Ad-It and pentachlorophenol, was cacmparedwhen inorporated into
vrnish to specification T.S.188 (28). The Super-Ad-It was in a higher
concentration than previously (see Section 10.2.1); details are given in
Appendix G.2. The varnishes were al!plie( in the U.K. to hard aluminium
ptnels (12 inch x 12 inch) rd were exposed in the Jungle undergrowth

on 3.12.56) for fifteen months.

All spoozic as both with and uthout furgioide, remained free from
algal and fungal grarths th.-oughout the tri al, except for minute traces
of c olourless n oelium vhioh werc not readily detected by unaided vision.
There was no physical deterioration of the varnish film.

10.2.3 F u=ioidal Lpcciers (lra.ndr n Bros. and Co. Ltd.)

Two fungicidal I aoquors (Lacquers 'B' and 'C'), containing MIN
(paraoblormetaxylenol) and "Captan" respectively, were exposed to hot,
hsnli olimatic conditions for up to ten months to assess th.r effective-
ness in pWevLm ng fungal grm:th (29). Varnish, Special, Fungicidal, to
Specification T.S.191B was used az a comparative standari.

The lacquers ard varnilsh .ere applied at T.T.E., as described in
Appendix G.3, to Nigerian L.-hogany Flyvood aidl Obeche panels. The panels
were eomsod at the base depot store on 26.5.57 and in the juzgle clearing
an 27.3.57. T!hoso at the latter irre -rth&- wn after five morths but at
the base depot they were left for ten mnths.

Ndithtz of the 1v lacquers was effective for internal or external
application. They did not appear to have any fungus inhibiting proper-
ties and were greatly inferior to the fungicidal varrish fornrilated to
specification T.S.191B.

In the base depot store, the gloss of the tb-o laoqu..rs 'B' -A 'C'
appeared patchy after bWo weeks probably due to Paycelial grafth of the
fungus Penictllium s. The patches spread and -fter three to four
months visible whita fungal colonies appeared (Figtre 75 shc;,s the
conditions of the panels after six month;) ad the gloss was very por.
After ten months, both lanquers had lost aJl their g'oss apart from
wasU traces w-d bojre modortely heavy fungal growth. Lao cr C vas
worse than Laoquer B in this respect. The coi arol finish (Vrnish to
T.S.191B) was superior to the lacquers in glos retention and
resistance to) fungal gra-th. It slewel patohiness after four months
but there was no visible funa? groi.th until after ten ronths exposuiro
and then it was only slight. On the untreatl weed conftol panel,
mould growth inareased frol the first t.o w cks exosure a d soon
booae heavy.
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In the junglo clearing, both Laoquras 'B' and 'C' had a considerable
ocating of mould growth NrIthin three weeks of exposure, while the control
varnish was practically mould-free. Aft;r three months, only a traoe of
gloss remained on the lacquers while the control varnish ias still good
in this respect. At this stage, the latter was still free from mould
grath, except for a few black perithocia tciards the bottom of the
panels. After five months, the Lacquers 'B t and 1'0 had copletely
disappeared from the faces of the panels which had been exposed to light
and the surfaces of the panels had a coating of mould grovth (mostlyBotryicdl odia theobrcae) and a fair amount of algal gr vth. A tace of

lacquer remained on the sheltered sides '-ihich carried heavy fungal growth,
rather more on Lacquer 'Ct than an 'Bt. However, on the control varnish#
a fair a=t of varnish still remained, although Botryodiplodia theobronae
was growing through the fil1m and appearing as mnute black particles.
Apart frau this and a little algal gra.th on the upper edge, the control
varnish was still fairly clean and in reasonably good oorition.

11. X-TI-FOULM PtqTS

1I.1 Intodution

Marine fouling, especially of ships' Ills, is a major problem in
tropical waters. It causes damage to paint- applied for the protoction of
the metal against corrosion, reduces the speed ad increasos the fuel consump-
tion of oean-goinG ships and is usually extraaely difficult to rmove.
Paints for ships' hulls, therefore, require, in addition to good anti-
corrosive properties, the characteristic of preventing or at least inhibiting
the growth of malrine organisms. Toxic agents, such as cuprous and mercury
caupouwls, arc usually mixed in -with the pigments. The effectiveness of
these ccqxunds is undoubtedly associated u.ith the rate of leaching, so as to
maintain the toxic agent at the surface. This leaching effect l~mits the
affective life of each aplioation. lWetallic copper powder has %he disad-
vantVe of possible galvanic action idth the mtral of the hull leadimg to an
acculrated rate of corrosion.

Four trials on anti-fouling paints werc carried out and Apptxdix H
contains a list of tit ateritls tested.

11.2 Results

11.2.1 Ant-Fouln Anti-Teroao Paint (RcA Hnd Cornoeiivs Co.)

The effectiveness of a copper-oontining paint as an anti-fouliMn
and ati-toredo (sea Scotion 12*2.1) agent wa assessod by total and
partial irersion of painted Lagos 1~hegar panels (12 inch x 6 inch) in
the Bonny River, Port Harcourt for fcu- months and Cul imersion at the
Opobo isnorsion site for eight months (9). The paint was applied at T.T.E.
as described in Appenlix H. 1, and the panels were exposed at Opobo on
2.4.53 and in the Bonny River on 23.6.53.

The paint delayod the onset of fouling to a small degree but it was
not very offective as an nti-fouling agent.

At the BomW River Imersion site, fouling of the panels, both in the
A-3/watv zone and fully immersed, ocriaenoed after only two months
cxposare, while unpainted woee control panels fmled after tiree weeks.
Sub&se nt fouling of bcth painted td unpainted panels increased
rapidly (lFirg76).

At the Opbo inaorsion site, there :as no fouling of either the
painted cr unpainted pnejls after eight months exposure.
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11.2.2 Anti-Fouling Point Systens (Red Hand Compositions Co.)

Six different anti-fouling systans (see Appendix II.2) on heavy gauge
steel panels were evaluated by partial nniaersion in the Bonny River, Port
Harcourt far nine months (17). The panels, 18 inch x 11 inch, were
p Anted in the U.K. and imncrsed on 14.4.54.

None of the system.s appeared to be very effective as anti-fouling
agents. After three months epobure, all the paint finishes were in good
condition, with the exception of system H2-4 (Zinc Chromate and Green
Anti-Fouling Paint) Ahich showed slight cracking, but considerable
quantities of slirq fouling hoaluims tcgether with a fcs barnacles h.&

settled on all the panels. After six months, all specimens were heavily
covered with these organisms, making examination of the paint surf aces
impossible. Little change in tie amount Lf anrine growths occurred up
to nine montl ad soon after this the cpecimens were lost.

11.2.3 Admiralty Experimental Anti-Fouling Paints (Trial sponsored bv
the Admralty Central Duoard Laborar)

Fourteen Admiralty anti-fouling paints (see Appendix 11.3) wore
exposed from a raft in the Bonny River, Port Harcourt for fifteen months
to assess their resistance to fouling udler tropical conditions (25). The
paints were applied to mild steel panels, 10 inch x 6 inch, at T.T.L. and
were exposed on 17.10.56.

All the paints f ouled, the best (451-1:1 Rosin/Aroclor pigmented
with cuprous oxide) lasting for about sixty weeks. Four (442, 161P, 161P
iodified and U.S.N. Spec.121 ) were effective for fifty to fifty-four

weeks ant four (143/5, 441 hodified, 3b4P and D/3/2) for between sixteen
and thirty-t-'o weeks. The re:mining five fouled less than four weeks
after immorsion.

Heavy chalking occrred on paints 44P M,1odified, D1/2 and D/3/5 and
slight chalking on 45P .'odifiod, 1o0. Illdified, 44P and 45P. The
r mainder showed no chalkig thrc,-uhout te trial.

Severe cracking was rcorlod on five paints (359P, 36OP, 4/3/5,
364 and 363?) after thirt-svcn to fifty-four weeks immersion. On the
ruiwinder of the spec-iens, no cracking occurrud, exempt possibly in the
case of paints 45F aril D/3/2 vhcre it was noted at one inspection only but
subsequently disapcart-d.

No abroitial blistering occurred on any of the paints. Fine and
medium bliatcxi; couvex 10 per con- of the mrface area was ioted on all
spocimens after about fifty wceks Ltiersion, except f er the U.S.N.
Spoo.121 pa~it fcr which it was not recorded until at least sixty weeks
after exposure.

Generally, there was little flaking of the paints. The greatest
loss of anti-fouling paint "ias due to chalking and conseqaent thinng of
the paint f ilm, but further loss of the anti-fculing (an anti-oorrcsive)
film ;ms caused by the cutting action cf the grcing barnacle shells.

Rusting, apart from that at panel edgts, was associated almost
entirely kith damagt; tu the paint film brought about by the r..th of
barnacle shells. In tho case of 4,rP ldif.ied, a few large barnacles had
out through the paint film causing pitting zat rustig of the panel
after fort2.-saven woks e xnoeure. Ch the panels cated with 359P,
barnaoles had out through thti paint film after thirty-seven weks ciuseing
some flaking of the anti-fouling paint nd arust where the antl-ccrrosive
paint also msa damsged. At the ejd of tho triaJ, rusting and pitting
wore bad at the areas of bnriao e c vaio. Ruatln, and pitting of thu
panels coated with paints 3(OP, 363F a:' 3b4 2 re ectmsnide nd these
dci(.cts wjere generally a ;ociatal with barnaele d2unage to the paint films.
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The anti-fouling performance of the paints was in the order shown in

Table 12, belw:

TABLE 12

Effective Lives of Admiralty Experimental Anti-Fouligf Paints
(,ully immersed at the Bonny River Site)

Paint Effective Anti-fouling Life (Weeks)

i +5 60 - >65 soee i.
45P 50 - 51 see Fig.77)

161P (mod.) 50 - 54
U.S.N. Spcc.121 50 (see Fig.78)
101P 37- 54
D 1/3/5 132
44P (Mio.) 32 - 37 (8)
364? 24
D/3/2 16 - 24
Pocoptic 4
45P (Mod.) 4
3592 4
360P 4
363P 4 (see Fig.78)

NOTES: 1. Where two figures are given for the anti-
fouling life, the second figure refers to the
latr panel of the duplicate specimens
iruaersed.

2. Paint 44P (Mkodified) fouled after eight weeks
but subsequently cleaned and fouled again
after 32/37 vle'.ks.

11.2.4 Exuerimental Anti-yoculiUG Conipositions (I.C.I. Ltd.)

7%telve experimental anti-fouling paints based on plasticised rosin
and ouprous Dcide (see Appendix H.4) were exposod from a raft in the 3ony
River at Port Harxcurt for twenty-sevun weeks (26). The paints were
applied at T.T.E. to "Tufnol" panels, 4 inch x 4 inch, and were exposed
en 26.8.57.

Cracking of the paint film occurred on only a fe,-w s.ecimens, viz. on
two panels of H4-9 (plastieisd rosin with 60 per cent cuprous oxide)
durir the first fourwcoks and on tro panels of H4-10 (plasticised rosin

ith 40 per cent cuprcus oxide mid I per cent D.D.T.) during the first
twelve weeks of exposure. When fouling began to develop, however, cracking
was no longer visible and was not recorded in the latter stages of the

ial. All paints became more or less heavily fouled after twenty-six weeks
with the ecceptiui of H4,-11 and J4-12 (plastioisod rosin ,ith 50 per cent
cupouws oxide and 2 per cent me'-cury oxide) which were only slightly and
H4m6 and H1- 7 (plasticlsed rosin with 40 per cent cuprous oxide and 1.5 per
cent mer xy oxide) ikich were only moderately fo"led. a1-12 was the beat
and Hio. (rosb~ oil uith 30 per cent upraoun oxide) the 40Arat as regards
fouling. Piguro 79 and 81 shoi the ooditlon of the panels after tpenty-
six .teeks imtiersion.
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11.3 Conclusions

The ant-f ouling anti-tredo coppor paint manufactured by the Red Hand
OCpositions Co, delayed the onset of fouling but did nut prevent fairly
heary incrustations aftr four months exposuro. T.his mte-ial was concluded
to hkave 1w ant--fouling properties. The six paint systms testud in the
socond tial of Red Hand Compoitions wee similarly low in anti-fouling
properties boing heavily covered Yrth mrin organisms after six months
exposure.

Of the I.C.1. experinental anti-fouling paints, the tWo most et'ective
contained 2 ner cent of mercxrj oxide in addition to 50 per cent of cuprous
oxide and t;o more '..tich were only moderately foled contained 1.5 per cent
mrcury oxide in addition to 40 per cent of ouprous oxide. The addition of
a small proportion of mercury acide to cuprous oxid(, therefore, sowns to
be beneficial in increasing the anti-fouling properties of these paints.
1w ever, from the condition of tho panels etated w-dth these I.C.I. coumposi-
tions it appeared that nonw of the paints would have retained their
effectiveness for muoh longer than Wtenty-seven weeks.

The Admiralty anti-fouling paint 45P containirg 1:1 RosirVAroclor
pigm nted with cuprous chide 'as the most eff ective anti-fouling paint
tested at T.T.r.

12. Z'TI-Ti=O PAINTS

12.1 Ilnlrdction

The ravages of s±pwxo7 cuid gribble on the hull. X c onoes, small
lauwlh-s, Yuoeri piers and i;.atur-tranwported timber has fr long been a
mattor of groat cn:-ern on the 'lest Coast of Africa. Attack by shiporm can
be mediately istinguiahud by the -;..4it shelly lining to the borings wich
may have a length of up to six feet -and which nevtx intersect. Gribble
normally only burrow to a depth of half an Lwh or .ven less. The borings,
ha'ever, are so close together that the outer layer cf the timber is
everrually entirely ranovedl, thoreby exposing a new layer to attack. Both
types of organism may occar together and they can attack tLaber as high as
rlidw.wy betwemn tidwarkn s or dcsn tv a depth of several hundred fathora (41)j,
the actual limits varying %ith thL spocies. Scae species require high
salinity %hilo others can survive in freah ".ter r oven in air for a -,,ck or
more. ,ikdy water or water contamnnat& with sagc is ustally fr !e from
these organisms (41). Terado larvae are said to swim damnards awvay from
strong light but to remain in a diLn light or evn to migrate into an area of
dim light fram darkness. Consequently they tend to colluat at an optimum
light density and, in the zenm uf this intensity, attack will be greatest.
The preocisa derth of this zone will depnid on the amount of suspsded
matter, the clearer the water the deepur being the zone of maximum attack.
In the absnce of definite infoi-ation on the actual light intensity at
w.hich larvae tend to collect, cxposure panels for assessing teredo attack
at the T.T.E. sites were plac,'d genraly at a depth of approximately two
feet bclo the surface of the water. The species of shipworms occurring at
Port Harcourt is refarrablo to the genus Banida. Tureci speuies in the
strict biological sense are not found there but are abundant nearor the
open sea.

Most types of tmber are liable to atLack by shir-orm, the deLreu of
vusceptibility deprning to nme evtent on the hardness & the tirtor.
Lagos mahogany and yeller pine, for c Ivauimc, are kn;v to be particularly
surceqptible to tcredo attack and pancla or Lhese mtcrials %-or'e used :i,
trlals at T.T.E. to assess the anti-teredo properties of paints. For
supporting the panu)s und1r the surface of the water, either steel or iroko
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frames were employedp the latter being a timber which has shown a fair
resistance to teredo attack.

The charactcristic of a paint required to provide resistare to attack
by teredo has not been definitely established. In particular, it is thought
that a vary durable rather than a toxic paint film may be the answer to
protection against teredo attack. Anti-teredo action may be mainly mechanical
in character. For axampo., samples of timber examined in the U.K. suggested
that ordinary Admiralty Grey Paint protects against teredo, and attack
commencos ;ken the paint film fails as a result of abarasion, flaking or
orackingp thereby exposing the bare wood. The teredo larvae enter through
oracks on the exposed areas which need only be minute. In testing alleged
tcdio an m-tcredo paints, therefore, the provision of a second control coated
vwth a good protective (non-tacic) paint in addition to an unpainted bare
wood control is desirable (47).

Two trials were carried out involving the exposure of anti-teredo paints

and a list of the materials tested is given in Appendix I.

12.2 Results

12.2.1 Anti-Fou.ing Anti-Teredo Copmer Paint (Red Hand Compositions Co.)

This was the same material as described in Section 11.2.1 (see
Appendix H..1). Its effectiveness as an anti-tredo coating was assessed
by total and partial imersion of painted wood panels in the Bomy River,
Part Harcourt for four months W-d full immersion at the Opobo site for
eight months (9). The paint was applied to Lagos Mahogany panels, 12 inch
x 6 inch, at T.T.E. and the parwls were immersed at Opabo on 2.4.53 and in
the Bonny River on 23.6.53.

After four months in the Bonny River, there was no terodo attack on
the painted panels, although the unpainted wood control panels had
sttitned severe damage (Pig.82).

After eight months exposure under water at Opcbo, there was no teredo
attack on either paintcd or unpainted panels; the latter, however$ had
been attacked by gribble.

12.2.2 AdMIralfr' ZErinintal Anti-Terodo Pants (rial sponsored by
the Adadraltr Central D-okyard Lgborator )

Eight Admiralty und-iater paints (see Appcndix I) were tested as
protectives against shipworm attack on yellow pine panel- exposed from a
raft in the Bonny River, Port Harcourt for sixteen months (25). Five of
these paints were primarily devised as anti-fouling ompositions for use
on steel (see Section 12.2.3) and the remaining three were experimental
paints containing ground glass levised as anti-teredo proteotives. The
paints %Tare applied at T.T.E. to yella pine panels, 10 inch x 6 irch, and
were Immersed on 17.10.56. All the paints had settled to same extent and
difficulty was experienced in stirring them before application. The
ground glass caupoitions CP/381/55 ad CP/382/55 were particularly bad
in this respect.

After sixiy-seven weeks, no teredo attack hed developed on panels
painted with four of the canpositiona viz. 45P# U.S.N. Spec.121, Pocoptio
and CWP/383/55 (groaud glass fraiulation). There wais only ailgt attack
on panels coated vdth W.eP, and Pamar. Panels coated with the reairzn
two ooitionst CFP/381/55 ani CPf/3W255 (grua glss raumatioms3,,
were heavily attacked. A34 attack occurred initially at areas of exposed
wood resulting from poor adhesion at the anti-terdo pint and bre*3on
CC the expoed undercoat. There ias no videnee at shipworms boring
through intact paint to reach the wood.
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Dtails of the oorriition of hu Iraintas are as f'ollaw:,a

I-1 (Tvme 16kP) The r'aint wvugsocft rud chal1king nd tended to scrub
off on cleaning. Thcwo'e.ia:- a am Al~l canount of flInsn to the bare
wood at the .1hU? edgeO of thu panului.

1-2 (Tr,-e 4h.11?) The *.- ood mis saturated uith wateor and the grain
New shm~rij but no bare wood a visible. Soto point was removed
on clceaning the panols.

1-3 (Potint to 'U.S.N. 3n~ec,121) The paint film was intact and the
wood was dry. Ther-3 was no cracking or flaking (Fig.,83).

1-4 (Pocortt.4 The topcoats viere cracked at-d there was :31i4:ht
flakJing riex the p-nel edgos but no bare wood was showing.

1-5 (G~round Glass f crimlation) Bad adhesion of th( finishdig
coats to the undercoat resulted in the loss of the fanner during
the early stages of the taial. After exposure, the urirooat was
badly -o=n and dcunatgod rand araf bare wood were visible
(Fig. 814.).

1-6(Grundszlaso oaniaon) There was considerable flaking of
the topoocat but the um~trout was intact except for small mrginal
ar'eas.

1-7 (Grouni Glass fc':!tO itiefl) Thure was slight btirnacle daage
tote oocat but 'Uhe izxicrcoat was intact adn aewo a

visibl e.

1-8 (~r~~) TeP-int Ywas iin goo1 condition. There was, however,
sligoht 1-aracle ~>but this did rmet vxtmd to the wood.

12.3 Conlusiong

The fl fland Corkpositionz Co. tf inAnti-turedlo 0 opr or Point
shaed resistanm~ to toredo attack in the oreek wat ers at ?ort Ilrcourt
rnd to attack by cribble at Opo)bo for at least vight montliz. The trial,
hokiever, shaX.d h-tve loceu cantinued lung.:r to) deturndne the maximn period
of resztznve.

In tho trial uf A-L'r 2.tj =cIrzaator p:int, attack by sipioma
ocourrodl in all cascs at rareas whure thIu aood had( been -:posed by lo.s cr
brcalckwn of the pa:it films. Thore a no e'iiocQ~ tu shou th-t the
organisms had bored through the intact pai.it f'im to rertch the wood. The
most tzctensive dar.age occurrted to ti~oso '~n~son vich the paints frdlya
to a.hcri to the wood. Four paints suecaeofull;1 praventted attack for
sixty-seven weceks. Three of theai - IT.S.N. Speo.l21, 4-5P ruml Pocoptic-
were prin'.orily devisedi as aniti-f oufl:Lng ccoipooi;.iotis aal the fourths an
exper.Lmental gruna glas caidpoition (CFP383/55), waz fornulated for
anti-teredo .ev.-uation only. 01' the throo anti-fouling paints, U.S.N.
Spic.l

2
1 l n+L.5I' showed a high ioxicity to mnarine L'rcoths whi2 e Pocoptic

ims virtu&aly worthjloss in this respoot.

13.1 Intr'odtiction

A series of tria',h- was inidtiated by tho inr C-ffice i 1943 with the
ob ject of inhidbitikg ovoan of vie "V-1 ,)mAmition bomes pinted with
wartime paint. (..no 3uch tie3o. ,:,w~i~ue by D.D.O.S., -!ect Af L-ica



Command at the Ordnance Depot, lagos, vjhore ammunition boxes were sprayed
with Composition Preservative to C.S.1663F and exposed for six months in a
standard arny store with a concrete floor. T.T .,. oollaborated in this
trial by exposing painted panels iith -.xd without preservative coatings to
various climatic conditions for periods of up to eight months to determine
whether the composition had any deleterious effect on the paints and to
evaluate its oorrosion-inhibitig effect under the more severe conditions
at the outdour exposure sites (I).

Two different ammunition paints each ,dith a1 -without a coating of the
preservative were exposed on pnels supported on stands at an angle of 450
to the horizontal (see Appcndix J and Table 13). At the jangle site, the
stand was placed inside an open-aided shed tu give protection from rain and
tree drippings and, at the marine site, the stand was placed under a high
cover to provide protection fran rain and, at the same time, allow a fair
amount of access to sunlight.

TABLE 13

Composition Preservative on Paints

)i Duration of'
Substrate x rPrearation Date Erpo o

of Specimens Ex-yzed (Mosre

Mild steel Painted in U.K. (i) Jungle 27.8.48 8
panels Composition Site
12 inch x Preservative (ii) Mrine: 21.9.48 7
12 inch applied by 200 yd

dipping at TME
exposure sites

Painted Boxes spryed (iii) Ordnance 8.10.48 6
Amunition with Composition Depot,
B oxes Preservative at Lagos

Ordnance Depot,
Laoes

13.2 Results

At the Jangle site, rusting of the %-ite printed panels, b,;th
untroateC. and coated with the preservative camposition (sperimens J-1 and 2),
coariencod after about uight wucks =aposure but progressed muh more rapidly
on the untreated panel (J-2). After six montns, about 75 per cent of the
surface of the latter had rusted while only 10 per cent of the treated panel
(J-1) was affected. On the bram-pointed panels (J3 and 4), blistring and
rusting at the blistered areas camncnod ofter about five months on the
treated panel (J-3) mid aftcr six months on the untreated panel (J-4). After
eight months, about 45 per cent of the surface of the untreated panel and
35 per cent of the treated panel was affected by rusting. At this stage, the
surfaces of both the treatod and untreated painted panels were evenly covered
with small blisters. Only the brovin-paintxi specimens supported mould
growth and it was generally only slight. It first appearei on the treated
panel (J-3) after throe weeks and on the untreated sample (J -4) after eleven
weeks and, through.ut the trial, the former was mure affected than the latter.

At the marine site, after only four weeks exposure# rust spots appeared
on all the panels andp in the case ct thewhite-paintd specimens, 90 per
cent of the surface of the treated aid only 15 per cent of the untreated
panel was aff oted at this stk-ge. Rusting increased progressivtly thereafter
until, at the end of th trial, most o' the surface .f both treated and
untreated wite Panels had rustud and tho raaiining paint was heavily rust-
stained. In the case of the brum-painted panels, the untreated panel was

/more
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more affected by rusting af ter fetAe weeks, an area of the oentre of the
panel having rust spots wiIth pitting cor:'oson in the centre of each
spot. At the end of the LtIal, the ihole surface of both treated and
untreated brovtn panels hlD ru.uted complctLy and nu paint was visible.

Li the Ordnance Dcot at Lagos, the ama.nton boxes sprayed with the
proervative oorposition did not shaw any rusting after oix months
exposure. However, the treated surfaaes did not dry properly and, exoept
fct' %ll patchou on the ex-tc.-edor of the boxes, they remained oily to the
touch during the six months exposure period.

13.3 Conclusions

The results obtained 'r(vn this trial were not very conolusive.

The preservativc composition appeared to have little or no effect in
delaying the onset of rusting at the outdoor exposure sites. In the case
of the brc;rn stoving paint, it had a slight effect in rcduiong the
subsequent extmt of rusting. Very conflicting results, however, were
obtained with the white air-dt]rimg paint; under hot humid jungle condi-
tions, the preservative reduced consilerably the extent of rusting whereas,
at the marine site, it had an accelerating effect on the corrosion of the
un-Jerlring metal. It is not clear whether this was due to the airborne
salt or to the more inteuse muxlitht at this site. The preservative also
seemed to encourage the g.cvh o2 fungi.

Under conditior. of good tropical storage in the OrdrzA.e Depot at
Lagosa, the preservative had a definite inhibiting effect on the oorrosion
of painted steel nmauidtion boxes but it rtmained soft and 'oily' for at
least six months, resulti : din d iculties in hardling the articles a
po.sible tontr, nation of the oontLnts of the boxes and adJaceat stores.

14. Sn-RMAQ OF PART S R. 21- ITRCPICS

1. I Yntrmluction

The effect o; trc:)c -*i'. storae cn o vaeoios " pcints miarfactured
by Cellon Ltl. .,us asesso! by a-r.L'.g !.m in the base depot rt Port
Harcourt for six months and r,tarnn them to the spor.scrs of the trial
for omirination (5). All the wntcrials wero contained in 4-oz metal cans
with the exception of the Ct-rux Reducer (Speciimen K-2) which .as in a
glwzs bottle. This storage taii. uas run in coiinotion %.-th an expostro
trial on Service paint systemns at the r.a--ine riti. similar materials being
izrolved in each case (see Scotion 4.2.18 and Appendix A.16). A linLt of
the paints testxl for s torage stability is rIven in Appendix K. The trial
was started on 5.11.52, -aL1 tie canw -,re returned uropaeod to the U.K.
on 6.5.53.

The robustnt.ss aid sditabilitl under tropical conditions of two types
of five-gallon metal drums were assessed at various exposure sitea (4).
The Government pattern with a threc-inch Famig neck ms compared with an
czperimental pattern based on B.S.S.8i4, having a cruvi cap i:stead of
the nornnal press-fit cap. The peorimncntft-l pattern i m:a.c loi by
+tiu Joint Norpaarlike Stores S--i-rdlsatian Sub-Cc-r-t tee deainS w.th
Iknas and Metal CantaLacrs for the Pack.wgng of Service Pdntce, etc.,
and the object wan to test a aaal hzich ocALd be r'-iade 'f -r r -ovtl
of soe of the contents thus allir4 the rosikuil nmatwir tc be
returned to store. Trnlu 14 i:whicatus the scopN -f tihe t Ir.l.
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Drwiis for Paokirw of Service Paint

_ Duration ofSpecimn Exposed EConditions of 'ate ofSpeim EpoediExposure Site ' Exposure (nt)

(Months)

TYc Govcrniont I(i) Jungle :Exposed to sun ,21.l
ri Clearing !adrainIapproved pattern 5- Cla and~ ran '

gallon drum ith
3 inch Farwig nock (ii) Jungle !Drums covered 5.11.51 11
(press fit cap) Unlergrthvrith tarpaulin

to limit
circulation
'of air

Ty . Experimental (iii) Marine Exposed to sun, 112.12.51! 13
pattorn 5-gallon rain and high
drum based on B.S.S. :aospheric
814 .rth scrLni-cap salinity

(iv) Marine iScreened from 12.12.51 1 13
'direct sunlight,
uid r nin

(v) Desert Exposed to 6.11.51 9
direct sun

in rain

(vi) Desert -Screened from 6.11.51 9
dire ct sun
.-.- rain

The drums were filled "lth paint in the U.K. and sent to Nigeria by
sea. After the irtial ex:mination at T.T .E, Part Harcourt, they were
transported to the various exposure sites by lorry, the journey to the
marine site requiring -lso the convcyance by lighter across trio miles of
water and, finally, carriage by porter fur t-o miles to the exposure site.
Some of the experimental pattern drums were openea at intervals, a little
of the contents "as poured mmy and the drums closed again ' z determine
the efficiency of the scrum-type closure under conditions simulating
normal usage.

14.2 Results

14.2.1 Tropical Stap Tria3 of Service Pints (Cellon, Ltd.)

All the containers appeared to be in good condition when received
at T.T.L., and there was no apparent change in their condition after
six-mamnths storage in the base depot, except fur one specimen (K-15,
Red Lead Primer) in which traces of paint were seeping from the lid
of the tin.

Thu oantainers were returned ugopenad to the sponsors of the trial
fr inspection. Aftr thorough stirrir of the contents, they reported
as followM:

"The S.097 Grey Stoving namel raid thu 2S.588 Red Odde Primer
(s!eimens K-19 canl K-I) h ve gelled and D.484.1 Aluminium (specimen
K-23) sha;od a tunidency towards gclation.
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K~i064Gr'y n~ul(Y-1I/+) wn t a lae extent 625903~, Etch

ZZ.0935, Gral Stovirk Ern=vil (K-20) rave a film deficient in
gloss.

S,r)177, P.d Leanl Primer (K-15) shweId vc.ry heavy settlement,
and wasw found to be irgposaible to r -ispersu.

All the othe~r 1pa.ints proved to be in a oatJ.sfxaotury conaition

f'or use."

14.-.2.2 Dr-jins for' ?aktgrt fScc P.tnt

Three Tyoc A drumi (Gcv rnment-ar'orovad tyrpt) Yiere dam~ced on arrival1
at T.T.E., Port H~arcourt, one hxving both inner azr2 cmiter capiules detached,
or-, %itth the outo,)rysl only dut-xhkyd and one vwith a largc; dcnL in the
side and the top chimb. Dturing transoart,%tin to the exposure sites, further
damage ensuedi, most of tho drums sent t.o the imarine and desert sites being
dkented. In addition, mnost of the type A drums but only one of tho Type B
(experitnental pattern) shaved leaakage thrxu-h the souls on arrivaJ. at the
desert site. Threc of the Typs A d~mm in the Jungle undunrath develoned
leakcs during the first six months rmpoziure xyl twto Type A dnz at the
jutngle clearing leakced tla-maoi dmogd capsules.

Mont of the spec-Lions, bvth of Type A and .3, shw..3d sane ruati~g. This
Yw gunerally very slight at the desert and .1unglae sites but considerably
heavicr at the max-Lne sitQ.

Attemps to opon Type-, -B dru:-is at one to tvo-monthly inttnrvas itere
successfu). fcr abc'.;t six mnv)ntlz at the JuLnle uweorgrovwth ea de3o-t (axpoosd
sitcs). During this pwr-o-d the druis vrere opcn~d three times but the bar
broke away froza the lid at the f~urth attemnpt. In tho jAUngle cloaringC, the
4dim ;ias ope:'.ed ani rcz,,letd six tims but brcWakage ocourred at tlhe seventh
attmcpt after eight mon- ha %nq-os-%e. A+ the dece--rt sit%; (shet.ltere-d), the
dru-m was opened and closed satisfnactrily thrAoughout the trial. At the
narine site, it was found iinposi3ble to unscrevi the lid on an~y ocasion and
this wias probably due to rapid corrosion of the hrecAds as no paint had bcen
pawed from the d~'rmia tv ciase cun-.a;.iination cf the thr,;ad and subsequent
seizure of the lids.

It van concled t'-at the trmu'amtntaJ)e of drum. ;as less likely than
thv upproved type to auIe. cl dam-Ze on roujgh h~nril, ichL~ v;vula involve the
lozs of the contents trough thain cripa. There wias a Yrconmuiced
trzdency for the prean fit caps&.lc of' -thi- lnt'er type to becaxe detachud or
dintcrtod '.-ith xsultant lc-w3 of aan eff:cjtive -t~l A fa-ult -A.th th-. -,x-pri-
mental suru;,-type closure i-was the inadequate attacitne;nt beta'een the bar and
the; ccrw-cap. The rivut were found to break" eas-Uy if more thanU- manual
force. had to be ap'iod to cverccrme scin-ixn uliting from hadt:in-g of the
maint or corrosion in the thremis. A furthcr defect uras the -minraility of
thu fultnc ,;Lx-o~rnu tz.-w-i fox- x'otealn, tdh, acron: op on thc curi
montAl dru,'s. Thoze -uere nll considxcrd urA fviceoblel aft.r thf; firnt

ocig.In sr.ito of te ;cnseth-2 scrcn; closuo'e rer~anr.':d scrvioeable
for six month.- or more u.-ia all conditi*ons exiopt at the higly cor.-osive
narine situ vvhxe( the rqoltd onset of corrosion romlder.d the- --;nt,-jiner
un.-erviceable within a few vwec.' of cxoon1rv.

15, T(%r

A nzzil kz of the st.fY cf ~' ia.Tostiz~Et Ug~ were conCernCXd
in caur~ri out this t--al.
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APPENDIX A

faints A'-plied to Lietal Surfaces

1. Bargerv-ster Paints- (Lewis 1Ber~pr 2nd Sons Ltd.)

Serial-
N.Paint System 1 Description

Al- 1 Undercoat (on' coat)
Beorkeley Green Berierrnaster Gloss Z~anel 1Copolynerised

(one coat) Styrene Ledium

2. Pamn:ol Synthetic Iia Paint (IBlun~call Spence and Co. Ltd.)

Seil Paint Systemn

A2- 1 Gre, n Undercoat (one co-it)
Pairf l, Synthetic S'rznel, 1;. -rt Green (one coat)

Note. The nra cor.,psition of tL.j 3n-nil w~as as follows.
Pim-nt (Phth,7.ocy! nine --iluc, Lead Chrcme : .. c. Blanc Fixe)- 25%

.on-vl~tio eda-ur. (LonC-oil. Lin.-,aed Oil, Pentaerythritol Al~Rd)
- 50%

Solvorit and. Driers

3. Gee! rposPit ced7a, oedciin3.Ltd.)

Seil Primer Un ioc-ct 'Inihiri, ccat

A3- 1 v3' :rii1:nr Zinic cho ate' Extr-. D-illiant
y'-?low Alnwiiniuin Paint

A3- 2 Wav-.h rrn-ePr Zinc 0'hrzo.te, Z~ctr. B--illinnt
ycllov ~ Alum~inium~ P'int,

A3,- 3 Sre,:i--l Stcel 2rim-r S,%n( urc iJnd.2rcot Syndurac Finishing

A-3- 4 Zii-' hror.:te .':. , "

*y llow

A?,- 5 A.Z. latallic Prim-er

Mtp. T flr.t two~ct'n (A?,- 1 -nA")- 2) wore a-.-pliod to Calvanized
inn '*2the 1:,t three (A3- 3 t-' A-5) to stel pnicls.
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APPM IX A (ContId)

Paints tApplied to Metal Surfaces
4. War Equipment Paints a Trial sponsored by Ministry

of Sumy y 0. ..

Finishing Coat
Serial, Primer

No.
o.Manufacturer ' Specification Colour I

A4- I Red Oxide(DEF 1035)* I.C.I. Ltd. ;Pt. W.E. O.D. Olive Drab I
ItAH- 2 " " A.D. "

A4- 3 " " " Lew Berger O , .D. " "
A4- 4 " " "" " A.D. " :'

4-5 " E. and F. 7 - O.D. "
* Richardson
A4- 6  " " " " " A.D. , "

A4- 7 " " Burt, Bolton & " " A.D. " "
Hayward

A4- 8 t ,, it E. and F. " " A.D. Arctic White
Richardson

A4- 9 " " Denton and ' " A.D. Olive Drab
Jutsum

A4-iO None I.C.I. Ltd. " " O.D. Olive DrabA4-1 to " .D 1

A42 Lewis Berger " O.D. " "

A4-13 " " " " A.D. "
A4-14 E. and F. " O.D. " "

Richardson
A4-15 "" " A.D. ' "

A4-16 Burt, Bolton & " A.D. "
Hayward

A-E.an A.D. Arctic White
Richardson

Denton and " " A.D. }Olive Drab
Jut sum

:Note. For Systems A4 - I to A4 - 9, one coat of primer and two finishing
coats wore used; for the remainder, two finishing coats only.
Each panel was divided by a vertical line into two equal portions,
one portion with and one without primer but the same finishirn coat
was on each panel o.j. System A4-1 shared a panel with A4-I0.

*Formulation of Paint to Specification DEF-1035

(Paint, Priming, Red Oxide of Iron/Zinc Chrome)

The paint consists of a good quality varnish medium pigmented with
red oxide of iron and zinc chrome and containing up to 10% (calculated on
the pigment) of mineral suspending agent The pigment must contain '
60% of oxide of iron (as Fo,) and j 15% of zinc chrome ( 46.4% Cr0
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AP1DIX A (Cont'd

Faints Applied to Metal Surfaces

5. Ready Mixed Oil Paints KVarious anufaturers: Trial sponsored by
Ministry of Supply, Chemical Inspeotorate)

Serial Pinishing Coat
No. Primer 3,anufacturer pecification Colour I'. Of

Coats
A5- I (Red Lead, Priming Postans Y-aints CR/P4C/8880 Red Oxide 1
A (B.S.S.1I,T el " I i tI 2
A5- 3 " " SS 295. TypeII" I: A5- 4 """ "" " " 2

A5- 5 f " BSS 295. TypeL " " I
A5- 6 It o i t I 2
AS- 7 .Lewis Berger'- "CRM VC/8880 "Black . I

t it ItA_8 2

SA5-9 3 294, Type " I
A5-1 0" " " " 2

:AL' H:. -~Aton BSZ 293-- 7 33e 11 (iht 1
A5-12 to H (Brunswick, 2
A5-1 " "" CRAVQ0/8880 (Green IA5"-13" "" ";
A~5-14 to to it

SA5-I 5 " .. ryce Weir C.V. ld/8880 3lack - I
A t5-16 to i t to o 2
A5-17 " " " D,75 294. Type I " I
A5-18 " H It It 2

Note. One Series was painted in the U.K. by the Chenical Inspeotorate and
a duplicate series was painted at T.T.E.

Composition of 1aints to B.-. Specifioations

Ready U'ixed Pbints (oil Gloss)
"ed LeaJ, :eady -. .

!!ixed faint B.S. Green Black R ed Oxide Red Oxide
1011, Tye I , 1.S.293 B.S. 291. B.S.295, B.S.295,

TyType ypo I Grade H. Grade L.

'Pignont 78 -2 69 - 53- 61 50- 59 59 -67
(> of paint)

Ar!ill aeous Included Included
.atter l4 l in 8 3

(F~nt)pigivnt pi[g,.rent

Thinners
Turpentine 6 4 - 6 7 - 8 4. - 6 3 - 5
or ':hite
Spirit (!,
of paint)

Driers As As As As As
required required required required required

Linseed Oil
(Rm:, Boiled Remainder Remainder Renainder Remainder ermaider
or Refined)

Composition Non-Setting Lead Vegetabie Red Oxide Rod Oxide
of Pigment Red Lead to Chrome Black, of of Iran

B.S.217, Wite ) 5,0 12-14; Iron to to
T rpe C Lead, ) T1ite Lead B.S.272 B.S.272

rrus-,
sian Argillaceuxa
-Blue !Iatter 0I&

'Argillaceous -Remainder-
Matter 15,,, Barytes
aemaiUnder-

yt aes
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APPENDIE A (Cont'd)

P ints Ap2lied to Metal Surfaoos

6. Paints for Harbour Usi (Robert Bowran and Co.)

Serial Primer Undercoat Finishirg Coat
No.

i(Eggshell Undercoating Type 2 - "Bowdura"' Durable Gloss
A6- 1 Grey U,7 Paint - Portland Stone

A (Rod Lead Undercoating lIype 2 - BSC 364
for Portland Stone
BSC 364

A6- 2 Undercoating Type 4 - "Easiflo" Enamel -

for Portland Stone Portland Stone BSC 364
BSo 364

A6- 3 1i "Bowranite" Grade 222 "Bowrnite" Grade 222
Undercoating - for Protective Paint -

Portland Stone BSC 364 Portland Stone BSC 364

A6- 4 " Bowrznite" Mtallic "Bowranita" Metallic

Paint - ILtural Grey. Paint Silver Grey. i

Note. One coat each of primer, undercoat and finishinS coat was
anplied to the panels; in the case of system AS- 1, one
coat of Jach of the two undercoats was applied.

Twenty four hours air-dryin, was allowed between
succe3sive coati. The edges of the panels wer. further
protected with a narrow border of copal varnish.

E&hell Red Lead Primers A primer containing 60% rcd lead in a
linseed oil vchicle containing a small amount of hard resin to
strengthen the film. Dries to an eggshell finish.

Undercoat, Type 2: A lead-based, gen,.rcl purpose undercoat. The
pigment is calcium plumb-te opacified with titanium dioxide and
tinted to a suitable colour. The vehicle is a long oil varnish.
Dries to an eggshell finish.

Undercoat. Type4: Eggshell finish undercoat based on long oil alkyd
resin, pigmented with fast chalk-resistant pigments.

"Bowranite" Grade 222 Undercoats Similar to Grade 222 finishing paint
but more highly pigmontod and adjusted to dry to eggshell finish.

"Bewdura" Durable Gloss Paint; High gloss exterior finish, based on

fast, chalk-resistant pigments without extender, fincly ground in a
long oil linso6d oil/tun6 oil/malaic resin/ailkyd ros in varnish.

'asiflo" Enamels A synthetic enamel b&sed on lons oil alkyd re~sin,
pigmented with fast, chalk-resistant pigmunts.

"Bowranite" Grrd- 222 FinishingPaints High gloss exterior finish
designed for use under conditions of atmouphario pollution by salt
spray or chemical fumea - based on fast, chalk- resistant pigments,
finely ground Ln a tung oil/phenolic resin varnish.

"Bowranite" Mtallic Paintst D~nigned to give maximum protection to
steel surfa.coe; based on micac;ous iron oxile izi a long oil alkyd
vornish. The silver-grey finishing paint contains, in addition,
aluminium powder.
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APPENDIX A (Cont'd)

7. Exprimnta elicPaints W(. nd S .* ih . Ltd.)

Sarial Primer Finishing Coat
No.

A7- 1 iE.508 Mctal Primer (2 couts) E.509 Metallic Paint (2 coats)
A2- 2 .508 (cots) E.510 U3tallic Paint (2 coats)

Note Priming coats dried for 48 hours before finishing coat applied..

E.509 Metallic Paint. MAtallic fini.h based on oleo resinous medium,
pigmented with alumini=u pasto.

E.51O Metallic Painta Metallic finish baced on cl.o resinous medium
pigmented with micaceous iron oxide.

8. International Paints (International Paints Ltd.)

FinishifI6 oat

;Serial Primer
No. Typ C Mean thicknesd of

Type Colour each coat (in.)

;AS- 1 Brown Chromate "Episeal" Re Oxide 0.0010
:A8- 2 " " (ERAkot(. ester P.O. Red 0.0014
AS- 3 " medium) Green 0.0010

!A8- 4 " " " lnck 0.0012
AS-- 5 iHh t *ito 0.0013
AS- 6 " " Aluiiniuai 0.0006

IAS- 7 " " "S Alt 2naacl" Red Oxide 3.OC13
'AV- $' (Lcnf oil ,Py . .C. Rac 0.0012
A3- 9 " " eiiu) G±'cen 0.0011
A6-10 " " " iJ Ck 0.0013
AS-1 " " " Ifhite 0.OO15
A8-I ) f i " Altuninlum 0 .0005

A-13 Siort oil alkyd P.O. R-d 0.0018AS-1 4 "1 if "f It i hiteO.1

Note w io coatr af - rimer .ro :,ppliod t,1 cch panul, the averag,
thickness oC each coat beirg 0.0011 inch. This was followed
by two coats of the appropriate finion.
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AP'DI AZ) k (Cont'd)

Paints Anlied to Metal Surfaces

9. Chlorinated Rubber Paint (Mosrs. Tretol Ltd.)

Serial: Primer Finishing Coats
No.

A9- 1 !Chlorinated Rubber Red;Chlorinated Rubber, Red, Finishing (I coat)
Primer (1 coat) "Tretol" Chemiprufe Clear Lacquer (1 coat)

10. Silica/Graphite Paint SjotemB (Messrs C.R. %verill Ltd.)

l Primer Undercoat Finishing Coat

A1- 1,(Red Lead/Graphite N one flone' Primer 'it

A10-2' .Silica/lraphite" None
Natural Colour

AlO- 3 " -" Silica/Graphite Medium
Gr,.y Finish

A1O- 4 1 Silica/Graphite Battleship
, Grey Finish

.AIO- 5! Aluininiuzm/Gra-hite
. Finish

,AIO- 61 Silica/Graohite Dark Red
* Finish

V gto One coat of each of the )r,,er, undercoat and finishing coat were
applied

Approximate Compositions

Faint Total Pigment Graphite Silica

(Linseed Oil Vehiclee) ( ' of (% of (% of
*.paint ,W'vif) pigment) pigment)

Red LeadjGraphito Primer 42.5 43.7 13.7
SSilica/Graphite Natural 38.9 56.8 20.7
:Silioa/Graphite Medium Grey 37.8 31.8 23.4
Silica/Grapbite Battleship
Grey 2y.o 31.7 2 23.8

Alumidnum/Graphite 15.3 32.9 19.4
;Silica/Graphite Dark Red 39.8 54.7 13.4
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APPENDIX A (Cont'd)

Paints Applied to Metal Surfaces

11. Painted Steel and Aluminium Panels (Trial sponsored by the Inter-
Services Panel for Co-ordination of Research and Development on
Paints and Varnishes)

(i) Paints on Steel Panels

Serial No. Painting System

All- I DL.6112/6113/6114
All- 2 DL.6112/6115/6118
All- 3 D1 .6112/6115/6117
All- 4 - DL.6112/6115/6116

All- 5 DL.6110

All- 6 DL.6120/6121
All- 7 DL.6122/6123
All- 8 DL.5517/6030

(ii) Paint:, on Aluminium Panels

Serial No. Pdinting System

All- 9 DL.6539/6113/6114

All-10 DL.6114

All-11 DL.6539/6115/6118
A1l-12 rL.6118

Al1-13 rL.6539/6115/6117
All-14 DL.6117

All-15 DI,.6539/6115/6116

A1l-16 DL.6116

All-17 DL.6119

All-18 DL.6120/6121 -

Al-1-19 DL.6121,

All-20 DL.6122/6123
All-21 DL.6123

All-22 DL.5517/6030
Al1-23 DL.6030
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APPENDIX A (Cont'd)

Paints Applied to Metal Surfacos

12. Painted Panels of Steel Treated and Coated in Various Ways (Trial
sponsored by the British Iron and Steel Research Association i
collaboration with the Ministry of Supply Metal Finishing Coittee)

(i) Paints on Steel Panels, (ii) Paints on Steel Panels,
Pickled, Weathered and juminium-spraved
Wire-brushed (__±ls)

Serial No. i~iig iihn 3 Serial N~o.Fiihg
Paint Paint Paint Paint

Al2- 1 300/3 - .... .A2-13(L) 336/3 404
A12- 2 300/3 401 , Al2-14 336/3 1,02
A12- 3 300/3 402 Li215 336/3 403
A12- 4 300/3 1+03 ; .

. ...... A12-16 547/2 . 402
Ai2- 5(J) 336/3 404 A12-17(L) 547/2 403
'Al2- 336/3 1 401 .............
A12- 7 336/3 402 (iii) Paints on Steel Panels,

;A124 336/3 1 403 Terne-coated, Hot-dipped

.A12- 9(J) 5)+7/2 40ria...o.. Pain Finishing
A12-10(J) :547/2 401 'Serial No. Paint Paint
A12-i1 547/2 402
A12-12 '547/2 403 A12-18 336/3 402
A12-27 o A12-19 547/2 403

(iv) Paints on Steel Fanels,
Galvanized and Phosphate-

dipped

Priming FinishingSerial No. Paint Paint

A12-20 336/3 402
A12-21 (L) 336/3 403

A12-22(L) .547/2 404
Al Z/23 51,7/2 4 02
A12-24 547/2 403

Note. Speoimens marked (J) in the abovo tables itere exposed at the jungle
site cly; those marked (L) were exposed at the marine site only;
the remainder were exposed at both sites,

NPriming Paints

300/3 - ied Lead in Linseed Oil

336/3 - Burntisland Red, Zino Chromate, Extender
in Alkyd Medium.

547/2 - Zino, Zinc Oxide in Alkyd I'edium.

Finishing Paints

44 - White Lead in Oil, Tinted 0ff-.Whte.

1:01 - Dark

402 - Aluriiniun No further information on these
paints was disclosed.

403 
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A2'1TNPIX A (Cont 'd)

P'ints kpnlivd to M-tal Surfaces

13. Priming Schcnmc.s for !.!-ta]lic Co'f, ings (Trial sponsord by the
British Iron ".nd Stc,-] Reoarch Am;soclation.

Se.%rial No. . Substratc P-riM4 ng.Pint Finishing Paint

A13- 1 (Steel F,,Mans, aluminitun 589 412
A13- 2 (spraynd (2 mils) 593 412
A13- 3 594 412
A13- 4 596 412
A13- 5 None 412

A13- 6 (Steel Pvncl', zinc 589 412
A13- 7 (sprayed (2 mils) 593 412
A13- 8 " 594 412
AI3- 9 " 596 412
A3 3-10 N None 412

A13-11 (Ste:l Pane)s, rlickled, 59 412
A13-12 v.,-.athercd n:d ire-bru hed 593 412
A13-13 " 594 412
'13-14 "96 412

A13-15 Steel Pane2-, :-rit-blastd 589 412
A13-16 " 593 412
A13-17 " 594 412
A13-18 " 596 412

A13-19 (Otocl comTplex 2i:pes 539 412
A13-20 (alurminium- rr:ycd (2 mils) 593 412
A13-21 5:4 412
A13-22 596 412

A13-23 (Steel c.,mpcx ;-h p-s 5?9 41'
A13-"4 ( ;inc-spryd (2 r.ils) 533 412

A13-25 " 594 412
A 13-20 596 412

Notc.. One coat of rrimhr p. plied *i n- ollowed to dry for 43 hours
bcforc '.-,lying one : t of finishing faint. The latter was
al.1owcd to "rv for furfher 4? hours before .xposing.

14. "rot ctjv, Painto for ;-:' cfur-i lt,.l (Jcn:,,n and Njcholson Gro'ap)

Seri:1 'To. 1rimer Finishing

A1l- 1 Fed L.2.d Primer (3/576/9) Bittlc.%hip Cry Finishing
Paint

A]4- 2 Zinc Chrom te/icd 0-;ide

(2/470 A34)

* Al4- 3 Rod LeaZ/."hitc Lead (A.560/233/1)

Notes- ] Two cots of caoh of thc -rimers and )nc co.t of the fInishin
paint ,.'-ro aprliod Io ach of th.- panels, the di'inC time

betw-#&n -. 'cl' no t b. ir'

2 Tlhc numb,,rs in brneVol."t i'u'i:'at, tho ,.,uf,cturC'r'e 1aint serial
nunb-r.



APPENDIX A (Contd.)

Paints Applied to Metal Surfices

15. Admiralty Paint Systems (Trial sponsored by the Admiralty Chemical
Department)

Finishing

Serial;
No. i Primer Undercoat - ...

Type DLab.No.

A15- I lRed Lead .(Stlndard Litht :(Light Grey Topcoat 204A/53
A15- 2 Cream Rustodiann(Grey Undercoat (Admiralty Specification

i ( DNC/ /73 ,

A15- 3 !Red Lead " " :1003A/53
A1S- 4 lCream Rustodian " " " It

A15- 5 tRed 'ead .1004A/5
A15- 6 Cream Rustodian " " "

A15- 7 'Red Lead " " 123A/53
A15- 8 Crenm Rustodian " " " ,

A15- 9 !Red Lead " ' " 1091A/53
A15-1O Cream Rusto.lian " " " "

A15-11 iRed Lead " " " 1274A/53
I A15-12 Cream Ruotodin " "

A15-13 -fled Lead " " "
A15-14 Cream Rustodian " " "

Note. One coat each of primer, undercoat and finish -as applied. The I
primers vere (L) Red Lead Admiralty Pattern 'Yo. 5368 and (b) Cream!
Rustodian (Laborn.tory No. 1601A/52).
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APP'aIX A (ont'd)

Pnints Applied to IAtA Surfaces

*Primers and Finishes

'T- pe No. Batch ro. Description

S.5179 - One solution itch primer

S.4853 5422C . , o solution etch primer

S.X.41 5240A Universal primer to specifications D.T.D.63B,
15237A 2603, 314A, 754, 768 &nd 796.

6.-K.590 3790B lied oxide primer for steel

S.4923 37660 Rud le-d primer for steel

S.X.4.4 5237A Universal primer to specification: D.T. 5.3B,
235A,260,314A,517, 754, 768, 772 and. 796.

S.X.44 1361A Universal primer to specifications D.T.D.63B,
(B.own) 260B, 314A, 754 and 911A

D.N.C/A/76 599 6iL

13.S.l0ll 4i983C(T'pe 1) '

D.T.D.766A 6570B

S.097 - Low-bn.ke urei m?lar.in allKvd finish

Nota. Batch No. 5237A of rrimr S.X.41 Y,, applie, to Sp:cir.c, n16- 11 only,

17. Paint S.,-'tc--on i-ht Ailod (rial sonsorad by Inter-Srvice.
Resoarch Group)

Paint System
No. Code Ltter Colour Remarks

A17- I A h11ita "Wet"
A17- 2 A '% hi t -

A17- 3 B B lu "
A17- 4 lu-

A17- 5 '-."
A7- 6 C Red
A17- 7 D .lack "Jet"
A17- 8 D Blac!: -

Note. 3acl; p-nrl v:-,a printed in t1.0 sections, ona of which was
desi'natd ".:jt" or tho back of the panel.

18. Car 1,inishf' (Messrs. A'.I.A.T., Turin)

Finishin, Paints
Serial No. Substr-ite Sri No. Type

Al,- 1 Lil:! Steel I Synthctic .nr,,, Finish
A18- 2 " II
A18- 3 I" III
Al(!- 4 " IV
AlB- 5 " V

AIS- 6 " VI Lacquer
I13- 7 " VII
A1S- 8 " VII!
Als-9 " IX "

AlP-iC X Paint for Iidustrial
P ractors

:.18-lI Li,,ht ,All Cy XI Finish 'c D.'r.D. 772
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APPENDIX B

Paints ipplied to Wood Surfaces

1. General Purpose Paints (Red Hand Compositions Co. Ltd,)

Seriali Undercoat Finishing CoatNo. ! Prime Uneroa FiihngCa

BI- I Pink Wood Primer Fungicidal Tropical Fungicidal Tropical

White White
Bi- 2 " " Tropical *lhite Tropical ?hite
BI- 3 1" " t 'nticorrosive, hnticorrosive

"Genpurd o" "Genpurac"
Bi- 14. " " " ,,nticorrosive, jnticorrosive

.idified. 1Mdif ied.
Bl- 5 to " nmparex" Enamel "Synparex" Enamel

.7hite, Undercoat Jhite, 2inishing.
Bi- 6 " " "Synparex" Enamel i "Synparex" Enamel

T ite, Undercoat '*.bite, finishing
imodified.

31- 7 " " " "Syndulwc" Enamel I"Syndurac" Enalwl
-"hite Undercoat . i'te, Finishing.

B1-8 " ""yndurao" Enamel "Syidurac" Enamel
Thite, Undcrcoat 1ite, Finishing

i Mbdif icd.
BI- 9 ,.hite Led Prinr "Syndurac" Undercoati "Sydurac" Finishing.

DI-I Pink -!oOd Primer " "Syndurac" Finishing,
iodif ied.

BI-11 Pink Oil 4Wood Pr'imer " "Syndurac" Finishing
BI -12 i. S. 1 etallic Primer , H

BI-13 " I " None "
BI-14 2ink Oil ,'od Primer "Syndurac" Undercoatj

I 5115 " " " " "Syndurac" Finishing,
Modified " ".

Bi-16 " " t i "Syndurac" Finishing
Lodified "3"

" " !i "Syndurac" Finishing
Modified "C"

- *1
Note. 'ihe four systems BI- 5, ', 7 and 8 were expcsed indoors in the base

depot store and the reminder .)ut )f loors at the town site.
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APPIMIX B (Cont'd)

Phints jipplied to Wood Surfaces

2. Canadian 'rnw Vehicle Paints Applied to Wood

Serial No.; L ubstrate I Preservativei imrTreatment of Wood ITopcat

B2- 1 I Yellow Birch None (Alkyd Primer A
B2- 2 "to Spec.1-GP
B2- 3 84Pa C

B2- 4 " Copper naphthenate (Formulation A
B2- 5 , detailed B
B2- 6 It " ( below)
B2- 7 it If Pentachlorophenol
B2- 8 1 B

B2- 9 " to C
B2-10 Chromated zinc chloride "
B2-11 I It I it B
B2-1 2 " "":" C

B2-13 Ihite oak i )ne A
B2-14 to i of I B
P2-15 " " of " C
B2-16 I it Copper naphthenate it A
B2-17 HIt it B
B2-18 of " "" j C
B2-19 Pent~chlorophenl" A
D2-20 "B
B2-21 C " " H C
B2-22 " " Chomated zinc chloride; " A
B2-23 to B
B2-24 "" C

Preservative Treatment. The nanel waL dipped for three minutes in
copper napthenate (2, copper), pentachlorophenol (5;. in mineral
spirits) or chromated zinc chloride (10,, in water) and driej.

Primer, Alkyd. Air-drying (for -wood): Specification I-GF-84Pa

ingredient p_ by 'weight

Rutile tit.nilun dioxide (97 Ti0 2 ; .1203 treated) 4..12
Carbon black 0.19
Barytes (96j. Ba. 04 ) 9.26
, orphous silicon dioxide 13.95
Diatomaceous silica 13.95
• ,lkyd Resin 1 42.40

(50. solids in minwl spirits; 35,. phthalic anhydride"
1+6, soya fatty acids: Z-Z2 viscosity) 1

,.nti-skinning agent 0.10
Cobalt naphthenate (6, ) 0.50
Lead naphthenatc, t24,,) 0A.0
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APiJIM B (Cont'd)

Painto .wplied to ood Su'faces

Znamel Topcoats

a. Inrno, aJlkyd, Air-drying, Gloss: Spucification I-GP-98P, Type I

B. ipoxy Resin Enamel

C. Enamel, 1;odificd Alkyd, Quick-drying, Gloss: Specification I-GP-116P

., by weighIt in enamel
Ingrvdint B 0

Hydrated yellow iron oxide (82.5 -'c203 ) 2.84 2.84 5.07

Lampblack 1.16! 1.16 -
Carbon black - - I o.86Rutile titanitmi dioxide (04,. T102; Si02-,',203-Z'iO treated) 0. 4 2 0.42 o -68

'Autile titaniLun dioxide (chalk resistant) - .68
Chrome orange (70, PbCr04, 30,. Pb0 ) 2.53 2.53 4.64.

IChr mc yellow (67,. PbCrO4, 33, PbSO4) 0.55, 0.55 1 0.96
AJdkyd Asin (50/' s Aids in minaral zpirits; 34, phthLlic 15.00 -
anhydrido; 4%9. Linseed fatty aci"s; 7Y-Y viscosity) I I

~Epoxy Resin (50,, solids in x~ylcntf; sh-vt oil soya 1- 85,00
acid number 2.5, T viscosity)

1Alkyd Resin (60 solids in tolucne; 34; phthalic - - 50.17Sanhydride; 40linseed fatty acids)

,,romatic Solvent 6.41 3.0
Chlorinated rubber, (10 cps) - 7.60
A ylene -24.11

Linerul spirits 6.11 0
Dioctylphthalate 074
lichldorhydrin -0- 0.17
4.nti-skinning agent 0.10 0.10 0.20
Uobalt naphth.nate (6;.) 0.281 0.28 0.50
Lead nphthnato (24,) 0.71 0.71 1.30
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AaPNDIX B (Cont'd)

Paints Anolied to '7ood Surfaces

3. Experimental General Purpose and High rade Paints (7. and S, Leigh Ltd.)

No.a Primer Undercoat Finishing coat

B3-I None None i3.5OO G.P. 1Paint, Cream(3)
33- 2 " it " IRed Oxide(3)
B3- 3 it it to I i Green2 I
B3- 4. if "it 2501 G.P. Paint, Cream(3)P3-5in Oxide(3)
B3- 6 " Green(3)
B3- 7 -. 07 Jood Primer(1) " E.501 G.P. Paint, Cream(2)B3- " of 1 1)" " Red Oxide(2)
B3- 9. " " " " Green(2)
!B33-10 jE. 507 Wlood Primwr 1 ,06: Crem i)t.O2 Cream (2B3-11 " " 1 " Pink Red Oxide(2)
IB3-12 " , " () ,Green ) " ,Green (2)
B3-13 It1 "Green IB ,right Green (2)
B3-14 . Yood Primer 1) 3.506, 11.503

1B3-1 2507 7o ill E.6 Cr eam 1 ) Cream 2)B3-15 iPink I ed Oxide 2
B3-16 "" " ,Green I .Green (2)

B3-18 .507 1 ood Prim"r 1 .506, Cream I %504, Cream (2)
IB3-19 Z507 7,ood Primer 1) E.506, Cream I z .505, Cream 2

Notes. The panels painted at T.T.E. were pret'cated ith 2,. "Sirlan"
"* solution (aqueous). uch codt of pint .as allowed to dry

overnight and lighjtly sanded before applying the ncxt coat. A
complete d-qplicatc series was pointed by the Sponsors in '.he U.K.
and sent to NIguria for exposure.

Serial Nos. B3- I to L3- 9 iere "general purpose" (G.P.) finishes
and B3-10 to 13-19 "high grade" finishes.

The numbers in brackets in the table indicite the nuwber of coats
of each paint applied. !

E500 Gener-. Purpose Paint. Long Oil Oleo - resinous mcdium, suitably
pigmcnted tu give optimiuia performance in the particular colour used.

E50i General Purpose Paint. Oil modified synthetic resin base, suitably
pigmented.

E.502 and 1.503 High Grade Finishes. i.lkyd based materials suitably pigmented,
varying only in processing.

Z,504 and E,505 High Grade Finishcs. Similar to -.502 and E.503, included
for comparison purposes.
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AL-TT7DflC B (Cont'd)

Paints Applied to Wood Surfaces

4. Commerial Enaols-_{Jcn. Lon and i1,icholson Group)

~Serial Primer Undercoat Finishing Coat

!B'. White (A613/l 69/4)\ (ht A/613/169/5' White Enamel (B.638/2/1)
sB4o- 2 Cream (A16131169/6) CemEamel (B.638/3/1)

3~~ ~~~~ tI ti Ge A63I6/~Bu-ry Enamel (B.638/4~/1) I
B34- 14 Green (A1613116918 Green Enawl (1.638/5/1.)..-
Notes. 1. The obeche panels were prepared in the U.K. and sent to Nigeria

with the edges and backs protected with aluminium paint. The I
paint systems consisted of one coat off white primer followed by
two coats of' the appropriate undercoat and, f'inaflly, one coat off
the finishing enamel.* An interval of 24 hours drying time was
allowed botwemen successive coats.

2. The mumbers in brackets indicate the manufacturer' a paint serial
nuniber. ,... . . . -

5. General. Purpose raints (Red Hand Compositions Co. Ltd. -2nd Trial)

~3ril Primer I Undercoat Finishing coat

B35- 1 None ?Tone Whidte gloss paint (2)
B5- 2 j i"Synparex" White 2)
B5- 3 ""Syndurac" White (2)'

ES- 4 i "Enamel
B5- 4Synthetic Snamel, (2)'17hite

B5- 5 W1hite Gloss Paint, (2)'
; odif ied

.185- 6 I Special Tropical (2)'
White

135- 7 if "Genpurac" .-hite, (2
B5- 8 Ifr "Genpurac" W.hite, (2)

I :odif ied
135- 9 A.S. Metallic (I),'Gloss paint U/C'hite (i)! White Gloss Paint (1)"

PrimerII
-B5-10 it 1 "Syndurac" White U/C (1): of (MI
B35-11i Pink Vood Primer None 'Non-yellowing White (1),
B512 1)1 Synthetic Enamel, (1),

Whits
B5-13 "(1) ""Syndurac" Enamel, (1)!

1B5-14 Wood Pr:ier (I)' "Syndurac" Enamel, (1),
'Vhite

:B5-15 Pink Tfood. 1rirwr (I) " White Gloss Paint
;B35-16 Wood Primer r T-V Widte Gloss Paint (I

3-17 PioWofPi~ '7hite Gloss Paint, I
1:odif ied

B35-18 Wood Primer !1) "i " " ()
135-9 Noe U Tropical White (2)-B5-1 NoneFungicidal

B35-20 Pink Wood Prirmer (0) "Syndurac" White U/C (I) *.White Gloss Paint ()
Modified

.B5-21 ~ loss int ofC,t (1) t o i 21
B352 " 1 None j' "

IB5-23 of o f I j1lssPantU/. t 1)i t if o

B15-24 of 11 1 1 it to I ( lij Gloss Paint

-Notee The face of each panel was divided longitudinally into two equal
I portions each of which was painted with a different system.
* The figures in brackets refer to the numiber of coats applied (U/C
* undercoat).
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APPEDIX B (Cont'd)

Pa.nts Applied to ,Vood LSurfaces

Co mposition of Finishing Coats

Finishing Coat . Medium . Pigment

Type *Type

'Ihite Gloss Paint Oil Modified Alkyd 41 100, Rutiox Titan 33
Resin ' T hIite

"Synparex" UWhite Wood Oil/Phenol 1,9.5 83 Rutiox Titan White 30
Enamel Formaldehyde 17 , Zinc Oxide

Varnish

"Syndurac" :,hite Oil Modified Alkyd: 40 j OQ/. Ilutiox Titan 26
Enamel R sin .I:ThiteI
Synthetic Enamel Oil .'odified .kydi 38 1O0,, Autiox Titan 28
White /,aleic Rosin *"ite

White Gloss Paint, Oil .Ldified Uikyd 47 j 67,. Autiox Titan 'hite' 30
Podif ied Aesin/Stand Oil 33c Zinc Oxide

Special Tropical .;odified Penta 141 36.5,o Rutiox Titan 1White -,lkyd Resin/Stand ."hite
Oil I 63.5 Zinc Oxide

"Genpurac" ,ihite Oil todified ,.lkydi 44 35, Rutiox Titan White; 45
I esin/Stand Oil 43.5, Zinc Oxide

21.5 China Clay

"Genpurac" White Oil kodified tlkydj 43.5 38.5,. ±iutiox Titan 4.5.5
,40difivd iesin/Stand Oil h.'ite

L.3,. ChalkI, 1/ Barytes

I Zinc Oxide

Non-Yellowing "iite i.odified Penta 44 j 19.5,. Kutiox Titan 41
60.5,. Zinc Oxide

Tropical hite, Treated Linseed 21 54, Linc Ox...de 74
liungicidal Oil 46,. Barytes
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kjP!DIX C

Paints hpplied to Asbestos Cement

1.

1. Commercial Paints for jAsbestos Cement (Red Hand Compositions Co.)

Serial No. Paint System

CI- I "edmul", mulsion Paint, Interior, Semi-Gloss (2 coats
CI- 2 "ledimul", Emulsion Paint, Exterior, Semi-Gloss (2 coats)

Cl- 3 Chlorinated Rubber Paint, *Vite (2 coats)
C1- 4 h sbestos Roof Paint, Green (2 coats)
01- 5 jAsbestos Roof Paint, Green, Modified (2 coats)

Note. The interior emulsion paint (Ci- 1) was exposed in the Base
Depot only and the other four at the Town Site only.

2. Turnall Colourzlaze (Turners Asbestos Cerent Co. Ltd.)

Serial No. Faint System

C2- I "Turnall Colourblaze" Red, (Symbol No. 61)C2- 2 "Turnall Colourglaze" " festmorl~and Green, kSybol No. 74,)
SC2- 3 "Tukrnall Colourgiaze" Cream, (Symbol N'o. 75)

C2- 4. "Turnall Colourglaze" ky Blue, (Symbol ,o. 72)

Note. These paints vere based on epoxy resins, and wiere air-cured.
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APPENDIX D

Paints applied to Plaster Walls and Concrete

I Plastic ELmlsion Paint (Sissons Bros. & Co. Ltd.)

Serial No. Paint System

DI- I "Rapodeo" Plastic Emulsion Paint, Diack Egg, Satin Finish
(one coat cf paint diluted 4:1 by volume (paint:water)
and one coat diluted 8:1)

Note: The coverage was approximately 60 sq.yd/gallon on plaster
walls and 40 sq.yd/gallon on rough concrete surfaces.

2. Plastic Emulsion Paint (I.C.I.Ltd.

Serial No. Paint System

D2-. I "Pentolite" Plastic Emulsion Paint. Adam Green (one coait
tof paint diluted 5:1 by volume (paint:water) and one
coat diluted 10:1)

3. Plastic Emulsion Paint (Solignum Ltd.)

Serial No. Paint System

D3- I "Permacote" Plastic Eulsion Paint, Opaline Green/Pastel
3 lue mixed 1:1 by volume.

D3- 2 "Permaoote" Plastic Enulsion Paint, Suntan

Notes. I. One priming coat (paint diluted 4:1) and one
finishing coat (same paint diluted 6:1) were applied.

2. The Op.line Green/Pustel Blue was exposed at the
town and jungle sites only and the Suntan at the
marine and desert sites only.

3. The coverage was approximately 60 sq yd/gallon.
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APPENDIX D1 (ont'd)

Paints Applied to Plaster V!alls and Concrete

4. PrlTvinyl Acetate Based Emulsion Paints _(Jenson and Nioholson GrouP)

Paint System -

Type Manufacturer's Colour No. of coats
* No.

D4- 1 1 Plastic Emulsion 3/694/200 , ihite 2
Paint (P.V.A.Baue)

I D4- 2 " 1 3/694/12 Pale Blue 2
j D- 3 " 3/691V443 Red 2

Note: Two coats of paint (undiluted) viere applied ',4th 24 hours
- drying time between each coat.

5. Comercial Paints for Planter Walls (RedHa rCompositions Co.)

Serial No. Primer Finishing PaJ nt

D5- I "Mttinto", Flat, Priming "Hatinto" Flat, Finishing, Tnite
15- 2 Alkali-resisting Ejaulsiont Alkali-resisting Emulsion Paint

Paint, Priming Finishing, hite, Semi-gloss.
D5- 3 Alkali-resisting Chlori- ' fIlkali-resisting Emulsion Paint

nated Rubber Paint, Finishing White, Flat.
PrirLing ....----....--. -- .-.-...... I

Note One coat of primer and one coat of finishing pi :nt were
applied.
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ANPPEN X E

Varnishes

I International Varnishes (International Paints Ltd.)

Serial No. Priming Coat Finishing Coat

El- I Same Varnish as for finishing "309" Yacht Varnish
El- 2 coat but "thinned 15 with Sunlight Varnish
El- 3 , appropriate solvent. "Group 37" Varnish •
El- 4 "Episeal" Varnish

Note: One coat of primer and two finishing coats were applied.
The average thickness of each finishing coat was 0.0010 Inch.

"30,9" Yacht Varnish - Linseed/tung oil modified phenolic resin

Sanliight Varnish - Medium/long oil allcyd

"Group 37" Varnish - Amine adduct cured epoxide

"Episeal" Varnish - Epoxy ester

2. Service Paint Systems (Cellon, Ltd.)

Serial No. Varnish Systems

E2- I One thin coat of Varnish K.4929 followed by three full
coats of Varnish K.4929 (Yacht Varnish, oil length 3.1)
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APPRU1XX E (Cont I d)

Varnishes

3. Picture Varnishes (Trial sponsored by the National Gallery)

Varnish System
Serial No.

Resin Oil Solvent

E3- 1 Dcomaor 101c Linseed Stand Oil White Spirit
E3- 2 R.24O Silicone Resin-
E3- 3 Dammar 10% Sonpol White Spirit
E3- . Mastic 5'c Linseed Oil Turpentine
E3- 5 A.W.2 10% Linieed Stand Oil White Spirit
E3- 6 A.W.2 10/. Sonpol
E3- 7 Hydrogenated DEu ar 10% Linseed Stand Oil
E3- 8 27H- Naphthenes

B.Pt. 170-
19&C

E3- 9 A.Y.i.F. 10/Z aqueous
alchol

Notes: 1. Each of the above nine varnishes was applied to three
substances, viz. (a) Jluminim foil, 0.025mn (b) Snd-
blasted glass and (o) Clear glass (microscope slides).
The films were applied by dip-coating to give a
thickness of 20± 5 microns.

2. The ras:is duaioiated ,.W.2, 27H and A.LJ.. were
respectively polycyclohexanone, polymethacrylate and
polyvinylacetate oompositions.

3. Sonpol was a sunflower stand oil from which linolenic
esturs had been removed by Solvent segregation.
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jLPENDIX F

Fungus Resisting Puints

I. Fungicidal Paints (Jonson and Nichulson Group)

I~ria Finishing Coat
JSerial ;

No.
Pigmunt Medium I FungicideS. .. . ..--

Fl- I 123.3,. Ti 2  37.9/, extra long Nil
linseed oil penta
alkyd. 8.0, Pentulyn G

F.- 2 .. 37.9,. extra long Nil
linseed/wood oil
penta alkyd.

.7.9> long linseed Ni
oil penta alkyd.
8.0;, PentalynG 

F1- 4 " " 45.9 , medium longNi
linseid oill

.. .. gl ycerine alky d.

Fl- 5 " ", for F1-3 0.5 , organic mercurial (lO/g
Fl- 6 " " ;2 pentachlorophenol

Fl- 7 " " " 2,. dichlor-m-xylenol
F- 8 " ""0.07,. organic me-rlwial

i (J7.5,: ig)
FIl- 9 " " " f.05. triethyl tin hydroxide

I FI I 0 " " " . 36', copper-8-quinolinolate

FlI-11 23.3. of 4TiO2:1Zn ,,s for F1-4 0.5/y organic mercurial
(i0,-. Hg)

FI-12 23.3, of 2TiOC:IZnO
F1-13 23.3,j of ITiO2:1ZnO " "
FI-14 23.31. Ti02 s for F4-3 51. Sulphur
FI-15 " 0.25,; mercuric chlorideFl-16 23.3,. of 4T1O2:lZnOl " 0.5 . organic mercurial

Fi I-17 123.3-1 of 2TiO2 :lZnO " t

SOil 1 aint to

B.S.S. 277.

Notes. . One coat of primer (aluminium-pigmented w:ood oil phenolic varnish
containing 15>. of copper naphthenate) and one coat of under coat (white"
alkyd base) containing 0o.5, organic murcuricl (106 Hg) .re alpplicd
to the panels and thcse were followed by one coat of each finish
detailed above, twenty-four hours drying time being alloud between
each coat. In addition, one panel ;'_th primer only and one ,ith
primer and under coat only ere exposed.

2. The finishes In the table above contained 30.8 , solvents and driers.

3. The panels of obeche -,,tod i',re sent from the U.K. by the sponsor or
the triAl with the backs, ends and edges painted v;ith two coats of
aluminium paint.

4. In addition to the pan.ls painted in Nigeria, a s:rics of duplicate
sp!cimcns :iinted by thc sponoor in the U.K. .as exposed under the
same conditi ns.
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AP IENDIX F (Cont'd)

"mgqus itesisting Paints

2. Sxperimental Fungus Resisting 'hite Gloss P~ints (I.C.I. Ltd., Paints Division)

Serial TPrimer Undercoat Finishing Coat

F2- I i lwninium 'Rood ?hite White Gloss containing fungicide "Al
F2- 2j Primer undereo.t " " " "
F2- 3 i I. : "C"
F2- 5 " " "I'O

'2- 6 " " ,ite Gloss containing no fungicide

Notes: 1. The paint systems consisted of one coat of aluninium primer,
one of undercoat .nd ne finishing coat, I period -f 24 hours
drying being ello.d betwcen each coat. The specimens ,ere
aged for seven days before exposure.

2. A second series of specimens .as prepared by using the same
paint systems (F2-1 to F2-6) on panels -tch had been
treated by brushing with a 2,v aqueous solution of "Ihirlan N"

3. . third series of speimens .ith the same paint systems was
prepzred and painted by I.C.I. Ltd., in the U.K. and sent to
Aigeria for exposure.

3. Nuodex Fungicides in Pints (Trial sponsored by Ministry of Supply Chemical
Inspectorate

Serial
No. Primer Finishing Coat Fungicide

I Fl- 1 CS.1370E Primer and General &rvice Nil

FI " t (Finishing Paint to CS. 2000E 2.Od PentacKhorophenol
FI- 3 If of 0.5, N uodex "Super jd-It"

FI-4. " O.5,, Nuodex 321.SS
FI- 5 " " 0,075i Phcmrv Oil Soluble(25;v
Fl- 6 CS.2307 (Primer and Velucwtunicatioj Nil

iFt 7 " quipmcnt Finishing iiint 2. Pentachlorophenol
Fl- 8 to CS. 2306 0.5 Nuodex "Supr-Ytd-It"
Fl- 9 "" 0.5,c Nuodex 321.SS
F1-10 " 0.075/. Fhemo.K Oil Soluble(25/j

Note: One coat each of primer and finishing paint were applied.
Nuodex "Super-,-It" is diphenyl mercitric dodecenyl succinate.
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h.P2NDIX F (Cont'd.)

FuMnu Resisting Paints

4. Fungicidal Paints (Trial sponsored by 'inistry of Supply. Chemical
Inspectorate)

Serial Paint System
No. I -j Substrate

it G aint Base Fungicide 1
P4- I Phire Gloss Paint, .Jkyd Base 1.5/1 Nil M ild Steel
F4- 2 1.5i. Super sd-It

F4- 3 "2, Pentachlorophenol "

'F4-4 .hite Gloss Paint, Chlorinated Nil
Rubber Base I

F4- 5 1. 5- Super -d-It "
F4- 6 1 , Pentachlorophenol

'-. fe"G Ps-s Paint, Linsed I Nil-

Oil Base N
F4- 8 1. 51, Super .d-It I " "

F4- 9" 2,, Pentachlorophenol It

F4---j ite Gloss Paint, .lkyd Base Nil 1 Testern RedF4-1 r 37A, o,,:TkyEW, I Cedar

F4- K" 1.5.. Super _d-It cd

F4-12 "! i entahlor3pheno 1 _" "

F4-13 :hite Gloss Paint, Chlorinuted Nil
Rubb r Base

F4-14 o 1 1. 5,' Super .- d-it

F4-15 2 Pentachlorophenol .

F_-16 ,hite Gloss Paint, Linseed Nil ' " "
Oil Base

:F4-17 " 1.5- Super -d-It "
F1.-18 " 2,, ?ntachlororheno. I"

Note: Two coats of paint ere applicd to each panel. In the fungicidal
systems, the second coat only contained the fungicide.
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APPENDIX F (Cont'ld.)

rtnus iesisting Paints

5. Fungiodal Paints (Goodlass "?all & Co, Ltd.)

Preerrndeco:
No. Substrate Primer Undercoat 1,inishing Coat Fungicide

1F5- I I eranti "Glossinoli Undercoating "Glossinol" Synthetic j Absent
JF5- 2 " :A luminium "Glossinol" Cream Enamel Finishing I Present
F5.- 3 Obeche ;'Food Ref.257/F !Cream, Ref.88/ V Absent

Lf5-~ 1+ __ Prim(,r (2 coatsL. I( ffoat) Preen
.FZ Mrni Rf14,9/6? Undercoting %tlossinolffSynthetic Absent

F5- 6 " (1 coat) !"Glossinol" Green! tnamel Finishing Present
F5: 7 Obeche fRef.257/24F Middle Permanent Green! Absent
F 8(2 coats) Pef.88/3 F P resent

Note: In the fungicidal paint systems, the Fungicide (mercury salt of a long
chain fatty acid) was presenit in all *?our coats. _

6. Fungicidal Paints (Jenson and Nicholson Crou)

Serial ! },SNo. i rj Undercoat Finishing Coat

iF6- I Lluminium Grey .7hite Undercoat 2'inish "" .Ref.D.638/1/1

I-3 " i "CF"' Ref..u, 638/l/3A- " tI ,, W"ef.D.638/1/

F6- 5" ,,I "37" Ref.L.638/15

!Notes: 1. Obeche panels were supplied by the sponsor of the trial from
the U.K. with the backs and edges puinted %ith aluminium primer.
The test faces were painted ',ith one coat of pr..mer, two of
undercoat and one of finishing coat. Ln addition, panels were
prepared using finishei '5F" ana "BF" on wood rretreated by
brushing the test surfaces with a 2p aqueous solution of
"Santobrite".

2. Each of the finishing coats "d" to "a" contained a different
fungicide, the nature and concentration of vihich were not
divulged by the sponsors.
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i.XPMDIX G

Fungicidal Varnishes

1. Nuodex Fungicides in Varnishes (Trial sponsored by Ministry of Supply
Chemical Inspectorate)

ISerial No.? Varnish System iungicide

Gi- I Varnish to Specification T.S.1881 Nil

GI- 2 " 2, PentachlorophenolGI- 3 " 0.5ib "Super jd-lt""

~G1- 3GI" 4 0t I 0Sruodex 321"SS

" 50.75, Phemox Oil Soluble 25Z

2. Aungicidal Varnishos (Trial sponsored by dnistry of Supply, Chemical
Inspactorate)

Serial No.! Varnish System Y'ungicide

G2- I Varnish to Specification T.S.188 1  Nil
G2- 2 " .5,. Super hd-It
G2- 3 Z"I Z Pentachlorophenol

jNote: nly one coat of varnish as applied to each panel.

3. Fungicidal Lacqucrs (Brandram Pros, & Co. Ltd.)

Serial No. Varnish System

~G3- I Lacquer "B", containing parachiormetaxylonol (EVLX) as
* fungicide.
Q3- 2 Lacquer "C", contidng "Captan" as fungicide
G3- 3 Varnish, Special, Fungicidal, to Specification T.S.191.B

Notes, 1. ,.t th-: base depot, the varnishes -.re applied to the internal
surfaces of door panels uhich had been -,iped free from fungus.
The coverage -As approximately loz./sq.yd.

2. For exposure in the jungle clearing, panels of mould-free Obeche
wood. .,ero treated with two costs of the lacquers allowing 2. hra&-ying time between coats. The coverage was "pproxin.tly

2,-oz./sq.yd.
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APPENDIX H

Anti.-Foul.n Paints

1. .1nt-FoulinS and Anti-Teredo Paint (Red H.and Compos.itions Co.)

Serial No. Primer Finishing Coat

Hi- I. Copper paint (i coat) ,tnti-Fouling Anti-Teredo copper
Paint (I coat)

Note: The panels were air-dried for 48 hours after the finishing coat had
been applied.

2. Anti-Fou,4p. .P.a.in.. Syste.m.(n.. Hand Cpositions Co.)

Serial No. Paint System

112-1 Laterac System with Red Boottopping
H2-2 Laterac System with Anti-Fouling Plastic Finish
H2-3 Metabond System with Red Boottopping
H2-4 I Zinc Chromate System finished with Green Anti-Fouling
H2-5 Zinc Chromate System finished with Green "Syndurac"

iSynthetic IM tmel

H2-6 Laterac System finished with W.W. Anti-Fouling
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A.ti-Fou .int Paints

3. Admiralty Exerimental Anti-Foui4n& Paints (Trial sp nscred*by Admira.lty
Central Dockyard Laborlz tr)

Paint System
Serial - .
No. Type Plant No. Description

H3-1 44P CPP/367/f5 3:1 Rosin/Aroclor pigmented with
cuprous oxide

H3-2 44P Mod CP/368/55 Reduced cuprous oxide with iron oxide
added to maintain pigment/medium volume
ratio

H3-3 45P CPP/369/55 1:1 Rosin/Aroc.or pigmented with
I cuprous oxide

H3-4 45P Mod CP/370/55 Reduced cuprous oxide with iron oxide
added to maintain pi6ment/medium
volume ratio

H3-5 161? CPP/371/55 1 3:1:1 RosiVtroclor/Bedesol Stand oil
i varnish pigmented with cuprous oxide

H3-6 161P hod CFP/372/55 I Reduced cuprous oxide with iron oxide
added to maintain pigment/medium

_. J volume ratio
H3-7 U.S.N. CPP/373/55 1:1 RosiVVinylite VYHH, plasticised

Spec.121 with tricresyl phosphate, pigmented
wjLth cuprous oxide

H3-8 Pocoptic CP/374/55 2:1 Rosin/A - Stage phenolic resin plast
icised with tricresyl phosphate, pi
mented with cuprous oxide

H3-9 Blue A/F CF/3i5/55 tuprous thiocyanate and mercurous
D/3/2 chloride in Pocoptio medium, tinted to

dark blue with Prussian Blue and blaok

H3-10 Blue A/F CPP/376/55 Light blue version of D/3/2
D/_/5 I

H3-11 359P CPP/377/55 I Cuprous sulphide in Pocoptic medium

H3-12 360P CrP/378/55 I Cuprous sulphide and cuprous thiocyanate
in Pocoptic medium

H3-13 363P CPP/379/55 Cuprous sulphide in 44P medium

H3-14 364P C2P/380/55 Cuprous sulphide and cuprous thiocyanate
in 44P medium

Note. 1. Three coats of undercoat were applied to the panels in the U.K.
For the U.S.N. Spec.121 finish, a vinyl red lead undercoat was
used and, for all the other finishes, Admiralty "Pomar" Anti-
corrosive Paint.

2. Two coats of each finishing paint were applied at T.T.E. with

an interval of 24 hours between coats.
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APPE DIX H (Cont' a)
kt.- .ouli.m Pain ts

4. .Exp .rimental...An.ti-.Fouling Compositions (I.,C. I. d., Pants D ivdisPpn)

Serial __Paint System

No. Vehicle ICuprous Oxide(%) Iron Oxide Ad d i t i o ns- I J __________

14.-1 Plasticised rosin 40 i 10 to 20

H4-2 Rosin/Phenol- -.

- t ormaldehyde/oil 40

H4-3 Rosin/oil 28 ,

H4-4 " 30 -

H4-5 Plasticised rosin t 40 1.% mercury

I j o oxide

H4-6 (As for H14-5 but 40 I
loss soluble 1

H -7 40

Z.-8 lasticised rosin 50 " -

H o4-10 40 1 o 11.0% D.D.T.

tt"o1 50 t 1 2.0% mercury
oxide

H4-12 As for H=4-11 but 50 iI

less soluble

Note: 1. Nc undercoat was used and only -ne coat of finishing paint.
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ArPEN.DIX I

Anti-Teredo Paints

Admiralty E xperimn.tal Anti-Teredo Paints (Trial. .sp ed by.Aim7ial
Central. Dockyard L abor.a,tory).

_Serial_ Paint System
No. Type I Plant No. 

Description

I-I 44P CPP/367/55 3:1 Rosin/Aroclor, pigmented with
cuprous oxide

1-2 45P CPP/369/55 1:1 Rosin/Aroolor, pigmented with
I. cuprous oxide

1-3 U.S.N. CPP/373/55 1:1 Rosin/Vinylite VYHH, plasticised
Spec.121 with tricresyl phosphate, pigmented

C 3/ with cuprous oxide

1-4 Pocoptio CPP/374/55 2:1 Rosin/A - Stage phenolic resin
plasticised with tricresyl phosphate,
pigmented with cuprous oxide

1-5 Ground Glass CFP/381/55 Ground glass in 1:1 Rosin/Aroolor
Formulation medium at approximately 11 pigment/

medium ratio.

1-6 CPP/382/55 Ground glass in plasticised chlorin-
ated rubber medium at approximately
1:1 pigmen+/medium volume ratio

1-7 CPP/383/55 As for 45P with some cuprous oride
. replaced by ground glass

1-8 oaC Standard Admiralty Anti-corrosive
__ __ _paint (used as control sample)

Note. 1. The undercoats were applied to the panels in the U.K. For theU.S.N. Spec.121 finish, a vinyl/red lead undercoat was used and,

for all the other finishes, Admiralty "Pomar" anti-corrosive paint.

2. Two coats of each finish (including I4 "Pcmar") were applied at
T.T.E. with an interval of 24 hours between coats.

3. The specimens were immersed at the exposure site 24 hours after
the final coat was applied.
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APPFNDIX J

Com.position Preservative.on Paint

Serial No. Paint System Further Treatment

J-1 Paint p.f.u., Ammunition, White Composition, Preservative
Air-drying to CS.1973 to C.S.1663F (I coat)

J-2 Nil

J-3 Paint p.f.u., Ammunition, Brown, Composition Preservative
Stoving, to C.S.1975 to C.S.1663F (I coat)

J-4" Nil

Note. i. The panels were painted in the U.K. One coat of the

Composition, Preservative s.as applied at T.T.E. by dipping

and draining for tvwo hours immediately befo:e placing on
exposure.

2. At the Lagos Army Ordnance Depot, painted ammunition boxes
were treated by spraying with the composition under test.
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AF'PENDIX K

Stora ge. o.f. Pa.i.nts .in th.e Tropkics

.Tropical Storage Trial of Service Paints .(Cello.n, Ltd..)

Serial j Manufacturer's Specification Description
No. j Ref.No. No.

K-1 2.s.588 Red Oxide Primer
K-2 - T.S.L4930 (errux Reducer
K-3 K.4929 Yacht Varnish
K-4 S.X.44 Brown Second Coat
K-5 - DNC/i/76 Yellow Primer
K-6 .4923 Red Lead Steel Primer
K:7 DNC/IV73 Grey Finish
K- 8 DNC/M/78 I Grey Undercoat
K-9 6S 590 - Etch Primer
K-10 - C.S.1 870C Red Oxide Primer
K-1 C.S.2587 Grey Matt Finish
K-12 C.S.2587 Grey Glossy Finish
K-13 - C.S.2354 Grey Undercoat
K-14 K.5064 DTD.827 Grey Enamel
K-15 S.517/ BS.1011 Red Lcad Primer
K-16 5.S.590 - Tuo Solution Ltch Primer
K-17 S.X.44 Yellow Primer
K-18 S.X.41 Green Primer
K-1 9 S.097 PS. 631 j Grey Stoving Enamel
K-20 S.093 DTD.235A Grey Stoving Enamel
K-21 D.4949 DTD.63B Grey Finish
K-22 K.5075 C.S.2000E I Grey Finish
K-23 D.4841 j DTD.766A itluminium
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Fig.2 General view of town site, Port Harcourt. Specimens
were placed in an open compound behind building at
right oentre of the photograph (see Fig.3). The
base depot store (Fig.4) was part of the large
building in centre of photograph.

Fic.3 General view of exposure compound at town site,
Port H.arcourt.



N, NA.z

Fig.4 Exterior of base depot store, Port Harcourt.

Fiag.5 Base depot store,
Port Harcourt
(interior).



Fig.6 General view of jungle clearing, Mcpoku. The
jungle undergrowth site was approximately 50 yards
behind and to the left of this clearing.

Fig.7 General view of marine site, Lagos. The compound
shown at right centre of photograph was 50 to 100
yards from the surf line. Specimens exposed in the
compound behind building in the centre were approxi-
mately 200 yards from the surf line (Fig.8)



Fig.8 General view of exposure compound 200 yards
from surf line at Lighthouse Beach, Lagos
(Marine Site - 200 yd).
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Fig.9 General view of desert site, Kano.



Fig.1O General view of the dolphin in the Bonny River,
Port Harcourt (Harbour Site).

Fig. 11 Ready Mlixed Oil Paints (Trial sponsored by Ministry
of Supply, Chemical Inspectorate) exposed at the
desert site, K~ano.



Fig.12 Eperimental Paints (WJ. and S. Leigh Ltd.)
exposed at the town site, Port Haroourt.

Pig. 13 Experimental Paints
(W. and S. Leigh Ltd.
exposed in the jungle
clearing, Nlcpoku.



Fig.14 Paints and Varnishes (International Paints Ltd.)
exposed at the town site, Port Harcourt. (Photo-
graph taken after 11 months exposure.)

Fig. 15 Priming Schemes for Metallic Coatings (Trial
sponsored by the British Iron and Steel Research
Association). Panels exposed at the marine site
(200-yard compound).



Fig. 16 Priming Schemes for Metallic Coatings (Trial
sponsored by the British Iron and Steel Research
Associatio). Complex shapes on exposure at the
marine site (200 yard compound).

0 0

Fig.17 Priming Schemes for Metallic Coatings (Trial
sponsored by the British Iron and Steel Research
Association). The method of supporting the panels
on the exposure stand is shown.



Pig' 18 PZ'imline schemes tol Metalic oaig ril
sponsored by h rt~Assoclaton) 

hTB.ii Iron and S tee l
shpe I sow. ethod of Oxo elResearchS h a p e s t s h o w n *i 

n e t h e c o m p l e x

F1C' 19 Commercialndal
exposed at the ~and lels (J...e &Nchloit'h pama f r ie sitel Lagos. 

li i o rou~mabPlnsfrin 
The steel Panels u

the bo o and the e n Of tructural steel are
on he to w n~ e!COated wooden Panel 8 on



Fig.20 Admiralty Paint Systems (Trial sponsored by
Admiralty Chemical Department) exposed at the
marine site, Lagos.

Fig.21 General Purpose Paints (Red Hand Compositions Co.)
exposed at town site, Port Harcourt. The four panels
on the right-hand side of the bottom row are asbestos
cement and the remainder are wood. (Note heavy dirt
collection on one of the wooden panels, Serial No.
31-43



Fig. 22 Canadian Army' Vehicle Paints applied to wood
exposed at the town site, Port Harcourt.

Wi8 . 23 Commercial Enamels (Jenson and Nicholson Group)
exposed at desert site, Xano.



Fig.24 General Purpose Paints (Red Hand Compositions Co.
-2nd Trial) exposed at town site, Port Harcourt.

Fig.25 General Purpose Paints (Red Hand Compositions Co.
- 2nd Trial) exposed in the Jungle undergrowth.



Fig. 26 General Purpose Paints (Red Hand Compositions Co.
-2nd Trial) exposed at marine site, Lagos.

Fig.27 Turnall Colourgiase (Turner Asbestos Cement Co. Ltd.)
exposed at town site, Port Harcourt.



Pig. 28 Plastic Emaulsioni Paint. (Jensoni & Nicholson Group)
exposed on concrete blocks at the marine site,
Lagos (50 yard comnpound).

Fig. 29 Picture Varnishes (Trial sponsored by the
National Gallery) exposed at desert site, Kano.



Fig. 30 Picture Varnishes (Trial sponsored by the
National Gallery). Specimens exposed on clear
glass (microscope slides) at desert site, Kano.

Fig.3l Fungus Resisting Paints (I.C.I. Ltd.) exposed at
town site, Port Harcourt.



Fig. 32 Fungus Resisting Paints (I.C.I. Ltd.) exposed
in jungle undergrowth, Nkpolcu.

Fig. 33 Fungicidal Paints and Varnishes (Trial sponsored
by M.o.S., Chemical Inspectorate). Specimens
exposed in jungle undergrowth.



Pig. 34 Fungicidal Paints
(Goodlasa Wall & Co. Ltd.)
exposed in the jungle
clearing, Nkpoku.



Fig.35 Pammel Synthetic Eamel Paint (Blundell, Spence & Co. Ltd.).
Condition of painted mild steel panels at end of trial, i.e.,
after 18-19 months exposure. Panels 1, 2, 3 and 4 were exposed
at ma~rine (50 yd), marine (200 yd), jungle clearing and
desert sites respectively. The lower halves of' panels 3 and 4
have been polished.



,. Fig-.36 War Equipment Paints
(Trial sponsored bytt. 11.0.S., Chemical
Inspectorate). Arctic
White finish afterV approximately 34 months
exposure in jungle
clearing. (System A4-8
on left, A4-17 on right)
Note very heavy rusting
on portion without primer.

Fig. 37 Ready Mixed Oil Paints
(Trial sponsored by
1..5., Chemical
Inspetorate).
System A5-6 after 34

mothe exposure at
jungle @its showing
severe craoling.



Fig.38 Ready Mixed Oil Paints
(Trial sponsored by M.O.S.,
Chemical Inspectorate).
System A5-11 after 32
months exposure at desert
site. Note severe cracking
and fading as compared with
duplicate panel at jungle
site (Fig.39).
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Fig.39 Ready Mixed Oil Paints
(Trial sponsored by
M.O.S., Chemical
Inspeotorate). Systen
A5-11 after 34 months ,
exposure at jungle site
Note severe cracking.
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Fig.40 Ready Mixed Oil Paints
(Trial sponsored by M.0.5.
Chemical Inspectorae ).
System A5-7 after 34
months exposure at
jungle site, showing
heavy fungal and algal
growth.

0
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Fig.41 Ready Mixed Oil Paints (2nd Trial sponsored by M.O.S.,
Chemical Inspeotorate). System A5-6 after 18 months
exposure at jungle site showing severe cracking.



Fig.42 Paints and Varnishes
(International Paint s
Ltd.). Specimen A&.14,
after 18 months
exposure at town site,
Port Harcourt.* Note
heavy algal growth.

R.B.C. HWM

Fig.43 Chlorinated Rubber Paints (Messrs. Tretol Ltd.).
Panels after 15 months exposure at the marine
site showing severe checking and orackcing (left
hand specimen from 200 yd compound and right
hand specimen from 50 yd compound).
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Ag.44 "Avare" Silica/Graphite Paints (C.R. Averill, Ltd.).
Systems A10-1 to AIO-6 (from top to bottom) after
15 months exposure at marine site, Lagos. The
panels on the left were exposed 200 yardsand those
on the right, 50 yards, from the surf line.



"AVARC" &'TREETOL" PAINTS.
AERIAL' WIND & WATER

Pig145 "Avare" Silica/Graphite Paints (C.R. Averill, Ltd.)
and Chlorinated Rubber Paints (Tretol, Ltd.) after
10 months exposure. The two columns on the left were
exposed at Wilmot Point, Lagos and those on the right
in the wind/water sone of the lagoon site. The order
of the specimens in, reading from top to bottom,
A1O-1 to A.10-6. The bottom row contains the
Chlorinated Rubber Paints (Systema A9-1).



P'ig.46 Priming Schemes for Metallico Coatings (Trial
sponsored by the British Iron & Steel Research
Association) Sstemn A13-1 after 19 months exposure
at the marine site showing severe erosion of the
paint.

?ig.47 Priming Schemes for Metallic Coatings (Trial

sponsored by the British Iron & Steel Research
Asscition) * System A13-12 after 19 months

exposure at the marine site (enlarged view).



Fig.48 Priming Schemes for Metallic Coatings (Trial
sponsored by the British Iron & Steel Research
Association). System A13-19 after 19 months
exposure at the marine site showing severe
corrosion of the metal coating and breakdown of
the paint system.
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Fig.49 Service Paint Systems (Cellon Ltd.). Specimens
A16-20 to A16-27 and A16-32 after 3k years exposure
at the marine site, showing very heavy rusting of
panels and almost complete destruction of the
paint films.



-Ii
ElARTIFICIAL Fig. 50 Car Finishes (F.I.A.T.,

I Turin). The two top

rows were exposed to
artificial weathering
tests for 500 hours
and the two bottom
rows were exposed in
the jungle clearing,

•Nkpoku for 6 months.
The specimens are in
order from left to
right and top to bottom.

JUNGLE

Fig-. 51 Car Finishes
(F.I.A.T., Turin).
Specimens after 6j DESERT

months exposure at
desert site (two top

site (bottom rows).
The specimens are
in order from left
to right and top to
bottom.

MARINE



JUNGLE CLEARING NKPOKU

27 MONTHS EXPOSURE

PANEL No 33

Pig- 52 Canadian AMn Vehicle Paints applied to wood.
System B4-9 after 27 months exposure at jungle
site, showing heavy fungal decay of wood.

Fig. 53 Canadian Arm~y Vehicle
Paints applied to wood.

System B4-15 after 7
months exposure at jungle
site showing oracking of
the paint where the sub-
strate had split, and
heavy biological growth
at the regions of the
cracks.



JUNGLE CLEARN NKPOKU

27 MONTHS EXPOSURE

PANEL No 32
-J

Fig.54 Canadian Army Vehicle Paints applied to wood.
System B4-8 after 27 months exposure at jungle site,
showing heavy biological growth on left hand side
and good condition of paint on right hand aide
which was oleaned.

JUNGLE CLEARING NKPOKU

27 MONTHS EXPOSURE

PANEL No 42

Pig.55 Canadian AIy Vehicle Paints applied to wood.
System B4-18 after 27 months exposure at jungle
site showing cracking of paint at areas where
substrate has split and heavy biological growth.
(The right hand side of the panel has been
cleaned.)



Fig-. 56 Canadian Army Vehiole Paints
applied to wood. System 34-13
after 5 months exposure at
marine site showing severe
splitting of wood substrate.

SURF BEACH L AGOS

27 MONTHS EXPOSURE

PANEL No 17

Fig. 57 Canadian Army Vehicle Paints applied to wood.
System B4-17 after 27 months exposure at marine
site, Lagos, showing cracking and flaking of
the paint where the substrate had split. The
right hand side of the panel has been cleaned.



TOWN SITE PORT HARCOURT

24 MONTHS EXPOSURE

PANEL No 92

Fig.58 Canadian Army Vehicle Paints applied to wood.
System B4-20 after 24 months exposure at town site,
Port Harcourt, showing cracking and flaking of
paint - areas where the substrate had split.
The hand side of the panel has been cleaned.

Fig.59 Canadian Army Vehicle
Paints applied to wood.
System B4-12 after 5
months exposure at marine
site showing a typical
case of blistering.
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Fig.60 General Purpose Paints
(Red Hand Compositions
Co. - 2nd Trial).
System B7-20 (left hand
side of panel) after
114 months at marine site,
showing severe flaking.

JUNGL 11 MfrilG Eeo0SUR
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Fig.61 Tunall Colourglase (Turners Asbestos Cement Co.)
Specimen C2-2 after 11 months exposure in the
jungle clearing showing heavy, superficial
biological growth, easily removed on washing.
(The bottom right hand corner has been cleaned.)



Fig.62 Commercial Varnishes
(International Paints,
Ltd.). El-i after 18
months exposure at town
site, showing extensive
checking and cracking.

CONTROL I MONTHS
CONTROLEXPOSUREJ

Fig. 63 Commnercial Varnishes
(International Paints
Ltd.). Specimen E1-2
after 18 months exposure
at town site.

18 MONTHS1
CONTROLEXPOSURE



Fig. 64 Commercial Varnishes
(International Paints Ltd.).
Specimen E1-3 after 18 months
exposure at town site,
showing considerable
darkening.

18 MONTHS
EXPOSURE

Fig. 65 Commercial Varnishes
(International Paints Ltd.).
Specimen EI-4 after 18
months exposure at town
site, showing heavy flaking.

CONTROL E MONS
EXPOSURE



Fig.66 Damge to paint film an wood substrate caused by
the fungus Pullularia after a year's exposure to
sun and rain at the town site, Port Harcourt.
(The lower rit hand region of the panel has
been cleaned.)

;* .

Fig.67 Fungus Resisting Paints (Jenson and Nicholson Group).
Specimen with primer and white undercoat only, after
5 months exposure, showing fungal pustules breaking
through the paint film.



Fig.68 Development of pyonidia of Botryodiplodia theobromae
on unpainted Obeche wood dipped in copper naphthenate
for I hour and stored at 90% relative humidity.
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Fig.69 Fungus Resisting Paints (I.C.I. Ltd.). Specimen ?2-5
(painted in U.K.) after 12 months exposure at the town
site, Port Harcourt showing extensive breaking-up of
the paint film by pustules of Botryodiplodia theobromae.



Fig.70 Fungus Resisting Paints (I.C.I. Ltd.). Specimen F2-6

showing rupture of paint film by pustules of

Botryodiplocia theobromae growing from the wood
substrate (enlarged view).

No-
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Fig.71 Fungus Resisting Paints (I.C.I. Ltd.). Enlarged*

view of paint film showing Graphium synnemata

growing from the substrate.



Fig.72 Fungus Resisting Paints
(I.C.I.Ltd.). Specimen
12-6 showing patches of
dark Pullularia on paint
film after 3 months expo-
sure at the town site,
Port Harcourt.

Fig.73 Fungus Resisting
Paints (I.C.I.Ltd.).
Specimen F2-6 after 4
3 months exposure 4
in the jungle under- 6 .
growth, Nkpoku,
showing heavy, super-
fioial mould growth. i
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16 MOONTHS EXPOSURE

Fig.74 F'ungicidal Paints
(Goodlass Wall & Co.Ltd..).
Systems F5-4 (on left)
and F5-3 (on right) after
16 months exposure in the
jungle clearing. The
damage to the paint film
caused by pyonidia of
Botryodiplodia theebromae
can be seen on the
cleaned portion of F5-3.

PANEL No j~g PANEL N o B3

Pig.75 Fungicidal Lacquers
(Brandram Bros. & Co.
Ltd.) applied to
Nigerian Mahogany
plywood door panels at
base depot Port Haroourt
(6 months exposure).T



Fig.76 Anti-fouling, hnti-teredo Copper Paint (Red Hand
Compositions Co.) after J4 month. exposure in Bonny
River, Port Harcourt. The four panels on the left
were unpainted wood controls and the four on the
right were painted. The four samples in the top
row were exposed in the wind/water zone and the
four at the bottom were fully imersed.

?ig.TT Admiralty Experimental
Anti-fouling Paints
after 66 weeks exposure.
(Paint 44P on left,
45P on right.)



Fig. 78 Admiralty Experimental
Anti-fouling Paints
after 66 weeks exposure,
(Paint 363P on left,
U.S. Speo.121 on

right.)

Fig.79 Experimental Anti-fouling Compositions (I.C.I.Ltd.)
after 26 weeks immersion in Bonny River (Frame 1).
For distribution of specim-ens, see Fig.80.
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7 42 938

11 1 12

lrame 1

1o 6 9,2

12 3 11 12 6

1 8 10 7

Frame 2

FIg.80 I.C.I. Experimental Anti-fouling Compositions.
Distritution of specimens on exposure frames
1 and 2. The numbers I to 12 relate to the
serial numbers of the twelve experimental
paints under teat.



Fig.81 Eperimentbal Anti-fouling Compositions (I.C.I. Ltd.)
after 26 weeks immnersion in Bonny River (Frame 2).
For distribution of specimens, see Fig.80.
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Fig.82 Anti-fouling Anti-teredo Copper Paint (Red Hand
Compositions Co.) after 4 months immersion in the
Bonny River, Port Harcourt. The panels have been
sectioned to reveal teredo attack. The four panels
at the top were unpainted wood controls and the four
at the bottom were painted. The four at the left were
fully immersed and those at the right were exposed in
the wind/water zone.



Fig.83 Admiralty Experimental Anti-
teredo Paints. Condition of
panels coated with paint to
U.S.N.Speo.121 after
immersion for 67 weeks in
Bonny River, Port Harcourt
and removal of marine fouling.

Fig.84 Admiralty Experimental Anti-
teredo Paints. Condition of
panels coated with System
12-5 (ground glass formulation)
after immersion for 67 weeks in
Bonny River, Port Harcourt and
removal of marine fouling.



Fig.85 Admiralty Ezperimental Anti-
teredo Paints. Sections of

panels ooated with paint to
U.S.N.Speo.121 after 67 weeks
immersion in Bonny River,
Port Harcourt, showing absence
of shipworm burrows.

'

Fig.86 Admiralty Experimental Anti- . *
teredo Paints. Sections of
panels coated with system
12-5 (ground glass forimlatio
after 67 weeks immersion in

Bonny River, Port Harcourt,
showing extensive teredo attack.



Table.o.f. & pat a -. Bonny River, Ppt Haroour

Period. Ooct.ber,. 1.956 - .Feb i

State t Charaoteristics of Water
Date o (ft) Salinity oC

Tide ( 6 NaCl pH Temp C

18.10.56 Low Surface 1.64 7.8 27.0
25.10.56 High 1 .170 7.8 27.0
1.11.56 Low 1.66 7.8 27.0
6,11.56 High 1.67 7.8 28.0

22.11.56 1.77 7.8 28.0
29.11.56 Low 1.65 7.8 28.0
6.12.56 KiGh 1.62 7.8 28.0

13.12.56 Low - 1.58 7.8 27.0
2012.56 High Surface 1.70 7.8 28.0
27.12.56 Low " 1.82 7.6 27.0
11. 1.57 it 1.96 7.6 26.0
31. 1.57 " " 2.22 7.6 27.0
7. 2.57 " t 2.19 7.8 27.0

15. 2.57 " 2.28 7.8 28.0
21. 2.57 High 2.35 7.8 27.0
28. 2.57 Low 2.35 7.8 28.0
7. 3.57 High 2.41 7.8 28.0

21. 3.57 " " 2.51 7.8 28.0
28. 3.57 Low 2.37 7.8 32.0
5. 4.57 High I 2.37 7.8 28.0

16. 5.57 2.32 7.8 30.0
30. 5.57 Low I 2.26 7.8 30.0
6. 6.57 2.18 7.8 29.0

13. 6.57 It 2.18 7.8 29.0
20. 6.57 Flood 2.11 7.8 29.0
27. 657 - 2.02 7.8 28.0
3. 7.57 High " 2.08 7.6 28.0

10. 7o57 2.04 7.0 28.0
18. 7.57 I 1.76 7.6 28.0
25. 7.57 Low I1.60 7.2 28.0
29. 8.57 High 1.35 7.4 28.0
5. 9.57 Low " 1.03 7.8 28.0

12. 9.57 High 1.14 7.2 28.0
19. 9.57 It 1.26 7.6 28.0
24. 9.57 Low " 1.15 - 28.0
2. 1.58 1.46 7.2 29.7
8. 1.58 ""1.57 - 28.0

24. 1.58 High 1.77 7.0 29.0
30. 1.58 Low " 1.63 7.2 29.0
11. 2.58 High 1.89 7.0 31.2
27. 2.58 High 2.05 7,0 30.0

Note. Vertical series of samples taken on a number of occasions
showed that there was uniformity of temperature and salirity
from surface to bottom at the site. Depth varied with tide
from 10 to 15 feet of water.
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